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by Greg Zerovnik 
General Motors, McDonald's 
and Microsoft...some people think 
international business is reserved 
for the big shots. Not true. 
Dozens—even thousands—of 
small businesses have found they 
can sometimes be a bigger fish in 
an overseas pond than they can be 
Jiere at home. They just need some 
continued on page 2 
Upland Water Company 
Faces Criticism 
A dramatic rate increase of 
water fees from San Antonio Water 
Co. which occurred in spring of 
2003 has still left a trail of concern 
among residents and local activists 
in the San Antonio Heights area. 
Ken McNeil, a former board 
member and current shareholder of 
San Antonio Water Co., has sought 
after detailed records from the 
water facility. McNeil has suggest­
ed the hike in fees may be due to 
negligence, but is seeking out the 
records hoping they will indicate 
any justification for the increase. 
According to Ray Wellington, 
general manager of San Antonio 
Water Co., since McNeil is a share­
holder, he has access to any docu­
mentation he prefers to review. 
"This doesn't make sense to 
me. He's been a shareholder and he 
still has involvement with the com­
pany," said Wellington. 
McNeil could not be reached 
for comment. 
In contrast, Wellington defend­
ed San Antonio Water Co. denying 
access to such files in an article 
published by the Inland Valley 
Daily Bulletin on Nov 2. of last 
year. According to the report, 
Wellington defended the decision 
saying it was a risk to the residents' 
"confidentiality as well as securi-







Efforts to substantially de­
crease the surging costs of medi­
cine and health services in the U.S. 
have not stalled Health Mainten­
ance Organizations (HMOs) from 
witnessing a sharp increase in prof­
itability. 
The majority of the nation's 
HMOs reported a $3 billion profit 
continued on page 32^ 
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Holdings Corp. Signs 
Telecommunications 
Agreement With Tel 3 
Victory Capital Holdings 
Corporation (OTCBB:VTYC) an­
nounced that it has executed a 
Telecommunications Agreement 
with Horida Based Tel3. 
Under the terms of the agree­
ment, Tel3 will provide Domestic, 
Private Label, VoIP Calling Card 
services starting at 3.9 cents per 
minute; accompanying the domes­
tic pricing is extremely aggressive 
international pricing positioned to 
continued on page 24 
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continued from page 1 
ty." 
In addition, Wellington denied 
any notion of negligence on the 
part of the water company's opera­
tors. He said the rate increase was a 
result of a drought in the area 
extending into the Ontario area - an 
issue that needed to t)e mitigated 
swiftly, though at the cost of resi­
dents. 
"I haven't heard anything lately 
- no complaints. This is kind of 
new to me," said Wellington. Since 
May of 2002, San Antonio Water 
Co. has been involved in pending 
litigation following a lawsuit filed 
by the organization called the 
California First Amendment 
Coalition (CFAC) and Richard 
McKee, a local activist. 
A decision was to expected to 
be made by the state appellate court 
after their suit was rejected with 
another court. 
The group argues that the city 
of Upland owns more than 60 per-
_cent of San Antonio Water Co., so 
there should be public meetings 
held, post agendas and create pub­
lic records. 
Members of the San Antonio 
Heights Homeowner's Association 
had threatened such a lawsuit in 
conjunction with the CFAC if then-
requests were not met, in addition 
to action being taken regarding 
their discontent over the election of 
several of San Antonio Water Co.'s 
board members. 
A decision on the matter, antic­
ipated by the state's appellate court, 
has been delayed since November. 
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Citrus College Center Helps Local Businesses Go International 
continued from page 1 
help to get the ball rolling. 
One good example is 
Polymerica, a Pomona-based com­
pany founded in 1987 by John 
Chou, a PhD polymer chemist orig­
inally from Taiwan. John earned 
his BS in chemistry in Taiwan, then 
came to America to earn a doctor­
ate from Pennsylvania's Lehigh 
University. After finishing his edu­
cation he worked in R&D for sev­
eral major corporations, including 
Dow Chemical and Avery 
Dennison. It was the assignment 
with Avery that brought him here to 
California. 
Ultimately, Joh/i left Avery to 
start his own firm, and since then 
he has specialized, as he likes to 
say, in "solving problems" for peo­
ple. He considers himself a cata­
lyst, someone who can make good 
things happen for other companies, 
through the application of his 
knowledge of polymer chemistry. 
John had thought about export 
markets, but wasn't sure how to get 
continued on page 6 
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Tech Organization Makes a Digital Contribution to 
Local Schools 
The Technology Training 
Foundation of America (TTFA) and 
Time Warner Cable teamed up to 
place 220 high-end computers in 11 
area schools last month at 
Cathedral City Elementary School. 
"Over the past two years we 
have been making plans towards 
the creation of a computer lab. The 
vast majority of our students come 
from underprivileged backgrounds 
and they do not have access to 
computers at home. Our goal was 
to create a computer lab where we 
can teach our children basic com­
puter skills while at the same time 
deliver instruction in the main sub­
ject areas," said Tony Signoret, 
principal of Cathedral City 
Elementary School. 
Sen. Jim Battin, who serves on 
the Technology Training Foun­
dation of America's Advisory 
Board, was not able to attend the 
event and present a special award. 
Time Warner Cable and 
Technology Training Foundation of 
America joined together to launch 
the "Tech Tools for Schools" pro­
gram four years ago in San Diego. 
This year, the campaign was 
expanded into the cable division's 
operations in the desert cities. 
Through their unique partner­
ship, the "Tech Tools for Schools" 
program has placed over 1,800 
computers into schools. Since early 
2000, the Technology Training 
Foundation of America, through 
additional corporate partnerships, 
has donated over 10,000 computers 
statewide to schools and various 
non-profit organizations. 
"Our mission at Technology 
Training Foundation of America 
(TTFA) is to help stretch technolo­
gy dollars by providing needed 
hardware so the limited resources 
can be used for teacher training, 
technical Support and software that 
is necessary to prepare students for 
our technological world," said 
Jeanette Roache, president of 
TTFA. 
"Companies are able to 
upgrade and replace their comput­
ers at a faster rate than schools can 
afford to do. The out of service cor­
porate computers once refurbished 
still have several years of life in 
them that can be utilized by 
schools. Our minimum placement 
level is a Pentium III 500 with 128 
MB memory and 6 GB hard drives, 
but most are higher," she added. 
TTFA repair centers offer 
vocational students exposure to a 
wide variety of computer hardware 
and opportunities to train with real-
life troubleshooting exercises. 
Placement of the donated comput­
ers through TTFA are made free of 
charge with schools and non-profit 
organizations that show a need and 
desire to utilize refurbished equip­
ment. 
Steve McMahon, general man­
ager of Time Warner Cable, 
believes further efforts need to be 
made to curb the effects impacting 
children without computers, partic­
ularly due to dire financial circum­
stances some people are being 
forced to deal with. 
"We all know the effects state 
budget cuts are having on our 
schools—overcrowding in the 
classroom, fewer extra curricular 
programs, older teaching materials. 
Given the growing population here 
in the Coachella Valley, and the 
current climate in education, 'Tech 
Tools for Schools,' makes particu­
larly good sense," he said. 
The Technology Training 
Foundation of America is a non­
profit organization that has as made 
a commitment to California school 
districts which do not place com­
puters into a school's technology 
plan. 
Lyons Las Vegas Update 
by Joe Lyons 
Last spring I told you about the constantly redesigned skyline of Las 
Vegas. Drop a building in most big cities and its considered a disaster, but 
in Vegas it's just business. The Dunes, the Hacienda, even the Landmark, 
are no longer landmarks. 
So it was that after enduring a weekend of ants, dry wall corridors and 
elevators that didn't work, I mentioned in my article that the Imperial Palace 
must be ready for the wrecking ball. 
It didn't take long for one of their marketing people to call me. Why, he 
wanted to know, would I make such a comment about his beloved LP.? 
I will tell you what I told him. I expect better of a major strip resort/casi­
no in Vegas. 
Needless to say, he wanted to know when I would be back so he could 
show me where I had gone wrong. 
I told him I'd be back in November for the Big Smoke. He told me he'd 
show me a whole new Palace. We discussed a suite, comp'd food and a 
guided tour. 
Came November, things had changed. He wouldn't be around, but he'll 
see to it that I got a comp at the one good restaurant in his facility. Gullible 
me, I believed him. 
In fact there was no suite, there was no tour and there was no comp'd 
meal. The ants were gone and the in-room guest book had been updated to 
not mention features that are gone. The elevators worked, but the escalators 
are still broken down and covered with black plastic. You still have to take 
a elevator up to the third floor and climb the stairs to the fourth to eat. 
The dry wall is gone. That was part of the reconstruction for the grand 
entrances to the exciting new Las Vegas Monorail. 
The monorail doesn't work. It turns out that the turns are so tight that it 
was causing damage to the undercarriage. 
It may take as much as a year to make things right. To be fair, the mono­
rail thing is not the fault of the Imperial Palace. But everything else there 
still does not impress me. I can't wait for the phone to ring again. 
In the meantime, I sure do miss the Tam-O-Shanter. 
"Time Out" 
With Bill Anthony SL Joe Lyons 
They review gourmet foods, 
travel and world famous restaurateurs... 
AM 1510 KSPA 
...plus guest interviews with award winning 
chefs, renowned wine connoisseurs and leaders 
in the hospitality industry each Saturday on 
"lime Out at 10:30 a.m. 
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A 2005 Rematch: 
The Housing Bubble and the Productivity Miracle vs. 
Reality and Reason 




In this comer, we have the cur­
rent tag team champions: the 
buLked-up Housing Bubble and the 
powerful Productivity Miracle. 
And in the other comer, the peren­
nial challengers: Reality and 
Reason. 
The Bubble and the Miracle 
have been trouncing Reality and 
Reason for three years, and 2005 
may be the final match. If Reality 
and Reason don't win in 2005, they 
have threatened to quit the game 
entirely, leaving the Bubble and the 
Miracle plenty of time to attend Mr. 
Greenspan's lavish retirement 
party. Reality and Reason have not 
been invited to that party, and in a 
pique of anger have planned an 
altemate event to celebrate the vic­
tory they are expecting. Greenspan, 
more than anyone, is hoping for 
another win in 2005 for the Bubble 
and the Miracle. 
The ever-hopeful fans of 
Reality and Reason, including 
myself, see 2005 as a promising 
year. Greenspan's monetary 
steroids are now being withdrawn, 
and with the Bubble seriously 
bulked-up, 2005 may the year that 
Reality again pins the Bubble to the 
mat. 
Moreover, the sleight of hand 
that has left the Productivity 
Miracle beyond the reach of 
Reason may find better ways to 
invest their excess cash, moving to 
Euros or to their own economies or 
to the infrastmcture needed for new 
sources of much needed raw mate­
rials in Latin America. 
These wrestling matches have 
been held for a very long time, of 
course. What's new is that Plain-
Old-Productivity has had a com­
plete makeover, choosing the new 
persona of the Productivity 
Miracle, at the suggestion of the 
Hollywood talent agency: New 
Economy Artists. Like Plain-Old-
Productivity, Reality and Reason 
have performed about the same 
year after year, and the determining 
factor in the match has been the 
Housing Bubble. When the Bubble 
started to bulk up. Reality and 
Reason have lost out decisively. 
But inevitably, the Bubble's victory 
has given way to hubris, success 
begat excess, and the Bubble fell 
exhausted to the mat from carrying 
too much weight, trounced again by 
Reality and Reason. What made 
this exciting to fans and to 
investors, who placed huge bets on 
the outcome, was that it was very 
difficult to predict exactly when the 
Bubble would emerge victorious 
and when Reality and Reason 
would get the upper hand. 
Time and again the bubble has 
bulked up during the expansions 
but just as surely has led the way 
into the recessions with drops in 
spending in the range of $1,000 to 
$2,000 per worker. This time things 
have been different. The Bush-
Clinton expansion did not end with 
a defeat of the Housing Bubble. 
Housing seemed a little wobbly in 
the year 2000, but Mr. Greenspan's 
monetary steroids kept housing on 
its feet with spending per worker 
holding steady at about $3,000 
throughout 2001. You might have 
thought that after the 2001 reces­
sion, Mr. Greenspan would have 
cut back his steroid prescriptions, 
but a rare Japanese avian flu left 
Mr. Greenspan weakened in spirit 
and suffering from the scourge of 
the times: deflation dread disorder. 
With what was left of his mind 
focused on deflation, his steroid 
prescriptions for the Bubble were 
automatically renewed. Now that 
he has had more time to think it 
over, Mr. Greenspan is cutting back 
on the steroid prescriptions, but in 
the meantime the Housing Bubble 
has seriously bulked up with resi­
dential spending per worker mov­
ing upward toward the stratosphere 
and attaining the all-time high of 
$3,800 per worker and with house 
prices in many regions of the coun­
try completely exiting their earthly 
domains. If spending on homes 
comes back from the stratosphere 
to more normal but still-high levels, 
that would require a drop in spend­
ing on housing of almost $1,000 
per worker, which translates into a 
drop in total spending of $150 bil­
lion, greater than the drop in busi­
ness spending on equipment and 
software from $924 billion in 2000 
Q4 to $818 billion in 2001 Q4 that 
caused the recession of 2001. It is 
hard to imagine that housing could 
return to normal without some 
severe sluggishness in the econo­
my, possibly another recession. To 
avoid that weakness, we will need a 
very slow correction supported by 
low interest rates and great growth. 
No problemo, say Mr. 
Greenspan and Mr. Bush. With the 
rise in home ownership and a big 
increase in the value of their 
homes, Americans have never been 
better off. There cannot be a prob­
lem. However, as if to belie their 
calm demeanors, Greenspan and 
Bush have been handing out 
bumper stickers that say, "The dif­
ference between housing and hos­
ing is only U." 
They must know that inflated 
housing wealth is no more real than 
the multi-million dollar valuation 
of Pets.com. Walk around your Los 
Angeles home and you will see 
why. Your home looks pretty much 
the same as it did three years ago. 
Why do you think it is worth twice 
as much? You'd better realize that 
there is a difference between dis­
covering a $1 million oil well on 
your property and reading in the 
paper that your neighbor's home 
sold for $1 million more than you 
thought it was worth. The discov­
ery of oil adds real wealth to the 
economy and it will be an asset that 
you can surely sell in the future. 
That extra $1 million in value of 
your house based on the sale of 
your neighbor's home means noth­
ing until you try to sell yours. If you 
move quickly and are lucky to 
unload your home at the inflated 
price, your gain is exactly offset by 
the buyer's loss. Thus, correspon­
ding to the assets created by the 
run-up in home prices is an exactly 
offsetting liability on the balance 
sheets of those who do not own the 
homes, the very people who will 
decide if your home is really worth 
it when you ask them to buy your 
property. Not likely, most prospec­
tive buyers are thinking. Can't 
afford that price. In the meantime, 
we collectively think we are better 
off, just because of an accounting 
error - home non-owners are not 
putting the liability on their balance 
sheets, offsetting the asset that 
homeowners are putting on theirs. 
1 know. 1 know. You think that 
is just Reality and Reason trash 
talk. You and Mr. Greenspan think 
the Bubble is good for another year 
and many more. And in any case, if 
the Bubble tires, you probably 
think the Productivity Miracle is 
more than able by himself to defeat 
Reality and Reason. This isn't 
Plain-Old-Productivity any more. 
You can see that in which depicts 
the narrow corridor within which 
productivity has grown historically. 
After the strong rate of growth of 
productivity in the 1960s equal to 
3.1% per year, productivity slowed 
down in the 1970s, and has been 
growing at the rate of 1.7% per year 
from 1970 to 1998, with some ups 
and downs that have kept produc­
tivity within 3% of that long-term 
trend. That is a very narrow corri­
dor. 
But since 1998, productivity 
has been truly extraordinary and 
has completely broken out of the 
normal corridor, growing at the rate 
of 3.4% per year, better even than 
the 1960s. This gives us a very 
good reason to be optimistic. After 
all, GDP growth is the sum of the 
growth in hours plus the growth in 
productivity. With hours growing at 
the normal rate of 1.7% per year, 
and productivity growing at 3.4%, 
that means a GDP growth rate of 
5.1%, which is plenty high enough 
to support higher home prices and 
high rates of home building. The 
difference between the normal 
1.7% productivity and the surreal 
continued on page 11 
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Riverside Chamber of Commerce President 
Enjoying View at the Top 
by Cory Arvin 
Riverside Chamber of Com-
merc's President Cindy Roth's 
career can be considered a testa­
ment to the impact of one person's 
generosity and legacy. Roth, who 
began working for the chamber as a 
receptionist while attending 
Riverside Community College, was 
taken under the wing of the cham­
ber's former president and 
Riverside City Councilman, Art 
Pick. From there. Roth, a Riverside 
native, began her arduous climb to 
the top of the ladder. 
"He was my mentor," said 
Roth. "He gave me the opportunity 
to grow and showed me every 
aspect of working here," she added. 
Roth entered the Riverside 
Chamber of Commerce through a 
work experience jjrogram after 
working under then-Senator Bob 
Presley out of high school. 
In 1999, Pick died, leaving the 
chamber without a president. That 
same year, their selection commit­
tee elected Roth to succeed Pick as 
president. 
"(Pick) gave me the opportuni­
ty to move through every facet of 
the chamber," said Roth. "That was 
his style—to help people grow." 
Roth is proud to lead the cham­
ber given its reputation and the 
changes she's witnessed, such as an 
increase in women participating in 
local business. 
"There were a lot of men in the 
chamber and Art reached out to the 
professional women to get them 
involved. There is a tremendous 
balance and growth of women in 
small business, large business, 
entrepreneurial business ... we 
work with all kinds of different 
companies. And that's a communi­
ty ... you need to have everyone 
working together," she said. 
With over 1600 members, the 
Riverside Chamber of Commerce 
is currently ranked as the third 
largest in Southern California and 
the eighth largest in the state. As 
such, the chamber represents more 
than 75,000 local jobs. Roth con­
siders the numbers significant and 
wants to continue making strides 
that compliment the chamber's 
growing reputation. 
With the Riverside area poised 
for growth. Roth recognizes a 
wealth of potential for the area and 
making efforts to meet those oppor­
tunities head on. She is enthusiastic 
over its future. 
"There's just been so much 
change. We're coming to life as a 
community," she said. 
One particular focus Roth has 
is pooling the high-tech sector in 
Riverside County for various con­
tributions which 
could come in the 
form of jobs or part­
nerships with the 
chamber or the city of 
Riverside. 
The chamber has 
been working along­
side CalTrans in a 
"beautification" ini­
tiative aimed at 
cleaning Riverside's 
local highways, par­
ticularly the 91 
Freeway and its sur­
rounding inter­
changes to attract 
people. 
They're also currently in the 
midst of drafting their legislative 
policy for the next year as well as 
economic development projects. 
Revitalization is on the top of 
the chamber's to-do list as 
Riverside Plaza is re-constructed 
and University of California, 
Riverside's (UCR) Culver Center, 
an art exhibit, continues shaping 
up. 
For all of her efforts, in 2003, 
at a ceremony held at the state's 
capitol. Roth was chosen as a 
"woman of, the year" by 
Assemblyman John J. Benoit repre­
senting the 64th District. The event 
honors women nominated by repre-
Cindy Roth 
Riverside Chamber of Commerce 
President 
sentatives of each district for their 
efforts to better their communities. 
With all of that said. Roth is 
keeping her main priority with the 
chamber a simple one: Growth. 
"The team in my office is the 
best. .. I have the best team. My 
goal is to see them grow and keep 
the tradition Mr. Pick had alive," 
she said. 
"Nothing is one person, it's a 
team effort from all of us. I actual­
ly met my husband here so the 
chamber really means a lot to me." 
Roth currently resides in 
Riverside with her husband, 
Richard, a labor law attorney with a 
daughter attending UCR. 
Citrus College Center Helps Local Businesses Go International 
continued from page 2 
started; he was also wary of being 
taken advantage of by expensive 
and perhaps unscrupulous consult­
ants. Then he found out about the 
Center for International Trade 
Development (CITD) and 
California-Mexico Trade 
Assistance Center (CMTAC) of 
Citrus College. 
"I got in touch with Gene 
Bohatch and Ann Martines at the 
Center," says Chou. "They were 
very helpful. One of Gene's con­
sultants, Dr. Raymond, got things 
started by introducing me to a com­
pany in Thailand that needed a spe­
cial coating for their artificial flow­
ers. I received a great deal of help 
for almost no cost. Today, we ship 
six container loads a year, each one 
with 80 55-gallon drums, to our 
Thai customer. It would not have 
been possible without the help we 
received through the Citrus College 
CITD office." 
The fact is, economic and work­
force development is a core mission 
of California's community col­
leges. The Citrus CITD and 
CMTAC are joint efforts of the 
Economic and Workforce 
Development Program of the 
California Community Colleges' 
Chancellor's Office and Citrus 
College, and the only reason they 
exist is to help local businesses go 
international. 
CITD/CMTAC is a non-profit 
organization; many of its services 
are free, others have very modest 
fees. CITD/CMTAC is a full-serv­
ice international business assistance 
center providing resources, knowl­
edge, one-on-one technical assis­
tance, and training to help local 
businesses succeed internationally. 
Since 1990 over 3,500 business­
es have received technical assis­
tance and training through the 
CITD & CMTAC of Citrus 
College, with a number of notable 
successes such as John Chou and 
Polymerica. "The success of our 
clients is due to their hard work and 
dedication," says Citrus CITD 
Director Eugene Bohatch. "We are 
grateful that our clients acknowl­
edge our services as being a con­
tributing factor to their success." 
CITD/CMTAC services are 
based on the practical aspects of 
international trade (export and 
import). Services include one-on-
one technical assistance by staff 
and a team of contract consultants, 
and training through their Building 
International Trade Skills (BITS) 
workshop series in English, 
Mandarin, and Spanish, as well as 
special international market focus 
events. 
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Choose the Appropriate Investment Vehicle 
MAROTTA ON MONEY 
by David John Marotta 
Have you ever noticed the 
corollary between the financial 
advisor you consult and the advice 
you receive? Stockbrokers like to 
advise a collection of large cap 
stocks. Insurance salesman want to 
show you the life insurance policy 
that builds up cash values. 
Commissioned mutual fund sales­
man have their set of loaded mutual 
funds. Different products have 
strengths and weaknesses. It is 
important to find the one suited to 
your account. 
A hospital employee might buy 
a 4-wheel drive to insure their 
arrival when needed. A soccer Mom 
might buy a mini-van to carry lots 
of children and equipment. And 
men in mid-life crisis might buy red 
sports cars for some strange reason. 
But it is the needs of the consumer 
that should determine the right 
vehicle. Similarly, your needs 
should be the driving force behind 
where you invest. Each investor's 
situation is unique. There are signif­
icant advantages to using different 
investment vehicles in different 
types of accounts. A fee-only finan­
cial advisor who can objectively 
advise you on all investment 
options can put you in the driver's 
seat with the investment vehicles 
most appropriate to your needs. 
An investment vehicle is the 
method by which you invest your 
assets. Each vehicle has different 
costs, and like cars, some are more 
appropriate than others. You can 
choose to use individual stocks or a 
stock mutual fund. You can decide 
to use a cash value life insurance 
product or a loaded mutual fund. 
You can buy an exchange traded 
bond fund or purchase individual 
bonds. Discerning which is most 
appropriate for you, and why, is the 
objective of this article. Investment 
needs can be divided into nine dif­
ferent categories that apply to 
everyone. First, there are three dif­
ferent types of accounts: Taxable 
(where dividends are taxable but 
capital gains are not, until sold). 
Retirement (where deposits avoid 
being taxed because they were not 
reported as income, but with­
drawals are fully taxable), and Roth 
(where deposits are taxable because 
they have been reported as income 
but all withdrawals are tax free). 
Then within each of these three cat­
egories, investment vehicles should 
differ based on the following three 
account sizes: 1) small amounts, 
less than about 300,000 and 2) 
medium amounts, 300,000 to about 
a million and 3) large amounts, over 
a million. 
Though not discussed in this series, 
individual investors may also have 
needs based on their tax bracket, 
stage of life, cash flow require­
ments and other issues. 
The suitability of many of your 
investments choices can usually be 
judged by looking at five factors: 
expense ratios, transaction costs, 
diversification, capital gains, and 
turnover. I will explain each of 
these five factors. Once understood, 
you will know what to look for in a 
stock, bond, mutual fund and vari­
ous other securities so that your 
purchases will be more likely to 
represent your best interests rather 
than someone else's. 
There is an art to selecting the 
right investment vehicles for indi­
vidual portfolios. A good invest­
ment advisor will tailor the invest­
ments to the specific characteristics 
of the investor's situation. 
One of the best ways of finding 
such an investor is to visit the 
National Association of Personal 
Financial Advisors (http://www.nap 
fa.org) to find a fee-only advisor in 
your area. 
Right Investment Vehicles 
There is an art to selecting the 
right investment vehicles for indi­
vidual portfolios. A good invest­
ment advisor will tailor the invest­
ments to the specific characteristics 
of the investor's situation. 
Investment needs can be divid­
ed into nine different categories that 
apply to everyone. First, there are 
three different types of accounts: 
Taxable, Retirement, and Roth. 
Then within these categories, 
investment vehicles should differ 
for small, medium and large sized 
accounts. Tax bracket, stage of life, 
cash flow requirements and other 
variables are also incorporated into 
the final comprehensive financial 
plan. 
There are five factors that 
should be considered when match­
ing an investment vehicle to a given 
account. 
Keeping expenses low 
helps keep your return 
high. 
Expense ratios 
Insurance investment products 
and mutual funds sold by commis­
sion are loaded with expenses. 
Lower cost alternatives can nearly 
always be found. 
No-load mutual funds may 
offer the efficiency of not having to 
compensate a salesman, but all 
funds incur some expenses to man­
age the assets they have. The 
expense ratio for no-load mutual 
funds averages about 1.2 percent. 
Sometimes there is an additional 
12b-1 fee (for marketing the fund) 
of 0.25 percent. The fees for foreign 
or speculative mutual funds may be 
higher. 
Exchange traded funds and 
some Vanguard funds have low 
expense ratios around 0.2 percent to 
0.4 percent. Individual stocks and 
individual bonds have no expenses 
to hold them. 
Keeping expenses low helps keep 
your return high. Everything else 
being equal, you should seek the 
investment vehicle with the lowest 
expenses. But the expense ratio is 
only one of four factors to consider. 
Transaction Costs 
There are transaction costs for 
many investments. With mutual 
funds, these transaction costs show 
up in their expense ratios. For indi­
vidual stocks there is a brokerage 
fee to buy and sell each stock, typi­
cally under $15 for discount bro­
kers, and more for "full service" 
brokers. Buying individual bonds is 
more complex and is mostly paid 
for in the spread between the price 
you can buy a bond and the price 
you can sell a bond. Individual 
bonds are sold is large denomina­
tions (e.g. $25,000), and transaction 
costs can be $100 or more. 
Because of transaction costs, 
for very small investment amounts 
it is better to pay a higher expense 
ratio if you can avoid paying trans­
action costs. Paying a $15 broker­
age fee on a $100 investment 
immediately loses 15 percent of 
your investment. Our rule of thumb 
is pay 1 percent or less of an invest­
ment's value for the transaction to 
purchase it. So for very small 
investments, we would use no-load 
and no-transaction fee mutual funds 
instead of individual stocks or 
exchange—traded funds. Avoiding 
the transaction costs more than 
makes up for the slightly higher 
expense ratios. 
Diversification 
Diversifying your investment 
over many different types of stocks 
is an important way to decrease risk 
without sacrificing return. For 
accounts with small amounts, no-
load and no-transaction fee mutual 
funds offer the best method of get­
ting a diversified portfolio. As the 
amount of the investment gets larg­
er, investment vehicles with lower 
expense ratios can be used. For 
medium sized accounts, we recom­
mend exchange-traded funds. For 
large amounts, there are enough 
assets to warrant individual stocks. 
And for very large amount individ­
ual bonds can be used. 
Diversification of your portfo­
lio is critical. That means that diver­
sification is more important than 
small differences between expense 
ratios. Diversification using indi­
vidual stocks should be reserved for 
larger portfolios. Whatever your 
portfolio size, we recommend keep­
ing your exposure to any one stock 
under 5 percent of your total. On a 
million dollar portfolio, that means 
continued on page 21 
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Legal Traps for Unwary Managers During 
Corporate Criminal Investigations 
by Patricia S. Eyres, 
Attorney at Law 
In today's legal climate, man­
agers are learning that it's essential 
to be on your guard (and your best 
behavior), even during internal 
criminal investigations. Two dra­
matic developments underscore the 
personal risk to unwary managers. 
The most significant develop­
ment involves the April 9, 2004 
guilty plea to obstruction of justice 
charges by three former executives 
of Computer Associates. Readers of 
this newsletter will recall that 
Martha Stewart was convicted of 
lying to federal investigators look­
ing into securities violations. 
Although this type of lying isn't a 
form of perjury, because it isn't 
usually under oath, federal law 
makes it a felony—obstruction of 
justice—because it impedes a gov­
ernment investigation of other 
crimes. 
The Computer Associates case 
also involves obstruction of a feder­
al criminal investigation by individ­
uals who lied to the investigators. A 
garden-variety obstruction case? 
Not exactly. The managers didn't 
lie to either govemment investiga­
tors or a grand jury. Instead, they 
pled guilty to misleading the inves­
tigators through lies to their compa­
ny's lawyers who were conducting 
the internal investigation. The 
guilty pleas were based on the the­
ory that the managers knew their 
lies would be passed directly to the 
federal investigators by the lawyers 
who conducted the investigation. 
When the federal investigation 
became public in February 2002, 
the company immediately agreed to 
cooperate with prosecutors. They 
"Laws were made to be broken" 
Christopher North, May, 1830 
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam'd; for 
not to know we sinn'd is innocence" 
Sir William Davenant 
1606-1668 
933  5  BASELINE ROAD,  SUITE 110  RANCHO CUCAMONCA CA 91  730  
(909)  980  1100  -  FAX (909)  941-8610  
hired experienced criminal lawyers 
to conduct an independent investi­
gation. By cooperating, the compa­
ny hoped to survive the investiga­
tion unscathed, or at least to limit 
the type of criminal conviction that 
has destroyed other organizations 
like Arthur Andersen. 
In their plea proceedings, the 
Computer Associates managers dis­
closed a broad conspiracy at the 
company to lie to the internal inves­
tigators, to slow the government's 
investigation. While this will pre­
sumably not serve the company 
well at sentencing time, it turned 
out to be devastating to the individ­
uals who actually misled the inter­
nal investigators. The prosecutors 
take the position that just because 
those lies were told through 
lawyers rather than by the execu­
tives directly (like Martha Stewart), 
they aren't excused from criminal 
wrongdoing; precisely because they 
intended to obstruct the investiga­
tion itself. According to Roslynn R. 
Mauskopf, United States attorney 
for the Eastern District of New 
York, "Zar and other indicted C.A. 
officers made false statements to 
C.A.'s attorneys that were intended 
to - and did ip fact - obstruct jus­
tice." 
This element of intent lies at the 
heart of federal justice obstruction 
statutes. Sophisticated readers may 
be asking, "but what about the 
attorney client privilege? Doesn't 
that apply to an internal investiga­
tion?" No. 
The lawyers were hired specifi­
cally to do an independent investi­
gation. They did not represent the 
individual executives they inter­
viewed. The conversations were not 
privileged. Had these witnesses dis­
closed underlying criminal con­
duct, the investigators would not be 
prohibited by privilege from dis­
closing the crimes to the company 
and the prosecutors. And, given the 
tremendous pressure on corpora­
tions to cooperate with investiga­
tors, most are waiving any privilege 
the organization may have with its 
own lawyers. 
In addition to the obstruction 
charges, the investigators also pled 
to securities fraud. Two of them 
now face up to 10 years in prison, 
while the CFO could serve 20 
years. 
Lessons for Managers: 
1. Recognize that if you are 
interviewed by company lawyers 
about any alleged federal crimes, 
those lawyers do not represent you 
and are not in a position to give you 
legal advice. This means they are 
not in a position to advise you on 
whether to invoke your right to 
avoid self-incrimination. 
2. Consider all conversations 
with company lawyers during such 
an investigation "on the record." 
3. If you have any question 
whatsoever about your personal 
rights, ask to have separate counsel 
to represent you personally, even 
during the investigation. Under­
stand that you may have to incur 
the attorney's fees personally, but at 
least you will receive advice and 
guidance on your Constitutional 
rights and your responsibilities to 
cooperate in the investigation. 
4. It sounds trite, but always 
keep in mind that the cover-up is 
generally worse than the crime 
itself. From Martha Stewart, to 
Frank Quattrone to Arthur 
Andersen (and Enron cases to 
come), it is clear that obstruction of 
justice charges are preferred by 
prosecutors because they are typi­
cally easier to prove to a jury than 
complicated financial fraud. The 
hefty added prison terms for the 
obstruction of justice in this case 
reflect the risk to unwary execu­
tives. 
5. Don't assume you can 
avoid these risks by simply refusing 
to submit to an interview. Most 
organizations will mandate that you 
cooperate, and will fire those who 
don't. This happened to star invest­
ment banker Frank Quattrone, who 
asserted his right to avoid self-
incrimination and was promptly 
dismissed by CSFB. 
6. Before submitting to an 
continued on page 11 
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JOURNAL STOCK PAGE 
THE GAINERS 
Top five, by percentage 
THE LOSERS 
Top five, by percentage 
Company Current Beg. of Point % Change Company Current Beg. of Point % Change 
Close Month Change Close Close Month Change Close 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 31.80 29.05 2.75 9.5% Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc 13.21 14.25 -1.04 -7.3% 
Channell Commercial Corp 8.19 7.50 0.69 9.2% Keystone Automotive Industrial Inc 22.10 23.43 -1.33 -5.77r 
Xoothill Independent Bancorp 23.37 23.03 0.34 1.5% HOT Topic Inc 15.82 16.37 -0.55 -3.491 
Modtech Holding Inc 8.25 8.16 0.09 1.1% Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 13.19 13.55 -0.36 -2.791 
American States Water Co 26.20 26.01 0.19 0.7% National RV Holdings Inc 9.52 9.73 -0.21 -2.29? 
Ticker 12/21/2004 11/30/2004 % Chg. 52 Week 52 Week Currant 
t.'lose Price Open Price Month. High Low P/E Ratio Exchange 
American States Water Co AWR 26.200 26.010 0.7 26.80 20.82 36.9 NYSE 
Channell Commercial Corp (H) CHNL 8.189 7.500 9.2 8.34 2.90 24.1 NASDAQ 
CVB Financial Corp (H) CVBF 26.910 27.180 -I.O 28.00 18.84 20.9 NASDAQ 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc FLE 13.190 13.550 -2.7 16.14 9.95 NM NYSE 
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H) FOOT 23.370 23.030 1.5 23.85 18.91 18.6 NASDAQ 
HOT Topic Inc HOTT 15.820 16.370 -3.4 32.30 13.85 17.0 NASDAQ 
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc KEYS , 22.100 23.430 -5.7 29.95 17.55 19.1 NASDAQ 
Modtech Holdings Inc MODT 8.250 8.160 I.I 9.51 6.45 NM NASDAQ 
National RV Holdings Inc (L) NVH 9.520 9.730 -2.2 18.85 8.52 21.2 NYSE 
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc PPBI 13.210 14.250 -7.3 15.25 9.80 18.6 NASDAQ 
PFF Bancorp Inc (H) PFB 45.350 45.200 0.3 47.18 33.93 16.7 NYSE . 
Provident Financial Hldgs PROV 28.660 29.120 -1.6 29.58 22.00 13.0 NASDAQ 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc WPI 31.800 29.050 9.5 49.19 24.50 17.0 NYSE 
Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during 
Duff & Phelps, LLC 
One of the nation's leading investment banking 
and financial advisory organizations. All stock 
data on this page is provided by Duff & Phelps, 
LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom­
mendation is intended or implied. (310) 284-8(X)8. 
the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM- Not Meaningful 
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S3I Holding Inc.'s Changes Name and Operations 
S31 Holding's Inc. has recently 
changed its name to S3 Investment 
Company as the company contin­
ues to make transitions towards 
improvement. 
The Temecula-based S3 In­
vestment is a closed-end invest­
ment company primarily focused 
on providing equity and mezzanine 
debt to small- and mid-sized com­
panies, particularly in the software 
and technology markets. 
During a special meeting held 
in October, the company made 
changes to its articles of incorpora­
tion, approved by shareholders with 
ownership of common stocks. 
Following the meeting, Chris 
Bickel, chief executive officer said 
the changes were intended to put 
the company on a path to increased 
profitability. 
S3 Investment Company had 
already informed the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) of its 
change when filing a 14C 
Information Statement - a normal 
practice when initiating such 
changes. 
"Management's primary focus 
is to strengthen the company's 
existing subsidiary and target addi­
tional companies for acquisition in 
order to build shareholder value 
and get the company back on track 
toward growth and profitability. 
"Ideal acquisition candidates 
include companies with strong rev­
enues or those well-positioned for 
growth and long-term value," he 
said. 
"We are pleased to have final­
ized the changes addressed at the 
meeting and look forward to mov­
ing forward and demonstrating to 
shareholders and the public mar­
kets that S3 Investment Company 
has turned a comer and that man­
agement is committed to improving 
the company's performance and 
portfolio value," Bickel added. 
The company's first portfolio 
company is Securesoft Systems, 
Inc., a leader in compliance and 
risk management software, services 
and Intemet technologies for regu­
lated industries. The software com­
pany was acquired as a wholly-
owned subsidiary of S3 Investment 
Company in April 2003 and is cur­
rently seeking to expand its opera­
tions as a result of financing oppor­
tunities presented by S3 Investment 
Company. 
The company intends to build 
an investment portfolio of existing 
revenue-generating companies that 
is designed to provide investors 
with an appreciation of stock, as 
well as the potential of dividends 
received from the spin-out of port-
continued on page 21 
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2005: A Fresh Start 
by Joe Lyons 
The human body, I am told, has 
no memory of pain. If it did, I am 
also told, women would only give 
birth to one baby. Even those of us 
who have had the rare pleasure of 
passing a kidney stone can describe 
what it was like, but fortunately not 
to remember what it felt like. 
And if the body cannot remem­
ber pain, is it possible the soul can­
not remember it either? Oh sure, 
we get misty when we think of a 
loved one who has passed, but it's 
not the same as that moment when 
the doctor walked out with the sad 
news. But what about the great 
continued on page 20 
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The Jubilee Connection 
by Robert A. Dahlquist 
The Great Depression of the 
1930's is one of the most docu­
mented economic stress periods in 
history. Countless economists and 
historians have written about the 
period yet few have ever been able 
to define the root cause of that dis­
aster. The list of causes for the 
depression range from the stock 
market crash of 1929 to the decline 
in the money supply due to bank 
failures; however the root cause of 
the depression was the high nation­
al debt to GDP ratio prior to the 
event. The actions of the Federal 
Reserve prior to the 1929 disaster 
caused a massive increase in the 
money supply in the 20's creating 
asset inflation. Fast forward to the 
present and we see history is 
repeating itself. 
It is fascinating that an obscure 
Russian economist Nikolai 
Kondratieff discovered that indus­
trialized countries experienced a 
long wave economic cycle of 50- to 
70-year in duration. Since 1926, 
when he wrote his treatise, "The 
Long Waves of Economic Life," 
people that study economic and 
investment cycles have reviewed 
his findings and have come to the 
conclusion that a Kondratieff cycle 
will culminate in a period of invol-
continued on page 30 
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Something Special This 
Season 
by Gary C. Ovitt 
The Thanksgiving and Christ­
mas holiday season has always held 
special meaning for my family. I'm 
sure our experiences during this 
exceptional time are similar to 
yours: travel to and from family 
dinners, celebrations of together­
ness, spiritual fulfillment, and time 
to remember all the blessings we 
have received throughout our lives. 
This holiday season my family 
and 1 have something special to 
remember and for which to be 
thankful. In this special season, it 
seems so approptiate that 1 have 
been given one of the greatest gifts 
I've ever received: the trust and 
honor of thousands of people who 
elected me to represent them as 
county supervisor. 
Campaigns and elections are 
always difficult, especially when 
you run against good people. But 
through that experience 1 have 
learned how valuable the public's 
trust is, and the importance of striv­
ing to live up to that trust. 
Through my campaign 1 made 
many promises. 1 promised to step 
up public safety through acquiring 
new jail facilities, to use GPS tech­
nology to track high-risk probation­
ers, and to place access to the 
Megan's Law database on the coun­
ty's Website. 1 promised to work on 
solving some of our regional trans­
portation issues as well as to work 
with developers to ensure they are 
paying their fair share to improve 
our infrastructure. 1 promised to 
bring integrity and open govern­
ment to the county and to endeavor 
to achieve the highest standards of 
conduct and customer service. 1 
intend to keep all of these promises, 
because 1 believe they are the prem­
ise on which 1 was elected. 
This holiday season 1 have been 
given the great gift of trust, and 1 
am honored and thankful to have 
received such an awesome respon­
sibility. 1 will work hard to prove 
your trust is well placed, and that 1 
am worthy of what you have given. 
My New Year's resolution will be 
easy this year: to remember that 1 
work for you, and to keep my prom­
ises. 
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continued from page 5 
3.4 percent translates into a differ­
ence in projected GDP even by 
2008 of 20 percent, after 10 years 
of superior growth. 
Not so fast, say Reality and 
Reason. The Productivity Miracle 
is a mirage. If something really that 
big were going on, it should show 
up clearly in real GDP. 
There is nothing to make one 
think that GDP is going to grow in 
the future at the rate of 5.1 percent 
or anything close. (More in the 






New Book Provides Businesses Critical 
Information 
to Conduct Employment Background Checks and Comply With the Law 
It is a businesses' worst night­
mare: Finding out too late that a 
convicted felon is on the payroll. 
Workplace violence, fraud, theft 
and a host of other damaging inci­
dents often result. In other situa­
tions, employers apply haphazard 
and unlawful background screening 
policies, opening their company up 
to lawsuits and unnecessary 
headaches. 
Barry Nadell, president of 
InfoLink Screening Services, Inc., 
one of the nation's leading employ­
ment background screening compa­
nies, is arming business leaders and 
human resource professionals with 
the necessary information to pre­
vent these scenarios with the 
release of a new book, "Sleuthing 
101: Background Checks and the 
Law." "Sleuthing 101" is an easy-
to-understand reference guide pro­
viding vital information employers 
need to know to legally perform 
background screening. Designed 
continued on page 22 
Legal Traps During Corporate 
Criminal Investigations 
continued from page 8 
investigation interview, determine 
your company's position regarding 
your expected cooperation. Get 
sound personal advice on what 
could be a very difficult choice: 
invoking your 5th amendment 
rights to avoid the interview or los­
ing your livelihood. 
7. Recognize that even if you 
invoke a legitimate reason to avoid 
an interview, or refuse to answer 
certain questions, your company 
has an absolute right to obtain, 
review and disclose to prosecutors 
your e-mail and instant messaging 
capture on its network systems. 
The second development is fun­
damentally related. It has been 
widely reported that KPMG has 
been charged with selling fraudu­
lent tax shelters. In addition, the 
U.S. attorney in Manhattan is pur­
suing individual criminal charges 
against a former star KPMG 
accountant at KPMG that could 
land him in prison for decades. 
Although KPMG initially support­
ed both the tax shelters and Mr. 
Eischeid (they even sent him to 
Congress to testify about the pro­
priety of the shelters), the company 
dramatically changed course. 
First, KPMG placed Eischeid on 
leave, but soon asked him to resign. 
The company refused to pay his 
legal costs unless he fully cooperat­
ed with the prosecutors, where any­
thing he said could be held against 
him. As an individual in this situa­
tion, he had to choose between his 
job and his liberty. 
Corporations facing any type of 
federal criminal investigation are 
likely to follow the same practice 
as KPMG. Why? According to the 
New York Times on June 4, 2004: 
"The answer involves federal 
sentencing guidelines for business­
es, prescribing stiff mandatory 
penalties for white-collar crimes 
such as fraud. 
"The sentencing guidelines also 
tell how companies can lower their 
odds of being charged with a crime 
in the first place: by cooperating 
fully with the federal investiga­
tors." 
Companies can hope to gain 
more lenient treatment only if they 
cooperate with investigators. This 
includes waiving the attorney-
client privilege, mandating full 
cooperation by every manager and 
employee ordering employees and 
lawyers to disclose all relevant 
facts to the investigators (even 
those that may demonstrate an 
underlying crime) disclosing all 
relevant business records, e-mail 
and related digital data and cooper­
ating with more in-depth inquires 
about their employees. They all 
want to minimize the organiza­
tion's legal risk and exposure to 
sanctions that can amount to the 
corporate death penalty. 
This puts the employer's inter­
ests squarely at odds with individ­
ual executives and managers. The 
KMPG case is being closely 
watched and prosecutors are dan­
gling the potential of lighter sen­
tences before corporate leaders, 
who in turn may appear to "turn" 
on their managers. KPMG has gone 
so far as to agree to provide prose­
cutors with information about doc­
uments that their employees have 
requested to defend themselves. 
Also, by refusing to enter into joint 
defense agreements (previously 
widely used) and requiring individ­
uals to absorb their own legal fees, 
organizations are assisting prosecu­
tors in putting such financial pres­
sure on individuals that they reach 
plea deals rather than risk the costs 
and significant prison time that 
could result following a trial and 
conviction. 
Precautions for Individual 
Managers: 
1. Be sure that you under­
stand your organization's policies 
and expectations should there be a 
criminal investigation. How will 
you be expected to cooperate? 
2. As a leader, make sure that 
your employees understand that all 
business records, including e-mail, 
instant messaging and even cell 
phone text messaging (if available 
to the employer) will be turned 
over when properly requested and 
relevant to a criminal investigation. 
3. Make sure your employees 
understand their right (and possible 
need) to obtain independent coun­
sel. 
4. Enact and consistently 
enforce appropriate policies and 
procedures regarding cooperation 
with all types of internal investiga­
tions. 
About the Author 
Patricia S. Eyres is an experienced 
attorney with over 18 years defend­
ing businesses. 
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Taking a Stick to Your Problems 
by J. Allen Leinberger 
Much has been written over the 
years about the incredible similari­
ty between the original "Star Trek" 
shows and the new computer tech­
nology. Flip phones compare to the 
communicator devises. Laptops 
with streaming video are just like 
the desktop computer screens with 
direct subspace connections to Star 
Fleet Headquarters. Even Mr. 
Spock's Tri-corder is much like 
today's PDA with GPS and record 
function. 
When it comes to reality, we 
may be at a point where we are 
finally able to surpass "60's" sci­
ence fiction. As long as there have 
been personal computers, the stor­
age and transmission of informa­
tion has been a basic function. 
Back in the 60's, reality was 
computer file cards. The best thing 
a computer could do was sort the 
cards to find the answer they need­
ed. 
As computer technology 
advanced the floppy became the 
standard. Old folks like me can 
remember that they really were 
floppy. Five inches of thin plastic 
that could be read by a PC and 
could hold a small program or tuto­
rial. 
The second generation of flop­
pies was actually a rigid 3.5 inch 
plastic square that looked suspi­
ciously like the inserts in the "Star 
Trek" computers. These floppies 
were not actually floppy but they 
are still used today, although new 
computers require an external drive 
to run them. 
The same is, regrettably, true of 
the zip disk. Iomega's remarkable 
storage device could hold 100 
megs, nearly 100 times the capaci­
ty of the small floppy. Many peo­
ple, especially temp workers, kept 
their favorite programs, and even 
games, on zip disks in case they 
needed them on another computer. 
Again, today's computers require 
external zip drives. Worse yet, zips 
have suddenly developed amnesia. 
I have loaded valuable information 
into them, only to find that they 
have become unreadable. 
Opps!! 
One simple way to get around 
this problem is to bum info onto a 
recordable CD. The shortcoming 
here is that unless you are using a 
re-recordable CD, you wind up 
with a collection of one-time 
recorded disk programs. 
The re-recordable disks will 
allow you to dump the old stuff and 
just add the new program, or info. 
Still, engineers I know have told 
me that re-recordables can be very 
unreliable. Don't transfer anything 
your don't have a backup for. 
The best new answer is a magi­
cal devise called the USB Flash 
Stick. It can hold more info than the 
original zip disk, which is a good 
thing because many new programs 
can be very large. That's why 
today's computers have large giga­
byte hard drives. 
You may have even seen the 
flash sticks used on TV. They are 
only about two inches long and 
they plug into the USB slots in the 
back of your computer, or your 
USB bus connection. (That's a mul­
tiple head devise, kind of like the 
plugs that you put into your wall 
outlet to give you more plug-ins for 
electricity.) 
In the case of the flash disk, 
they hardly look intimidating. In 
fact they are hard to notice at all. If 
Tom Cmise had had one when he 
hung upside down at CIA head­
quarters in "Mission Impossible," 
he could have hidden a couple of 
them in his mouth. 
But like I said, they can hold up 
to five times the info of the zip 
disks, and by the time you read this. 
that capacity will no doubt be sur­
passed. 
So, are they the storage devise 
of the new century? 
Probably not. 
They are small and inexpensive 
and you don't need any new equip­
ment to mn them and they are vir­
tually self-contained and almost 
invisible. But you can believe that 
there is something on the drawing 
boards that will make the storage 
and transfer the info even easier 
and quicker. Still, the problem of 
transferring viruses and other com­
puter problems continues. The 
technology may improve but the 
old problems remain. 
Get and use the USB flash 
sticks. You may find that labeling 
them is difficult but they will be the 
standard for a while. 
However, as we have advised 
here before, get a good virus pro­
tection program. Just like shaking 
hands with someone whose kid has 
a cold, as long as one computer can 
connect to another, problems will 
transfer with programing. 
"Star Trek" not withstanding, 
the more things change, the more 
they stay the same. 
Financial Software Corporation Building Bridge 
Between Revenue and Technology 
Day-to-day consumers may not look past digital ATM machines when 
withdrawing cash or state-of-the-art kiosks as they pay bills, but Info Touch 
Technologies Corp. does— it's their job. 
According to the Canada-based company, they are North America's 
leading kiosk software and services solution company. In December, they 
entered into a number of agreements with Palm Desert National Bank's 
Electronic Banking Solutions (PDNB-EBS) division to provide cash man­
agement services throughout its managed kiosk networks. The company 
estimates that the outsourcing of this component of the business will reduce 
cash management service expenses by approximately 35 percent and is 
expected to have a positive impact on their financials. 
Info Touch Technologies is a strategic investment of Hewlett Packard 
and is also the "outsourced category manager" for automated services in the 
convenience retail and wireless industries. The company provisions con­
venient cost effective solutions for bill payment processing, financial serv­
ices aggregation, facilitation and self-service automation. Info Touch's 
Premiere, powered by Surfnet, is the preferred software platform for the 
delivery of automated services such as bill payment, money transfer, digi­
tal merchandising, PIN dispensing for pre-paid products and services, maps 
and directions, check cashing, and electronic couponing. 
Info Touch derives recurring revenues from the deployment and opera­
tion of kiosks in partnership with leading retailers. As Info Touch has 
grown, the complexity of the cash management component if its business 
has increased significantly. 
Some of their clients include: Circle K, Exxon/Mobil, Cricket 
Communications, and Qwest Communications. 
"Info Touch is a known leader in the Kiosk industry and we are pleased 
to provide our cash management services to this dynamic young company. 
Info Touch's dedication to providing quality products and services is con­
sistent with PDNB's commitment to the industry. We are pleased to be a 
part of the team and look forward to a positive business relationship," said 
Sandra Hartfield, president and CEO of PDNB. 
PDNB was established in 1981 and is a nationally-chartered financial 
institution with branches located in Southern California. It has been an 
expert itself in the ATM industry since 1994, developing customized solu­
tions for vault cash, cash management, and ACH Origination. The bank 
even supplies and manages more than $750 million in vault cash and cash 
continued on page 22 
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Establishing a Coaching Relationship With 
Subordinates 
by Doug Silsbee 
Most people agree that coach­
ing is an essential part of managing 
and leading people, but doing so 
can be fraught with difficulties. The 
authority of the coach/boss over the 
employee, and the potential for the 
supervisor's interests to differ from 
the individuals' interests are critical 
factors to consider. Dealing in a 
straightforward and realistic fash­
ion with these difficulties is essen­
tial to establishing the trusting rela­
tionship within which real learning 
and development can take place. 
Performance Management vs. 
Developmental Coaching 
Prior to doing any coaching, 
be careful to distinguish between 
performance management and 
developmental coaching. Perfor­
mance management is an effort to 
maximize the employee's contribu­
tions to organizational goals by 
measuring their performance as 
objectively as possible, providing 
feedback, and developing strategies 
together to improve this perform­
ance. Developmental coaching is an 
effort to develop the employee's 
capacity to meet his/her own goals, 
where the coach operates in service 
to the employee's interests. 
When the employee is highly 
motivated to succeed within the 
organization, performance manage­
ment and developmental coaching 
will often look similar. On the other 
hand, when the employee is dealing 
with significant personal issues, 
seeking better work/life balance, or 
considering alternative career 
paths, performance management 
and developmental coaching 
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diverge, and can even conflict. 
Here, the organization's goals (keep 
the employee, get the employee to 
model commitment) may conflict 
with the employee's goals (get a 
different job, be home with kids in 
the evening). When we also consid­
er the authority and power the 
supervisor has over the employee, 
the potential for misunderstandings 
and mistrust is even more apparent. 
How to Succeed in 
Developmental Coaching 
In order for developmental 
coaching to be successful in a 
supervisory relationship, the coach 
must meet four conditions: 
• The goals of the boss must 
not be in conflict with the personal 
and professional goals of the subor­
dinate, or the boss must be able to 
place other considerations tem­
porarily in the background in order 
to support the dedication of the 
coaching, in good faith, to the best 
interests of the subordinate. 
• The subordinate must be 
motivated to make a commitment 
to learning and development for 
reasons of his or her own. 
• Both parties must be able 
and willing to draw distinctions 
between the coaching aspect of 
their relationship and others, sepa­
rating the development process 
from power issues and supervisory 
consequences. 
• The boss and subordinate 
must trust each other that the first 
three conditions are present. 
If any of these conditions is 
not present, the supervisor will 
have a difficult time coaching the 
subordinate and may need to find a 
different means to provide develop­
ment support for the subordinate. If 
the two parties meet these condi­
tions, they can build a real coaching 
relationship dedicated to the 
employee's growth. Ultimately, the 
employee must decide if the rela­
tionship is trustworthy, as coaching 
imposed on employees rarely 
works. Going through the motions 
of coaching without real openness 
and investment on the part of the 
employee does not create the condi­
tions for development. 
Why Developmental Coaching? 
Developmental coaching is an 
embodiment of the often-stated 
organizational value that "Our peo­
ple are our greatest asset." Often, 
organizations deal with their great­
est assets with excruciating work­
loads, stress, and unrealistic dead­
lines. The bottom line is that any 
organization can only meet its goals 
to the degree that people make them 
happen. Morale, achievement, and 
commitment all relate closely to the 
perception that the boss under­
stands and responds to the employ­
ee's individual needs. Develop­
mental coaching, then, is a way for 
any manager to send the message 
that employees truly are the compa­
ny's most important assets. While 
this is also a matter of the larger 
organizational culture, any supervi­
sor or manager can greatly influ­
ence this perception within his or 
her department or business unit. 
Here are examples of some 
fruitful areas that developipental 
coaching often addresses: 
• Developing a specific, job-
related competency that will help 
the employee achieve his or her 
career objectives, whether inside or 
outside his or her current job. 
• Managing time and priorities 
more effectively in order to achieve 
better life balance. 
• Exploring alternative career 
paths and career development 
strategies. 
• Developing strategies to deal 
with office politics and difficult 
people. 
• Recognizing and managing 
difficult emotions in the workplace. 
• Clarifying the employee's 
long and medium-term life and 
career goals. 
Managers who are coaching 
direct reports need to set aside a 
special time and circumstance for 
the coaching aspect of their rela­
tionship. The supervisor and the 
subordinate can then place their 
continued on page 37 
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Top Colleges and Universities in the Inland Empire 
Institution 
Address 







Type of Institution 
Year Founded 




Room & Board 
(Avg. Yearly Cost) 




California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 18,424 
3801 West Temple Ave. 19 
Pomona, CA 91768 
674 Public, 4-Year and Graduate $1,772 6,113 
509 1938 $5.904+ $164/Unit 
Dr. Michael Orliz 
President 
(909) 869-2290/869-4535 
California State University, San Bernardino 
5500 University Parkway 
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397 
University of California, Riverside* 
3. 900 University Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92521 
University of Phoenix* 
4. 3110GuastiRd. 













Public, 4-year and Graduate $ 1,734 





$4,783 (9 Months) 
$6,550 
•*1 
Private $279 per unit/Undergiad. 
1976 $325 per unit/Grad. 
N/A 










(800) 888-1968/(909) 969-2442 
University of La Verne 
5. 1950 Third St. 









$6,280 Dr. Stephen Morgan 
President 
(909) 593-3511/392-0364 
California State University, San Marcos 
6. 333 Twin Oaks Valley Rd. 
San Marcos, CA 92096-0001 
6,189 
19.4:1 
179 Public $1,772 
243 4-Year and Graduate $3,805 
1989 
N/A Karen S. Haynes 
President 
(760) 750-4041/750-4033 
Universitv of Redlands 
7. P.O. Box 3080, 1200 E. Colton Ave. 





Private Undergrad $21,180 $7,840 
1907 Grad $460/Credit 
Dr. James R. Appleton 
President 
(909) 793-2121/335-4076 
Loma Linda University 
8. 11234 Anderson St. 
Loma Linda, CA 92354 
2,143 
3.13:1 
1,072 Private/Health Sci. Undergrad. $15,120 
1,258 1905 Grad. $15,120 
1 St Professional $29k-$30k 
$2,043 Richard H. Hart 
Chancellor 
(909) 558-4540/558-0242 
Chapman Univ. (Coachelia Valley Campus) 
42-60()CookSt.. Ste. 134 










Chapman University (Ontario Campus) 
10, 2890 Inland Empire Blvd. 








$215 per unit/Undergrad. 
$265 per unit/Grad. 
N/A Al DiStefano 
Director 
(909) 481-1804/481-9510 
California Baptist University 
11. 8432 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
La Sierra University 
12. 4700 Pierce St. 
Riverside, CA 92515 
Chapman Universitv (Victor Valley Campnsl 
13, 12421 Hesperia Rd. Ste. C-6 
Victorville. CA 92392 
Western University of Health Sciences 
14. 309 E. Second St./College Plaza 





















(non resident same) 
$15,285 
$15,285 
Private $215 per Unit/Undergrad. 





90 Graduate University Varies by Program 
800 of Medical Sciences $ 17,500 - $28,010 
1977 MSHPE $225, MSN $350, 
MSN/ENP $400/Credit Hour 
N/A 
Dr. Ronald L. Ellis 
President 
(951)343-4210/351-1808 











15. .550 N. College Ave. 
Claremont. CA 91711 
Claremont Graduate University 
16. 150 E. 10th St. 
Claremont, CA 91711 
Claremont McKenna College 
17. 500 E. Ninth St. 
Claremont, CA 91711 
Pitzer College* 
18. 1050 N.Mills Ave. 
Claremont, CA 91711 
Scripps College 
19. 1030 Columbia .Ave. 
Claremont, CA 01711 
Harvey Mndd College 
20. 301 E. 12th St. 
Claremont, CA 91711 
Western State University College of Law 





































4-Year Undergraduate $22,540 
1946 $22,540 
4-Year Undergrad., Coed, $24,096 






























Dr. Laura Trombley 
President 
(909) 621-8198/621-8479 
Nancy Y. Bekavac 
President 
(909) 621-8148/621-8890 
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Building a Company From Within 
Times are tough. The economy 
is in a constant state of upheaval. Is 
your company doing better than 
most? Are you placing greater 
emphasis on pure performance? 
If you haven't, maybe it's time 
for a serious round of intense cor­
porate soul searching. But do you 
know how? 
Business consultant Chet 
Holmes says that beyond pure 
financial performance, most com­
panies can really benefit from find­
ing out what it really means to be a 
great company. And the answer 
lies within. 
Holmes is a man who is heavi­
ly engaged in corporate introspec­
tion with Fortune 500 companies. 
He is widely credited with bringing 
a consultant's passion for rigorous 
self assessment and performance 
measurement with him. 
Now, however. Holmes is 
obsessed with more than just the 
numbers. He's saying that compa­
nies must examine the company's 
culture and inner workings to find 
ways to be more than just prof­
itable. 
He's discovered that the break­
throughs can be achieved only if 
you figure out how to tap into the 
incredible treasure trove of knowl­
edge, harness the energies and then 
channel the efforts of your employ­
ees to help you become great. 
Just think, you may have 
invested millions in automated sys­
tems. Have you any real idea how 
they are being used? 
Ask the employees. 
Your people may know how to 
make money for you, but are the 
procedures and processes based on 
intuition, personal and professional 
experience, and corporate memo­
ry? Can these systems be readily 
duplicated or transferred in the 
event of accidents, sickness or 
major changes in personnel? 
Ask the employees. 
"It's possible to become the 
world's most efficient, relentless, 
and competitive machine," says 
Holmes. "But you have to find out 
what your company is really 
doing." How do you do that? 
Ask the employees. 
Holmes is regularly brought in 
to lead companies through a discus­
sion to find out what this really 
means. He has mastered the 
processes needed to identify the 
changes needed to make a company 
better. His skills are in demand. 
Usually, he gets permission to 
hold a series of strategy sessions. 
He starts by asking employees to 
tell the boss how the company is 
doing. 
How are we doing? Is the top 
management strategy on track? 
What are we doing right? What 
hurts? What needs fixing? 
Holmes helps the company 
identify specific items that reveal 
the things that stand in the way of 
becoming a much better company. 
"Even one process improve­
ment meeting can give you six 
months of things to' fix in your 
company," Holmes says. Case in 
point: Too Many Exceptions to the 
Rule.. 
Holmes asked people for spe­
cific instances or situations where 
this occurs. In an hour's time he 
facilitated creation of a list of spe­
cific examples to document what 
people meant. The list revealed 19 
different situations where this com­
pany had never bothered to create 
procedures, policies or standards 
by which people operate. 
Turned out that very few people 
really had any concrete idea how 
things were done across the compa­
ny. The shock and pain was deep 
and felt company wide. 
Holmes then asked the very 
same people how to fix it or make it 
better: 
"What can we do to make the 
pain go away?" 
They used a whiteboard to cap­
ture all the brainstormed ideas. 
Then they focused on culling the 
list of possible actions until they 
came up with two viable correction 
strategies for each problem. Using 
consensus, they went for the rea­
sonable solutions that could reduce 
the most pain first. 
The employees worked with 
management and implemented the 
corrective actions until all the 19 
problems were fixed within two 
weeks. Some of the solutions 
involved simple form letters. Some 
involved putting up a section on 
their Website where many of these 
questions were answered (the cus­
tomer service people would then 
send an e-mail with the link). 
Some solutions required setting 
boundaries by which the customer 
service people could operate, even 
creating a tiered approach to what 
they could do. (Meaning, try this, if 
that doesn't work, do this, if that 
doesn't work do this, etc...) 
Virtually every area where they 
once had to go to a supervisor was 
fixed, creating some standard oper­
ating procedure for people to refer 
to and follow that didn't involve the 
supervisor to the same extent. 
The results were astonishing. 
The entire company runs better 
now. In two weeks, they solved 
problems the company had had for 
a decade. Many of the problems 
went all the way up to the president 
of the company. And when they 
solved all these problems, it light­
ened his load, and that of his direct 
reports, very significantly. 
One major benefit was that top 
management was free to work on 
more important things. Case In 
Point: Lead Generation 
Holmes guides companies 
through process improvement on 
other pressing business develop­
ment needs, including lead genera­
tion. 
One initiative showed just how 
powerful a process improvement 
can be. 
The first session initiated a dis­
cussion that resulted in ideas to 
drive lead generation. The employ­
ees also decided it would be benefi­
cial to tune up communication 
pieces. 
They decided to meet once a 
week for one hour to work on 
process improvement. 
Next meeting, they looked at 
how prospects and customers inter­
act with the company. They identi­
fied all possible interfaces and 
zeroed in on the first point of con­
tact. 
Whenever a prospect touches 
the company via the Web, e-mail, 
phone call, personal interaction or 
whatever they took each area and 
asked the simple question, "What 
would make this more potent?" 
The employees worked their 
way through the complete sales 
process. 
The issues that resulted focused 
on: 
"How can they establish quick 
rapport?" 
"How can they build even more 
rapport?" 
"How much do they learn about 
the prospect?" 
"How do they create desire?" 
A couple of meetings later they 
decided to looked at how they close 
the sale. 
The employees identified and 
worked through the issues: 
"What could we offer to sweet­
en the deal?" 
"How many different ways 
could we cost justify?" 
"How could we make it so it 
was painful NOT to buy?" 
"Could we offer risk-reversal at 
the point of sale?" 
But they weren't done there— 
they were so enthused they wanted 
to look at what happens after the 
sale is made. So they developed 
more issues: 
"What is the follow up?" 
"•What else can we offer?" 
"How can we get something 
going that creates an annuity?" 
Holmes said, "Over a five 
month period, every aspect of the 
sales process was examined and 
systematically improved. They 
totally re-invented the entire sales 
process." 
Before the process improve­
ment sessions, the company was 
getting one sale for every 100 
Internet leads After the sessions 
that changed to six sales out of 50 
leads. One year after the process 
improvement effort, the Internet 
had become their primary source of 
prospects and sales. 
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New Laws to Take Effect in 2005 
These are the most significant laws that directly impact California 
employers in 2005. Below is a partial list of these new laws from the 
California Chamber of Commerce. 
• Sexual Harassment Training (AB IS2.5) -Employers with 50 or more 
employees, including temporary workers and independent contractors, 
must provide two hours of training and education to all supervisory 
employees within one year of Jan. 1, 2005. An employer is exempt if it 
has provided sexual harassment training and education to employees 
after Jan. 1, 2003. Effective Jan. 1, 2006, each employer must provide 
sexual harassment training. 
The California Chamber of Commerce has developed two Web-based 
training programs to help California employers meet this new training 
requirement. 
• Domestic Partner Benefits (AB 2208) - Requires all insurance com­
panies, including all health plans, to provide coverage to the registered 
domestic partner of an employee, subscriber, insured, or policyholder, 
equal to the coverage it provides to the spouse of those persons. 
AB 2208 affects all insurance policies issued, amended, delivered, or 
renewed in California on or after Jan. 1, 2005, and all group health serv­
ice plans and group health insurance policies issued, amended, delivered, 
or renewed on or after Jan. 2, 2005. 
• COBRA Benefits (AB 245) - Currently, any health care service plan 
contract or disability insurance policy subject to COBRA or Cal-COBRA 
is required to offer extended health coverage to former employees and 
their spouses where the employee was at least 60 years old when employ­
ment terminated. This bill would limit this offer to employees meeting 
eligibility requirements prior to Jan. 1, 2005. 
• Prevailing Wage (AB 2690) - This bill exempts a volunteer, a volun­
teer coordinator, members of the California Conservation Corps or certi­
fied Community Conservation Corps from prevailing wage requirements 
and goes into effect immediately. The exemption applies retroactively to 
work concluded on or after Jan. 1, 2002, and continues until Jan. 1,2009, 
unless a subsequent law modifies that date. 
• Privacy (SB 1618) - Requires all employers to print no more than the 
last four digits of an employee's social security number on a check stub 
or similar documents, or to substitute some other identifying number by 
Jan. 1. 2008. 
New Federal Law Changes 
• COBRA - Revised sections summarizing notice requirements as pro­
vided in revised federal regulations. Includes description and instructions 
for new notices to employee's and/or qualified beneficiaries upon becom­
ing eligible for health benefits, upon the occurrence of a qualifying event, 
upon early termination of COBRA continuation coverage, and upon 
unavailability of COBRA continuation coverage. Includes new forms to 
be used in these situations. 
• Federal Salary Test - Revision to federal exemption regulations that 
create a "safe harbor" providing employers all means to limit their liabil­
ity for having incorrectly or mistakenly classified an employee as exempt 
when they are in fact a non-exempt employee under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. 
The limited number of significant new laws that directly impacts 
California employers is indicative of Governor Schwarzeneggers' prom­
ise to lead California back to economic stability and sending the message 
that employers and investors are welcome here. 
If you have any questions or would like to talk to someone further, 
please call 916-444-6670 or contact via e-mail at kearsten.shep­
herd @ calchamber.com. 
New Workers' Compensation Regulations Coming 
in the Nick of Time, According to National Survey 
California leads the nation with highest rate of onerous payroll tax 
California leads the nation once 
again, but not in a category worth 
shouting about. 
According to the recently 
released 2004 Oregon Workers' 
Compensation Premium Rate 
Banking Summary a biennial snap­
shot of workers' compensation costs 
around the country, California has 
the highest rates in the land. 
By law all businesses with at 
least one employee must carry 
workers' compensation insurance, 
the money from which goes to pay 
for the medical care, rehabilitation, 
and lost wages of workers injured on 
the job through no fault of their own. 
It is one of the nation's oldest social 
welfare programs, but a combination 
of waste, fraud, abuse, bureaucratic 
mismanagement and ever-increasing 
health care costs have sent costs 
skyward with no leveling off in sight 
—until now. 
Workers' compensation reform 
measures announced by the 
Schwarzenegger administration will 
go a long way to arresting—and in 
time, maybe in reversing—soaring 
costs, according to Martyn Hopper, 
California State Director for NFIB, 
America's largest small-business 
advocacy group. 
"These reform measures are the 
best news California businesses 
have received all year," he said. 
"Workers' compensation costs have 
been arguably the central reason 
California's job growth has lagged 
behind other states." 
Workers' compensation premi­
ums vary according to hazards asso­
ciated with various jobs. According 
to the Oregon survey, California's 
index rate was $6.08 per $100 of 
payroll. By comparison, the next 
highest, was Alaska's at $4.39 and 
the lowest in the nation was North 
Dakota's at $1.06. 
Central to the reform measures, 
which grew out of Senate Bill 899 
that passed earlier this year, is estab­
lishment of nationally accepted 
objective criteria for assessing and 
treating permanent disability of 
workers injured on the job. 
The National Federation of 
Independent Business (NFIB) is the 
state and nation's largest small-busi­
ness advocacy group. A nonprofit, 
nonpartisan organization founded in 
1943, NFIB represents the consen­
sus views of its 600,000 members in 
Washington and all 50 state capitals. 
For more information of 
FFIB/California, visit www.NFIB. 
com/CA 
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Is Your Language Blocking Your Success? 
by Dr. Pam Brill 
"I'm burned out," "I've lost my 
drive," "I'm not interested,"—these 
are words and images that sales 
pros have used to describe their 
falling motivation that accompa­
nied their failing numbers. A sales 
pro in financial services, Chris had 
lost the passion and the spark that 
fueled him for making chilly cold 
calls and energy for the heated 
sprint to close the deal. With num­
bers down and still falling, Chris 
blamed the competition, the inter­
nal competitors, including the 
other sales pros in his division and 
the new kids on the block. He also 
lamented the external competitors, 
including the Internet companies 
who had blindsided Chris' company 
and required them to craft a new 
strategy to counter the Web players' 
competitive advantage. 
Even with the company's new 
strategy, Chris could not sununon 
the intemal energy and drive to get 
back in the game. Finally it clicked. 
For Chris, learning to get "in the 
zone" was as strategic as the num­
ber three. Whether you are pitching 
products, services, or ideas, you can 
put these three A's to use to up your 
success and to enjoy the game. 
1. Attitude is key 
Attitude is key—get a new one 
like Patti Labelle recommended. 
It's not about looking in the mirror 
and reciting that you like your­
self—even on a good day that may 
be enough to drive you back to bed. 
Attitude includes your beliefs about 
yourself, the competition, cus­
tomers, the things that you want to 
sell, and your reason for doing it. 
Changing your attitude means 
changing your beliefs so you can 
move past the beliefs that are limit­
ing you to move yourself forward 
and back into the game. 
2. Pay attention to the words you 
choose 
Look at the words that make up 
your vocabulary, or the words that 
you eliminate from your 'thought' 
balloon. The language we choose 
reflects our attitudes and also feeds 
them. Language that creates nega­
tive images of doom and gloom has 
a direct impact on the natural chem­
ical cocktail that bathes the body 
and brain. In some instances, lan­
guage can spiral us up to new 
heights and make us feel anxious. 
Alternately, language can spin us 
down to new lows where crawling 
out of the desk chair to make a call 
or meet a customer can seem like 
just too much. 
When Chris took a candid look 
at the language stashed in his 
thought balloon, it looked ghastly. 
The discouraging contents included 
reams of 'don't's'—don't do this, 
don't do that—an equal dosage of 
'shoulds' and 'shouldas' along with 
the 'gottas' that most of us cart 
along for the ride. "I gotta do e-
mail, I gotta do voice mail, I gotta 
do cold calls" peppered the start of 
Chris' day. On the backside, Chris 
wound down each day with a nega­
tive critique that provided little 
motivation for getting up and doing 
it again—I shoulda called that per­
son; I shoulda done my expense 
report; "I shoulda done a more thor­
ough report." Just listening to 
Chris' repertoire was exhausting— 
no wonder making cold calls and 
getting out to meet with clients was 
too much. Chris needed a language 
makeover. 
3. Activate yourself by changing 
your language. 
It's as easy as changing the 
words you use to make yourself feel 
better. While Chris' situation might 
seem extreme, most of us carry the 
same language around with us from 
morning to night. 
Here are some more tips for a 
simple language makeover that can 
change your attitude and move you 
beyond belief—your own self-lim-
iting beliefs as well as the beliefs 
that you carry that may limit the 
achievements of others around you. 
-Don't use 'don't.' 
The brain creates images of the 
words that follow 'don't.' Replace 
every 'don't' with 'do' and see the 
difference in your results. "Don't 
forget the prospect's name" was a 
surefire message to Chris to do just 
that. Replacing this mantra with a 
new one created a positive image. 
Instead of using 'don't,' Chris said, 
"Remember the prospect's name is 
Morgan." Replace your 'don'ts' 
with 'do's.' Say to yourself, "I'll be 
on time," instead of "Don't be late." 
Better yet, be specific—saying, "I 
will get to the meeting by 2:45 for a 
3 RM. start," tells you or other peo­
ple what to do to be successful. 
-Build desire. 
Ditch the 'shoulds' and 'haftas' and 
'gottas' and replace them with the 
phrase that builds desire—'want 
to.' To build even more meaning, 
tell yourself what you want to do 
and why. Chris generated more 
energy with this simple tip than 15 
cups of coffee ever provided. 
Suddenly Chris wanted to call a 
new prospect because each call 
brought a face-to-face meeting 
closer. Previously lamenting poor 
fitness, Chris built desire for going 
to the gym each morning. He start­
ed saying, "I want to go to the gym 
to build my heart muscle and strong 
bones." This phrase provided more 
incentive to move than saying, "I 
have to go to the gym to work out." 
And after a few mornings, Chris 
actually did want to go to the gym. 
-Review to renew. 
Ditch the guilt-ridden 'shoul­
das' that can make anyone feel 
inadequate. Instead try this kind of 
debriefing strategy. It is a post­
operative debrief based on consult­
ing work done with surgeons who 
ended each surgery with a list of 
'shouldas' so long that they made 
themselves feel bad. After each 
sales call or telephone call, Chris 
put the post-operative debrief to 
work: "What I did well was, I .... 
Next time I will... " Acknowledging 
and recognizing the positive things 
Chris did and highlighting what 
would be good to do next time pro­
vided a marker for progress and a 
way to celebrate the things that 
were going well. There is just one 
stipulation—make the number of 
things that you acknowledge equal 
to the number of things that you 
will do next time around to keep 
this simple equation motivating and 
upbeat. Stick to three or less so you 
remember them. 
Change your language to 
change your mind and spread the 
word—talk to others as well as 
yourself in a way that builds desire. 
Soon you'll see yourself and others 
achieve amazing results, beyond 
belief. You will also find that other 
people want to hang out with you— 
including your kids—and to be on 
your team at work, at sports, and in 
real life. When you talk the way 
you would want others to talk to 
you, you will achieve amazing 
results and you will enjoy the ride. 
Oh, and remember to celebrate— 
you might even dance to the music, 
another great way to turn your atti­
tude around. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Dr. Pam Brill, licensed psycholo­
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peak performance and motivation. 
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Achieving Your Personal Best in 
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Fortune 500 companies, and elite 
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Gourmet Chef Cooking Up Storm in Desert 
Jovanna Cruz has quite an 
appetite for life—and has since the 
age of seven, she says. "Since I was 
seven, I loved food. I was always in 
the kitchen," she said. Cruz is the 
owner of Jovanna's Bistro Grill in 
Palm Desert, formerly known as 'A 
Touch of Mama's.' 
Since 1981, Cruz has been serv­
ing up hot plates—and sometimes 
cold—to desert travelers and local 
patrons at her unique restaurant. 
She changed the name of her eat-in 
four years ago after several restau­
rants began to sprout around the 
area with the word "mama." 
"I love the individualism that 
cooking brings. So, I definitely did­
n't want my restaurant to be con­
fused for some place else," says 
Cruz. 
Cruz' rise to becoming a culinary 
expert came with a lot of hard work, 
but many privileges, she said. She 
studied food arts at Penn State 
University in Pennsylvania before 
eventually taking off to New York 
University. She later moved to 
Venice, Italy, finding herself 
immersed in a paradise rich in the 
world of culinary arts. She believes 
having a passion for a profession 
makes the bumpy ride a lot 
smoother. 
Cruz's craft has even brought her 
a bit of fame in her circle. She was 
the "Chef De Jour" on the Food 
Network. Her recipes can still be 
viewed on their Web site. 
Cruz has also had the chance to 
swap recipes with legendary chefs 
such as Julia Child. She just 
wrapped up an international culi­
nary exchange in China with 30 
other female, American chefs. "I 
just have a passion for what I do. I 
don't look at a piece of lettuce and 
not think about how to make it into 
an appetizer or an entree," she said. 
But Cruz admits she does not con­
sider every aspect of cooking as 
fun. 
"Cooking is not the challenge— 
cooking is wonderful and exciting. 
It's the janitorial stuff, like refriger­
ators breaking down," she joked. 
Cruz has three children and has 
Children's Fund President Finds 
Fulfillment in Charity Work 
Rebecca Stafford walked a 
fairly typical path along her career 
by becoming a medical profession­
al. For more than 20 years she ded­
icated her expertise as an X-ray 
technician to others before finding 
herself in a different arena, provid­
ing a different kind of help. 
"While I was working in med­
icine, I began working with the 
American Cancer Society," said 
Stafford. "I became very passionate 
about raising awareness about such 
a fatal illness." 
Stafford says she grew to love 
giving back, spending almost 10 
years with the American Cancer 
Society. Working with the organiza­
tion served as a platform for 
Stafford to get more involved in 
charity. She joined Children's Fund 
based in San Bernardino in 1999 as 
a marketing and fund-raising con­
sultant. Stafford considered the 
work a joyous opportunity, but 
nothing short of a challenge in 
terms of trying to accumulate dona­
tions. 
"There are so many needs in 
society and so many agencies. ... 
When the state has a budget crisis, 
the county feels it, and since we are 
partnered with them, fund-raising 
becomes even more important to 
us," she said. 
Children's Fund serves as an 
agency dealing with at-risk youth 
living in the Inland area. Stafford 
says many of the children are neg­
lected or have been in and out of the 
foster care system. Every penny 
donated to Children's Fund, a non­
profit organization, benefits under­
privileged children in San 
Bernardino County. Stafford's 
strong commitment to children led 
her to become president of 
Children's Fund in February after 
serving as the interim director. 
"I enjoy being able to give 
back by being proactive ... a voice 
for children," she said. "I have the 
ability to put [a lot] of energy from 
being single into that goal." 
"When my personal goal val­
ues can blend in with my profes­
sional, that is an amazing feeling." 
Stafford currently attends the 
University of La Verne and is pursu­
ing a masters degree in leadership. 
Jovanna Cruz 
lived in Palm Desert for 24 years— 
since her restaurant opened. In her 
spare time she enjoys what else? 
Cooking! 
Rebecca Stafford 
Stafford is also a poetry and litera­
ture-buff who enjoys reading from 
her favorite authors in her spare 
time at home in Alta Loma. She has 
two children, Trevor and Heather 
Thomas. 
Global ePoint Mobile Video Systems Give Police Next-
Generation Surveillance and Communication Capabilities 
Global ePoint, Inc. (Nasdaq:GEPT), an innovator in homeland and avi­
ation security, law enforcement and advanced digital surveillance and secu­
rity solutions, has announced that its mobile video-based surveillance and 
communication systems have performed well in several early test imple­
mentations by police departments. This announcement was made by Toresa 
Lou, chief executive officer of Global ePoint. 
TM 
Global ePoint's digital video-based Sequent Ranger systems have been 
undergoing a range of pilot tests in police departments throughout the U.S. 
to determine the technology's capabilities in real-world police environ­
ments. The company's products have so far received high marks from its 
evaluating police departments, in a range of tests that have demonstrated the 
technology's functionality. The Sequent Ranger product line, from Global 
ePoint's Digital Technology Division, provides next-generation digital 
video surveillance capabilities for police and other public safety agencies. 
The Ranger systems, which can be installed in police cruisers and other 
vehicles, record and store high-quality and secure digital video recordings 
of police activities and incidents. According to former Los Angeles Police 
Chief Daryl Gates, a member of Global ePoint's board of directors and a 
noted law enforcement expert, the company's next-generation technology 
solutions have the potential to significantly enhance the ability of police to 
continued on page 43 
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Winter Park Resort, a Hidden Treasure 
Ski Lifts at © Winter Park Resort 
by Christine Rolfe 
What's your favorite ski resort in Colorado? Is it Vail, Aspen or 
Steamboat? What about Winter Park? Winter what? What surprises me 
about Winter Park Resort is that few people here in California consider it 
when choosing a ski resort destination. A 
favorite among Coloradans, Winter Park 
claims itself as Colorado's Favorite Ski 
Resort®. (Yes, the tagline is even a regis­
tered trademark!) And although it's a well-
known favorite among locals, it seems to 
be a hidden treasure among the skiers here 
in Cali. 
Winter Park Resorts consists of four 
adjacent mountains: Winter Park, Mary 
Jane, Vasquez Cirque and Vasquez Ridge. 
The four distinct sections of the mountain 
are interconnected with trails and lifts, 
making it one of the largest ski resorts in 
Colorado. 
Contrary to many of the glitzy neigh­
boring resorts. Winter Park has a relaxed, 
down-to-earth environment. The nightlife 
slows down at 8:00 p.m. and the dining 
options are "family-friendly." I find the casual environment appealing, 
especially after a hard day of skiing and even more so when traveling with 
the family. 
So why don't more Califomians visit Winter Park? I'm not quite sure, 
especially given the resort's size, great snow 
and recent ratings. Winter Park Resort boasts 
2,770 acres, 134 trails and 24 chairlifts. 
Although there are certainly resorts with more 
skiable acreage, it's still a big mountain. With 
an average snowfall of almost 30 feet of great 
Colorado powder and this much skiable ter­
rain, the resort delivers. And the recent rank­
ings are reflecting just that: Skiing magazine 
named Mary Jane mountain #1 for moguls for 
the third year. About.com ranked Winter Park 
#2 for the Top 10 Best Family Ski Vacation 
Resorts in North America. And SKI magazine 
readers scored Winter Park's "Parks and Pipes" 
features from a ranking of 29th last season to 
9th this season. 
Unlike many of my fellow skiers here in 
California, I am familiar with Winter Park and 
have applauded its attributes to many. 
However, it had been almost 10 years since my 
last visit. I loved the laid-back attitude (and 
great snow) back then, but was excited to see and experience how the resort 
had developed during the last decade and find out first hand why it had 
earned its high marks. 
Just this past year. Winter Park Resort has invested $4 million in 
improvements at the park. Since this was a "family trip," I was especially 
pleased to hear that a major portion of the improvements were made to the 
beginner's "leam-to-ski" (or board) area. With my seven-year-old son just 
learning to snowboard, this was great news. Improvements in Discovery 
Park, Kendrick and Rail Yard highlight the resort's commitment to teaching 





Discovery Park is where we spent most of the first day with my son. 
The easy, green-marked runs were great for him to refresh his techniques 
just learned in snowboard school. But as his confidence grew, we were 
soon heading up the Zephyr Express lift to the more immediate (blue and 
blue-black) runs. With 34 percent of the total 
terrain defined as Intermediate (blue) and 
Advanced (blue-black) , we had plenty of runs 
to choose from. 
The ski and snowboard school is another 
testament to Winter Park's commitment to 
teaching kids (and adults) how to love the 
slopes. Snow Tykes, the program for kids 
three and four years of age, is a non-chairlift 
riding program with mountain access via a 
snowmobile and an Adventure Sled. 
Explorers is for five to six-year-olds who 
spend the day on the mountain with other kids 
of the same ability and age. Freeriders are for 
kids seven to 17 years old. My son, a "freerid-
er" for the first day, was accessed for his 
snowboard ability and placed with a group of 
only three other kids of the same age range 
and ability. A "progress report" was provided 
to mom and dad at the end of the lesson, which helped gage skill level (as 
well as gage which runs we would try next). In addition to these daily pro­
grams, kids and adults can also choose to participate in the "Easy Start" 
first-timer lesson for only $39. The package includes a two and one-half 
hour lesson and lift ticket, which is an unbeliev­
able value! Note to parents: I cannot emphasis 
enough the benefits of ski snowboard school for 
your kids. Do not try to teach them yourself. I 
repeat...do not try to teach them yourself. I don't 
think I need to explain further. 
In addition to great skiing, there are other 
options for the family to experience at Winter 
Park. Ride in a horse-drawn sleigh, explore the 
snow-covered trails on horseback, glide across 
the ice-skating rink, spiral uncontrollably in a 
tube down Eraser Hill or snowmobile to the 
Continental Divide. With just one "free day" 
planned during our four-day trip, my husband 
(the one who likes motors, fast motors) persuad­
ed my son and me to snowmobile. Not a bad 
choice. We took a two-hour guided tour with 
Grand Adventures, a company that provides both 
guided and unguided snowmobile tours. My son 
rode along with my husband and I followed. The 
Family Fun at © Winter Park Resort views were breathtaking and the open meadows 
and bowls made a great winter land playground. The adventure was the per­
fect complement to the three days of skiing. 
The mountain, snow, laid-back personality and ski programs will keep 
me coming back to Winter Park. It's a perfect family ski-resort destination, 
just don't tell too many Califomians! 
The early snowfall has everyone predicting a strong ski season. Winter 
Park Resort is only 85 miles from the Denver International Airport, making 
it the closest major ski resort to Denver. To make your reservation, call 
800-729-5813 ore-mail: reservations@skiwinterpark.com 
beginners, as well as providing challenging terrain for the more advanced. 
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Wine Vineyard Becomes Family Affair 
by Corey Arvin 
Bill Wilson considers himself a 
fairly honest man equipped with 
the usual set of morals and values 
most people embrace. So, when — 
and if — asked how much he liked 
his previous profession, he doesn't 
hesitate to elaborate on his disdain 
for it. 
"1 absolutely hated my job and I 
wasn't good at it," said Wilson, a 
former tax-deferred annuity expert. 
Wilson's hatred for his job served 
as a springboard for him to move 
into a new business venture -
something he figured he could be 
proud of and actually enjoy. A close 
friend of Wilson's had informed 
him that a vineyard owner in 
Temecula was looking to sell the 
property. After careful considera­
tion, Wilson made the owner an 
offer. Over a period of several 
months that Wilson says led him 
nowhere, he opted to begin his own 
winery. 
To get the business off the 
ground, he would need sharehold­
ers to buy-in. With a little coaxing, 
Wilson was able to convince his 
family, ranging from parents to sib­
lings, to participate in the winery. 
The entire ordeal has become a 
welcome surprise for Wilson since 
opening for business in 2000. "I 
work with some of the most wonr 
derful people in the world," he 
gushed. 
But from start to finish, the 
process of beginning the winery 
was tough, he admits. Wilson pur­
chased the land in 1996 and found 
himself bogged down with the 
process of various forms of compli­
ance and approvals from the appro­
priate authorities and agencies. 
But it all paid off for Wilson and 
his family. Their vineyard experi­
enced incredible growth from with­
in. Now, some of their employees 
are not related. In an effort to 
accommodate their growth and 
keep their loyal 
patrons returning, 
Wilson Creek 
Winery is in the 




enjoyable thing is 
when a new cus­
tomer comes out 
to the winery and 
tells me T had a 
wonderful time, 
your place is 
beautiful and I 
can't wait to tell a 
friend.' That 
makes me bust 
my (behind). I 
love to hear that," 
he said. 
Wilson lives on the vineyard 
property with his wife, Jennifer, 
and three different generations of 
family members. In his spare time 
Bill Wilson and Family 
(though he says he rarely finds 
time) he likes to ski in the local 
mountains. 
Former NFL Player Tackles Education 
Former pro football receiver 
and local hometown hero Mark 
Seay said playing in the Super 
Bowl pales in comparison to a mile­
stone he reached in December. 
The 37-year-old San 
Bernardino native, who played 
wide receiver for the NFL's 
Philadelphia Eagles and later the 
San Diego Chargers, joined about 
750 other graduates who received 
their degrees from Cal State San 
Bernardino during the university's 
winter commencement ceremonies. 
"This is one of the highlights of 
my life," said Seay, who received a 
bachelor's degree in criminal jus­
tice. "This goes to show that no 
matter what you do, what type of 
adversity you face, education is 
important to fight for." 
Seay, who now works in com­
munity relations for Stater Bros. 
Markets, has experienced more as a 
youth and later in early adulthood 
than most people have seen in their 
lives. 
A standout at San Bernardino 
High School, Seay was recruited to 
play football for Cal State Long 
Beach, but his athletic career was 
almost cut short when he was the 
victim of a drive-by shooting in 
1988. Doctors removed a kidney 
and left a bullet lodged three inches 
from his heart and told him his ath­
letic career was over. 
But he never gave up and came 
back to play for Long Beach State. 
He was later drafted to the 
Philadelphia Eagles where he 
stayed for several years before 
going to the San Diego Chargers. 
His football career took off and 
he had one of the best years of his 
career in the 1994-95 season. He 
made the game-winning touchdown 
catch that led to the Charger's only 
appearance in the Super Bowl, the 
dream of every football player. 
But that doesn't compare to 
receiving a bachelor's degree, he 
says. 
"This is far and beyond better. 
The Super Bowl was just for a 
moment. Getting my degree is 
something I will have for the rest of 
my life," Seay said. "The Super 
Bowl was just me. My degree is for 
my family, my son who's in the sec­
ond grade. I'm setting an example 
for him for what he should aspire 
to." 
Now, with a degree in hand, 
Seay said he plans to stay at Stater 
Bros, and continue serving as a 
motivational speaker to high school 
students in the Inland region. 
2005: A Fresh Start 
continued from page 10 
tragedies we have suffered as a 
country. We're pretty much over 
9/11. One politician recently 
referred to the Pennsylvania plane 
that, he said, was "shot down" that 
day. 
Can you remember the details 
of Waco? Columbine? Oklahoma 
City? You may remember the 
Challenger disaster. Can you 
remember the name of the second 
exploded space shuttle? 
The assassinations of the 
Kennedy brothers, JFK and Bobby, 
and Martin Luther King. These are 
the things of history. As is Pearl 
Harbor. The 50,000 dead of 
Gettysburg are all but forgotten. 
How about the 150,000 dead from 
the recent Tsunami? 
So what does all of this mean? 
It means that time and distance 
really heals all wounds. 
It means we start 2005 with a 
clean slate. Astronauts will still 
climb into space ships. You and I 
will still go into tall buildings. Men 
and women will still go into politics 
and other forms of public life. The 
pain of the past can teach us valu­
able lessons, but if we had to still 
feel the hurt, the results would be 
debilitating. 
While we still need to leam 
from history, we can be grateful 
that its sensory image fades. That is 
what gives us the strength to go for­
ward. 
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Choose the Appropriate Investment Vehicle 
continued from page 7 
the amount invested in any one 
stock should be under $50,000. 
That level of investment will only 
purchase 20 individual stocks. 
Smaller amounts such as $10,000 
would increase the diversification 
to 100 individual stocks, but also 
increase the transaction costs 
required to purchase them five-fold. 
Exchange-traded funds offer a 
nice compromise for medium-sized 
portfolios. Exchange traded funds 
are collections of stocks like mutu­
al funds, but they have very low 
expense ratios. A single exchange 
traded fund represents a large col­
lection of stocks, but can be pur­
chased with a single transaction. 
Investers Needs 
There is an art to selecting the 
right investment vehicles for indi­
vidual portfolios. Different types of 
advisors are prone to recommend 
different financial vehicles. You 
need to make certain that your best 
interests are used to best reach your 
financial objectives. 
Investor's needs vary by the 
size and type of their portfolio. 
Taxable, Retirement, and Roth 
accounts all thrive using different 
investment vehicles. 
Expense ratios, transaction 
costs, and diversification are three 
of the five factors that should be 
considered when matching an 
investment vehicle to a given 
account. This week we will look at 
the final two and apply these princi­
ples to a variety of accounts. 
There is an art to select­
ing the right investment 
vehicles for individual 
portfolios. 
Capital Gains 
When you sell an appreciated 
stock in a taxable account, you 
must pay capital gains tax (current­
ly 15 percent) on the appreciation. 
With individual stocks, you can 
decide how long to hold the stock 
and therefore control when you 
trigger having to pay capital gains 
tax. With mutual funds, the fund 
manager decides what stocks the 
fund is buying and selling. So each 
year, the mutual fund company 
determines the amount of capital 
gains tax shareholders must pay. 
Another problem with mutual 
funds is that you don't pay capital 
gains tax based on how much the 
fund has appreciated while you 
have owned it, you pay capital 
gains tax on how much capital gain 
was realized while you owned it. 
This has led to some shareholder 
frustration. 
During 2000, for example, 
some shareholders experienced 
buying a mutual fund that declined 
sharply and also sold positions that 
had been held for many years. 
These positions realized several 
years of capital gains for their 
shareholders. Needless to say, 
investors who experienced a sharp 
decline of principle and also a large 
capital gains tax in the same year of 
investing were not happy. This is 
called "phantom income" - income 
realized on paper but not in your 
wallet. Regretfully, since it's 
income, it's taxable. 
Morningstar publishes the per­
centage of capital gains that each 
fund is sitting on. This is important 
only if you are investing a taxable 
account where the dividends from 
capital gains are taxable. So mutual 
funds that have a high capital gains 
exposure should be purchased in 
retirement accounts, not taxable 
accounts. 
S3I Holding Inc.'s 
continued from page 9 
folio investment companies into 
their own public vehicles. 
In December, the company 
wrapped up its first suceessful 
board meeting consisting of a full 
set of board members. The closed-
door meeting had come after 
changes made to the company's 
structure, including changes to 
management and the appointment 
of its newest directors. 
The business development 
company is designed to provide 
private investment capital into pri­
vate and thinly traded public com­
panies that S3 Investment 
Company believes will generate 
positive cash flow and profit. 
Exchange traded funds offer the 
best of both worlds. While they 
have the diversification of mutual 
funds, instead of buying and selling 
stocks, they exchange the stock 
they are selling for the stock they 
are buying. Since the exchange is a 
"like-kind" exchange, it does not 
trigger capital gains tax until you 
decide to sell the exchange traded 
fund itself. 
Turnover 
Turnover is the percentage of 
investments that are bought or sold 
each year. If half of a portfolio is 
bought and sold in a year the 
turnover ratio is 50 percent. If the 
entire portfolio is bought and sold 
every six months then the turnover 
ratio would be 200 percent. 
Whenever an investment is sold for 
a profit, capital gains taxes must be 
paid in taxable accounts. 
Likewise, if an investment in a 
taxable account is sold for a loss, 
you can take that loss off on your 
taxes. Individual stocks allow you 
to sell your losers and keep or gift 
your gainers—a smart tax strategy. 
In a large taxable account, that is 
better than a mutual fund that does 
not allow you to separate the two. 
Application 
Given these five factors to con­
sider for investment vehicles, dif­
ferent accounts should use different 
types of investments. A taxable 
account with millions of dollars can 
be diversified with individual 
stocks and bonds. This offers an 
expense ratio that approaches zero 
and the opportunity to sell stocks 
with losses and gift or keep stocks 
with gains for additional tax sav­
ings. 
A retirement account with 
amounts under $50,000 may be bet­
ter put in mutual funds with no-load 
and no transaction costs. Since the 
account is a retirement account, any 
capital gains positions that the fund 
is sitting on do not matter. Although 
the expense ratios may be slightly 
higher, the fact that there are no 
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PNC Business Credit. Seeing opportunities where others may not. 
As one of the nation's top asset-based lenders, PNC Business Credit's team ot professionals 
is experienced in working with virtually every industry. And PNC consistently solves complex 
financing issues, no matter how quickly a deal needs to close. It you need financing tor working 
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New Book Provides Businesses 
Critical Information 
to Conduct Employment Background Checks and 
Comply With the Law 
continued from page 11 
for anyone involved in the hiring, reviewing and interviewing of job appli­
cants, it provides the most up-to-date information available regarding 
screening laws, procedures, employment applications and hiring practices. 
"No organization—whether large, small, public, private, or non profit-
should ever hire a new employee who has not been effectively screened," 
says Nadell. "Negligent hiring has become much more than a potential 
legal liability; Screening is often a matter of preventing or mitigating work­
place violence, major fraud and severe threats to business operations." 
"Sleuthing 101" answers critical questions employers face, including: 
• Why should employers conduct employment background checks? 
• What are the federal laws employers must know regarding background 
checks? 
• What are the seven free things employers can do to avoid making bad 
hiring decisions? 
• What information is available to employers and how can it be 
obtained? 
• How should a business begin the background screening process? 
• How does effective background screening save companies money? 
• What should employers know about temporary employees and back­
ground checks? 
"The news is full of examples of workplace violence, companies hiring 
dangerous individuals who move from job to job without anyone ever 
checking their backgrounds, and companies which incur major damages 
from unknowingly hiring dangerous felons," adds Nadell. 
"The fact is, it doesn't have to be this way. There are ways to prevent a 
bad hire—even simple and free methods. Employers need to know the laws 
surrounding the background screening process, and must implement basic 
steps to protect their company." 
Barry J. Nadell is president and co-founder of InfoLink Screening 
Services, Inc., a national background screening company in its 11th year 
servicing clients nationwide. Nadell is a widely recognized expert on back­
ground screening and regularly speaks at national and regional conventions 
for human resource and security-related associations. He has been inter­
viewed on over 100 radio talk shows and has appeared on national TV 
including "ABC News" with Peter Jennings and the "Bloomberg Report." 
Sleuthing 101: Background Checks and the Law, is available for purchase 
at www.greathire.com <http:llwww.greathire.coml> and Online book re­
tailers. 
Financial Software Corporation Building Bridge 
Between Revenue and Technology 
continued from page 12 
management services to over 13,500 ATMs and Advance Function Kiosks 
nationwide. 
"We are thrilled to partner with PDNB-EBS, the premier provider of 
cash services for the ATM and Kiosk industry," said Hamed Shahbazi, 
chairman and ceo of Info Touch Technologies. 
"This agreement places our cash management requirements in the hands 
of a nationally-chartered financial institution and enhances our financial 
position. Info Touch now has an experienced partner that can service our 
growth requirements, assist in reducing our expenses and free up manage­
ment time to pursue its core objectives of growth and profit," he added. 
PDNB is a locally-owned independent community bank. It is also an 
active corporate citizen in its community, and has been serving the 
Coachella Valley for over 22 years, with branch offices in La Quinta, Palm 
Desert, and Rancho Mirage. The nationally-chartered financial institution 
has assets exceeding $250 million. 
When the first phases — and partnered projects —will be released has 
yet to be disclosed. 
E X E C U T I V E  N O T E S  
Temecula Valley Dancorp Inc. 
announced that Ruth Adell has 
joined its principal bank subsidiary, 
Temecula Valley Bank, as senior 
vice president, branch 
operations/facilities administrator. 
With more than 15 years of com­
mercial banking experience, Adell 
will be responsible for bank wide 
branch operations and facility 
administration. Prior to joining 
Temecula Valley Bank, Adell 
worked with Union Bank of 
California (formally Bank of San 
Bernardino) in several operations 
related positions, most recently, 
executive vice president, chief 
administrative officer... Wind­
ermere Real Estate is pleased to 
announce the addition of sales asso­
ciate Paul Lupo to its Indian Wells 
office. Lupo has been in real estate 
for over 28 years, and had been 
with Prudential California in 
Palm Desert since 1988. He also 
owns industrial retail and office 
complexes, and is active in Habitat 
for Humanity nationally...Phil 
Coughlin has been promoted to 
vice president of J.L. Hare 
Associates, a leading Southern 
California permit processing and 
entitlement management company. 
Coughlin has worked as senior 
project manager of construction at 
J.L. Hare Associates for the past 
10 years...Empire Commercial 
Real Estate announced that Sonya 
Rosenbach has joined its manage­
ment team as vice president and 
controller. In this capacity, 
Rosenbach will handle all aspects 
of Empire Commercial Real 
Estate's financial reporting and 
capital planning. Rosenbach holds 
a bachelor of business administra­
tion from the University of Texas 
and is a certified public accountant 
in California and Texas...Lou 
Ochoa, a veteran residential project 
executive who joined Southern 
California home builder Barratt 
American in 1989, has been named 
president of the firm's Inland 
Empire division, announced 
Michael D. Pattinson, president 
and CEO...Jucival Dos Santos has 
been named community banking 
manager with Valley Independent 
Bank for the bank's Indio branch 
located at 81790 Highway 111. Dos 
Santos comes to VIB from a 
national bank's Cathedral City 
branch where he was a community 
banking manager for five years. He 
brings nearly 20 years of banking 
and business related experience to 
his new position with VIB. At VIB 
Dos Santos is responsible for busi­
ness development, ensuring excel­
lent customer service, bank prod­
uct promtions and community 
involvement 
Kleinfelder, Inc., announced that 
Bartlett Patton, formerly geo­
graphic division manager for 
Kleinfelder's Southern California 
division, was promoted to chief 
operating officer. Kleinfelder is a 
$175 million engineering and con­
struction consulting firm located in 
more than 50 offices throughout the 
Midwest and West Coast. Patton 
earned his master's degree in geot-
echnical engineering and his bache­
lor's degree in civil engineering 
from University of California... 
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Victory Capital Holdings Corp. Signs Telecommunications Agreement With Tel 3 
continued from page 1 
be very competitive for Victory's 
customers. Tel3 will be responsible 
for all billing, collections, and cus­
tomer support. 
In addition to the platform pro­
vided by Tel3, they will indemnify 
Victory of any and all potential 
fraud that may occur under this 
product offering. This Private Label 
rollout will be sold in $25, $50 and 
$100 increments where customers 
can apply for the service through" 
the Internet. For continued revenue 
generation each card is re-loadable 
for continued use. 
"With our recent revenue 
agreement announcements with 
Union Media and World Net 
Communications, we have focused 
on adding additional products and 
services that complement the first 
quarter roll-outs of both companies. 
With the addition of Tel3, we have 
added a product that is scalable and 
has a viable acceptance with both 
of these clients while increasing our 
estimated average monthly sub­
scription by $7.50, $15.00 and 
$30.00, depending on the increment 
purchased," stated Jon Fullenkamp, 
CEO of Victory Capital Victory 
Capital Holdings Corporation 
(VTYC), organized in Nevada, and 
a publicly-traded company. The 
company is designed to leverage 
the assets of existing, proven tech­
nology and to infuse those assets 
with marketing, management and 
financial support to become the rec­
ognized leader in its space. 
http;//www. vtyc.com 
Tel3, founded in 1994, is a 
facilities-based telecommunica­
tions company that takes great 
pride in its innovative long distance 
services. Tel3 is a pre-paid long dis­
tance phone service that you can 
purchase by credit card Online. Call 
anytime from anywhere in the con­
tinental U.S. to almost anywhere 
around the world, and get superior 
quality and cheap rates. Use Tel3 to 
call from home, your office, while 
you're traveling, and even from 
your wireless phone, http: //www. 
tel3.com 
Certain statements contained 
herein are "forward-looking "state­
ments (as such term is defined in 
the Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995). Because such 
statements include risks and uncer­
tainties, actual results may differ 
materially from those expressed or 
implied by such forward-looking 
statements. Factors that could 
cause actual results to differ mate­
rially from those expressed or 
implied by such forward-looking 
statements include, but are not lim­
ited to, those discussed in filings 
made by the company with the 
Securities and Exchange 
Commission. 
Recycle them - and help others while you're at Itl 
Goodwill Southem California is a state-authorized collector for your old computer monitors and televisions, which by law, may not be thrown into the trash. By donating your used 
computers and software to Goodwill, you not only comply with the law, you also help fund 
Goodwill's job training, education and placement programs that help thousands of people 
each and every year. 
Goodwill Southem Califomia has more than 70 donation centers throughout Los Angeles, 
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties, so arranging to recycle your used computer 
monitors and televisions is easy. To request a pick-up of large volume, commercial donations 
call (323) 539-2130. And make a difference while you're at it. 
S o u  t H E R N G  A" L r F 6  R N I A 
It's not what you think. 
Gall 1 -888-4-GOODWILL for a Donation Center near you or 
visit goodwiilsocal.org. Pickup available tor commercial donors. 
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Governor and Legislature Face Off on Major Issues 
by Tom Martin 
They're back in Sacramento! 
No, we don't mean the continu­
ing members of the California 
Legislature. Those people come 
back each year like perennials in 
your garden. 
No, back are many of the same 
bills that were introduced last year, 
and the year before and in some 
cases for many years before that. 
Some have even been vetoed but 
we know they are back already or 
they are coming soon. Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger signed 959 bills 
into law and vetoed 311 in 2004, 
but some are already back this year. 
When the newly elected 2005 -
2006 legislators met for swearing-
in during the first week in 
December, and with no other busi­
ness scheduled before Jan. 3, 2005 
they submitted the first 140 bills for 
consideration. Last session more 
than 3000 were introduced. 
Some of these newly introduced 
bills are exactly the same bills that 
stalled in the legislature last year, 
even showing the amendments pro­
posed for the bills as they moved, 
and stalled or were rejected during 
hearings. Some are redrafts of the 
same bills that never made it 
through a first hearing. 
Some of these bills did pass in 
2004 in one form or another and 
were vetoed by Governor 
Schwarzenegger in September. 
They are being resurrected in hopes 
the governor will change his mind. 
A bill offered this year can linger in. 
abeyance for two years and some 
legislators may believe that 
Governor Schwarzenegger, facing 
re-election pressure in 2006, might 
be persuaded to sign before that 
election. 
Among bills already in the hop­
per is AB 6 by Assemblywoman 
Wilma Chan, which if passed and 
signed, would raise the individual 
state income tax maximum from 9 
percent to 11 percent. Another res­
urrected bill, SB 17 by Senator 
Martha Escutia would establish a 
rebuttable presumption that, every 
three years all of the real property 
owned by any publicly-traded com­
pany in the state has undergone a 
change in ownership. The company 
would have the burden of rebutting 
the presumption or paying in­
creased taxes. Still another bill, by 
Assemblymember Sally Lieber is a 
spot bill to increase the minimum 
wage. This bill was vetoed by Gov. 
Schwarzenegger last September. 
No amount is listed although they 
sought $7.75 in two increments. 
Even as we face the reality that 
thousands of bills will be intro­
duced this year and next, the true 
story for this session of the legisla­
ture will be which side blinks first. 
The governor is sending up trial 
balloons suggesting he will call on 
the legislature to support serious 
reformation of the state bureaucra­
cy and true budget control while the 
Democrats controlling the legisla­
ture insist that they make the deci­
sions and the governor is expected 
to agree. The governor is saying he 
will call for a balanced budget with 
no new taxes, which will result in 
cutting Democratic-sponsored pro­
grams, and a change in redistricting 
to eliminate gerrymandering safe 
seats. The Democrats say they will 
not cut programs and they like their 
safe seats. 
Governor Schwarzenegger has 
threatened to call a special election 
on these issues, and the Democrats 
counter they will load any special 
election with their agenda including 
increased minimum wages, univer­
sal statewide health care, and regu­
lated pharmaceutical prices for peo­
ple earning up to 400 times the 
legal poverty level or $75,400 for a 
family of four. 
Whatever the ultimate direc­
tion, you can bet there will be more 
partisanship. The Democrats are 
upset that Arnold only campaigned 
for Republicans in 2004. "The gov­
ernor indicated his real feelings 
[last] year about the Legislature," 
said Sen. Sheila Kuehl (D—Santa 
Monica) told the LA Times. "He 
has insulted us, he has castigated 
us, he has attempted to trivialize us 
all, and because he would rather we 
didn't have the kind of power the 
state Constitution gave us." It will 
be a contiguous year. 
Tom Martin, president of people 
management professionals, a 
Riverside-based human resource 
consulting firm is also legislative 
chairman of the Small Manufact­
urers Association of California 
(SMAC). He can be reached at 951-
353-0770 
per night 
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Financial Brokerage Firms Serving the Inland Empire 
















37 Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Life 
Insurance, Estate Planning, 
401k, and other Retirement Plans 
Headquarters 
Year Established 
St. Louis, MO 
1871 











Arrowhead Financial Group 
303 E. Vanderbilt Way, #150 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
American Express. Financial Advisors 
820 Mountain Ave., Ste. 109 
Upland, CA 91786 
A. G. Edwards & Sons 
3737 Main St., Ste. 103 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Morgan Stanley 
3801 University Ave., Ste. 550 
Riverside, CA 92-501 • 
8. 
Merrill Lynch & Co. 
4141 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 150 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Charles Schwab & Co. Inc. 
3701 Market St., Sic. .A 
Riverside, CA9250I 
Locust St. Securities 
22650 San Joaquin East 


















Financial Planning, Retirement San Bernardino, CA 
Planning, College Funding, Stocks, Bonds, 1985 
Mutual Funds, Annuities, Tax Planning 
Financial Planning, Full 
Brokerage Service, 




• Retail Brokerage, Corporate ¥ 
Finance, Insurance, Financial Planning, 
Investment Consulting 
Financial Planning, 
Stocks, Bonds, Annuities, Mortgages, 
Real Estate, Insurance Products 
Minneapolis, MN 
1884 
St. Louis, MO 
1887 
New York, NY 
1924 
New York, NY 
1886 
Full Service Brokerage, Financial Planning, San Francisco, CA 
Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Insurance Products 1975 
40lk-lRA Rollovers, Mutual Funds, Des Moines, lA 
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Paine Webber, Inc. 2 
3403 10th St., Ste. .500 281 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Palm Springs Financial Mgmnt. 2 
111 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, #200 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Ravmond James Financial Services, Inc. 1 
73-061 El Paseo, Ste. 210 1,900+ 
Palm Desert. CA 92260 
Pacific Premier Investment Services 
1598 E. Highland Ave. 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92404. 3 
Diversified Securities 1 
69730 Hwy. Ill, #202 7 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 
Thornes & Associates, Inc. 1 
Investment Securities 1 
317 W. State St., Ste. B 
Redlands,CA 92373 
Gorian Investments - 1 
350 W. 5th SL, Ste. 103 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
Garry N. Nichols & Assocs. 1 
1040 N. Benson Ave. 
Upland, CA 91786 
37 
Sentra Securities 
111 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Ste. 2(X) 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
RPM Insurance Services 
310 E. Citrus Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
LPL Financial Services 
25262 Corte Sandia 






Mutual Funds, Equities, Life & Health 
Insurance, Retirement Planning, Estate 
Planning, Fixed & Variable Annuities 
Mutual Funds.Tax-deferred Annuities 
Life Insurance.Long Term Care Insurance 
Financial Planning, 40IK 
Complete Investment Services 
: All Stock Exchanges 
Financial Planning 
Full Service Brokerage: 
Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, 
Retirement Plans & RIA 
Full Service Stock & Bond Brokerage, 
Retirement Plans, Mutual Funds, Fully 
Managed Accounts 
Full Service 
Registered Investment Advisor, 




Full Service Brokerage, 
PIM Financial Services 
Stocks, Mutual Funds, 
Financial Planning 
New York, NY 
1879 
Palm Springs, CA 
1992 
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Hiring on Enthusiasm: How to Pick 





by LeAnn Thieman 
John, a dedicated employee, 
doesn't linger at the coffee pot, but 
grabs a cup, black, and hustles to 
his first assignment of the day. For 
two hours he toils, efficiently, 
cheerfully, even though he didn't 
get much sleep last night. Then he 
begins his next task, working faster 
now because another still awaits 
him. That job done, he grabs anoth­
er cup of coffee and heads out the 
door. To work. 
John is one of the more than 54 
million Americans who is a care­
giver for a family member. This 
problem, of near-crisis proportion, 
escapes no business today. At any 
given time, 20-50 percent of the 
workplace is dealing with a care-
giving situation; nearly one-half of 
all caregivers work outside the 
home. 
A recent study showed 82 per­
cent of working caregivers came 
into work late or left early as a 
result of caregiving and more than 
half modified their work schedules. 
Many take unpaid leaves of 
absence or use personal or sick 
days to provide care. They make 
long and frequent phone calls on 
the job, have more mistakes, acci­
dents, conflicts, poor morale and 
health problems. Caregivers have 
more stress-related illnesses, utiliz­
ing the companies' healthcare plan 
and adding costs to the employer. 
Caregivers sometimes quit their-
jobs early, increasing the turnover 
rate. They often turn down promo­
tions, overtime and assignments or 
take early retirement. 
The average age of the 
employed caregiver is in the late 
40s and early 50s. Some are the 
primary caregiver for a sick or 
continued on page 31 
by Ray Pelletier 
Many employers consider new 
hires as short-term investments in a 
company's future. However, the 
fact is that today's employees are 
staying at their jobs longer than 
they did even a few years ago. With 
this in mind, employers need to 
carefully select their new hires to 
ensure the best possible fit—both 
for the individual and for their 
company. A comprehensive, multi-
step interview process will ulti­
mately lead your company to the 
best possible candidate. While it 
requires a greater time investment 
than conducting a single interview, 
the paybacks are worth it. Your 
company will gain an enthusiastic 
new employee, build stronger team 
morale, and spend less money 
replacing the "wrong candidate." 
Enthusiasm versus Skills 
When employers review 
resumes for an open position, they 
often look for the person who has 
all the job-specific skills they want. 
However, the right person for the 
position may not be the one who 
graduated summa cum laude from 
an Ivy League school and is profi­
cient with all the industry technolo­
gy. While smarts and some techni­
cal knowledge are important, an 
enthusiastic go-getter with a posi­
tive attitude can be a greater asset 
to your organization. After all, 
enthusiasm is catching, and a posi­
tive person will motivate your 
team. Plus, you can always train 
someone on specific skills; enthusi­
asm, however, can't be taught. 
Other important factors to look for 
are that candidates are good team 
players and "coachable." The per­
son you select should be open to 
taking direction and learning new 
skills. 
Why are enthusiasm and atti­
tude more important than skills? 
Because employees like being sur­
rounded by enthusiastic, motivated 
people. They want to be respected 
and valued by their employers, and 
they want to trust their co-workers. 
Realize that in today's economy, 
job security isn't what it once used 
to be. The old adage of "in a job 
you like, work harder than anybody 
else, and you'll have a job for life" 
just isn't true anymore. Today's 
employees know that people run 
companies, and that people are 
capable of failure. They've wit­
nessed many apparently successful 
companies fall. 
Therefore, don't give your 
employees anything else to worry 
about. Maintain integrity from the 
top down and let your employees 
know you respeet them by careful­
ly selecting their co-workers. 
To ensure you select the best 
person for the job and for your 
organization, incorporate the 
following five practices into your 
hiring process: 
1. Develop a mission state­
ment for each interview. 
Prior to conducting any inter­
views, you need to know the results 
you want to get from the interview 
session. So after identifying a can­
didate you w£mt to interview, iden­
tify three items about the candidate 
that appeal to you and three that 
concern you. Write them down in 
the form of a mission statement and 
keep it nearby while you're con­
ducting your interview. Check your 
mission statement to make sure 
you've addressed each of these six 
items before you conclude your 
interview. Develop a mission state­
ment for each interview you con­
duct. By knowing specific items 
you want to cover and results you 
want to gain, you can ensure that 
your interview time is well spent 
for both parties. 
2. Conduct the interview in 
the right environment. 
Much like a person who first 
visits your home gets an impres­
sion of you, a person who visits 
your office gets an impression of 
your company. Be mindful of the 
message you're sending candi­
dates. Make sure the reception area 
and your office are clean and well 
appointed. Check your appearance 
in a mirror before greeting the can­
didate. During the interview, shut 
the door to your office, and don't 
answer the phone or check your e-
mail. Give the candidate your undi­
vided attention and show respect 
for the interviewing process. 
3. Ask the right questions. 
Many questions are off-limits 
during an interview, but plenty of 
others can give you unique insights 
into the thoughts and feelings of 
your candidate. Ask questions that 
require both technical and emotion­
al answers, as these questions will 
tap into the person's left and right 
side of their brain. Here are some 
good questions to consider: 
• What do you believe is your 
biggest accomplishment? 
• Who was the most challeng­
ing coach or supervisor you ever 
had and why? 
• What are the top three reasons 
I should hire you? 
• What are three reasons why I 
shouldn't hire you? 
• Have you ever participated in 
a team sport? What did you leam 
from it? 
• If I could give you a magic 
wand and you could wave it, what 
three most important qualities 
would your perfect company have? 
• What question haven't I asked 
you that you would like me to 
know? 
• What question would you like 
to ask me that you haven't already? 
By asking open-ended, varied 
questions, you will gain greater 
insight into the candidate and will 
get an idea of whether you want to 
ask the person back for a second 
interview. 
4. Require three interviews 
before extending an offer. 
A supervisor or human resource 
person should always conduct the 
first interview. For the second 
interview, bring in the candidate's 
potential work team to ask ques­
tions and meet the person. This 
way, the group can determine 
whether the person would mesh 
well with the team. The candidate's 
potential supervisor should conduct 
the final interview. During this 
time, the supervisor needs to make 
continued on page 36 
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Who is Your Audience? 
by Steve Kaye 
Leaders succeed by giving 
effective presentations. They use 
speaking opportunities to convey 
ideas, win support, and inspire oth­
ers. This applies in daily meetings, 
with small groups, and in confer­
ences, with hundreds, on the other 
hand, a poorly delivered presenta­
tion can produce disastrous results. 
Perhaps you have heard a 
speaker deliver a presentation that 
disappointed or upset the audience. 
Perhaps you have sat through a 
presentation feeling sympathy for 
the speaker. Perhaps you know 
someone whose presentation dam­
aged the organization and the per­
son's career. 
A presentation's effectiveness 
depends upon how the speaker 
answers the question: "Who is your 
audience?" 
There are three answers to that 
question, and each relates to a dif­
ferent degree of effectiveness. They 
are: 
1) You (the speaker) 
That's right, some people deliv­
er presentations to themselves. 
They talk about themselves, brag 
about themselves, and describe 
themselves. Sometimes they're so 
focused on themselves that every­
one else could leave. 
Unfortunately, that really hap­
pens. The audience disconnects 
mentally from the speaker. They 
use the time to think about other 
things while they wait for the 
speech to end. 
You can easily identify a self-
serving speech because it often 
begins with the word "I." Then the 
rest of the speech is filled with the 
words "me" 'my," "mine,' and 
"myself." 
For example, some people 
begin their presentation by saying, 
"I am glad to be here." (Actually, 
who cares.) Then the speaker will 
deliver an autobiography. (Again, 
who cares.) And finally, the speaker 
will talk about personal goals, feel­
ings, and activities. (Possibly inter­
esting but not very inspiring.) 
2) A Thing 
In this case, the speaker focuses 
on a thing. Such presentations are 
often more interesting, especially if 
people need to know about the 
thing, which could be a plan, a 
product, or a project. 
These presentations, however, 
can fail miserably when the speaker 
drones on with a tedious encyclope­
dia of facts. In this case everyone 
goes to sleep, because they know 
they can read the report (or book) 
later. 
3) Them 
This is the most effective form 
of presentation because the speaker 
talks to the audience about Them. 
Since everybody likes to be the 
center of attention, these presenta­
tions are always more interesting 
and inspiring. 
As you might expect, presenta­
tions delivered to Them make fre­
quent use of the word "you." 
Here are ways to make the 
audience a central part of your next 
presentation. 
Describe Them 
Tell the audience about their 
history, their demographics, and 
their role in the organization. 
Although they most likely know 
these things, they always appreciate 
a review. And you can impress 
Them by conveying new informa­
tion, such as little-known trivia or 
unexpected interpretations of statis­
tics, events, or activities. Some 
speakers begin their presentation by 
describing the business or personal 
situation that challenges the audi­
ence. 
Praise Them 
Tell Them about good things 
that people in the audience have 
done. Talk about how their efforts 
have produced commendable 
results. Compliment Them for their 
hard work and diligent effort. 
Praise their creativity, dedication, 
and persistence. Thank Them for 
the good things they have done. In 
general, use the presentation to 
reward the people in your audience. 
Acknowledge Them 
Acknowledge the feelings, con­
cerns, and dreams held by the audi­
ence. For example, if you want to 
inspire people, talk about their 
hopes. Then show how these can be 
achieved by working with you. If 
you want to gain cooperation dur­
ing a time of change, acknowledge 
their feelings of uncertainty. Then 
show how these concerns can be 
offset by the benefits of the change. 
In general, show that you under­
stand how they feel. 
Include Them 
Tell stories about Them. 
Describe how they overcame obsta­
cles or achieved goals. Then show 
how the lessons in these stories 
apply to everyone. If you want to 
tell stories about your experiences 
(or about people outside of the 
organization) then put the audience 
in the stories. For example, you can 
ask questions such as, "How would 
you feel if you were ..." or you can 
say, "Imagine that you are...." 
Impress Them 
In this case, impress the audi­
ence with themselves. That is, make 
the audience the star of your pres­
entation. Invite members of the 
audience to join you on the stage so 
that they can receive awards, 
describe their achievements, or 
share wisdom. During your presen­
tation, ask questions that people can 
answer. Or, say things that set peo­
ple up to be funny, clever, or wise. 
Talking about Them is power­
ful. For example, notice that this 
article is about you and what you 
can do, not about me. That 
approach characterizes all of my 
work. Of course, there's more. My 
workshop on business presentations 
shows leaders how to design and 
deliver effective presentations that 
inspire people. 
About the Author: 
Steve Kaye can be reached at 
steve@stevekay.com or phone 714-
528-1300 
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Renewable Corporate Entrepreneur ship: The Path 
to Sustainable Growth 
by Dean Robb, Ph.D. 
While touted as a marketplace 
nirvana, the reality of the global 
marketplace has brought with it an 
unanticipated, strange and painful 
consequence: Somehow, domi­
nance has become as much a liabil­
ity as an asset. Small, nimble com­
petitors can emerge from nowhere, 
move with blinding speed, and sub­
vert industry incumbents, because 
incumbents can't respond quickly 
and effectively. Disconcertingly, 
dominance can disappear almost 
overnight. 
To survive—let alone thrive— 
in this climate requires creating and 
continually renewing a spirit of dis­
ciplined entrepreneurship. Dis­
ciplined, renewable entrepreneur-
ship is the source for continuous 
generation of "disruptive innova­
tions"—products and services that 
alter the rules of the competitive 
landscape—in your favor. It 
ensures rapid, effective response to 
evolving customer needs. It's the 
source of employee passion, cre­
ativity and commitment. 
Yet, fewer than three in 10 
executives think their organizations 
are very entrepreneurial. Over half 
of executives admit that their 
organizations lack entrepreneurial 
role models, and that leaders are not 
really encouraging entrepreneur-
ship. Creating corporate entrepre­
neurship is clearly a conundrum. 
Creating disciplined, renew­
able entrepreneurship is possible, 
but demands significant changes in 
how we build, lead and manage 
companies. 
Discipline and Creativity 
Discipline is the brains and 
brawn of the entrepreneurial enter­
prise; creativity is its heart and soul. 
Discipline is crucial for suc­
cessful execution of any business 
model and strategy. Critical success 
factors for disciplined execution 
include: 
• A clear, well-deployed busi­
ness model and strategy 
• Products and services that 
are tightly aligned with customer 
needs 
• Effective, flexible, core busi­
ness processes 
• Clear roles, responsibilities, 
goals and measures for teams and 
individuals, coupled with a clear 
structure of freedom, empower­
ment and accountability. 
A culture that rewards high 
performance, creativity and learn­
ing. 
Creativity — the pure, uncon­
strained, blue-sky kind—must be 
deep down in the core of the entre­
preneurial enterprise, and safe­
guarded like a precious jewel. 
Why? It's the source of enterprise 
vitality and the wellspring for rule-
busting, "disruptive" product, serv­
ice and business model innova­
tions. 
The ultimate wellspring of 
organizational creativity is social 
diversity—i.e., internal variety or 
differentiation. And, the more 
diversity, the more potential for cre­
ativity. This obviously includes 
diversity in its current sense, but 
goes way beyond it. If you want a 
deeply creative culture, you've got 
to foster the expression and engage­
ment of authentic, genuine individ­
uals. John F. Kennedy expressed 
this very simply: "Conformity is 
the enemy of growth." 
The Cycle of Renewal 
In an entrepreneurial enter­
prise, business models, strategies, 
products and services are in a state 
of continual renewal. So are sup­
porting components like business 
processes, organization designs, 
competencies, culture and tech­
nologies. To remain competitive 
and retain the entrepreneurial spirit, 
senior executives must lead the 
organization through the Cycle of 
Renewal on an ongoing basis: 
The cycle has five phases: 
• Action: Disciplined execution of 
the current business model and 
strategy. 
• Awareness: Intellectual aware­
ness that change or reinvention is 
necessary to create, or respond to, a 
new, rule-changing business inno­
vation. 
• Acceptance: Emotional and polit­
ical readiness to let go of the old 
and move on to the new. 
• Focus: Exploration of alternative 
business models, strategies, prod­
ucts and services, coupled with dis­
ciplined lasering down to the criti­
cal "right" next move. 
• Build: Design and implementa­
tion of changes required to any or 
all of the elements inside the circle 
in the graphic above. 
Action: The cycle begins anew! 
Each move through the cycle 
is like a rebirth: Some part or parts 
of the enterprise, connected to its 
perceived identity— like its busi­
ness model, or long-held strategy, 
or suite of products, or culture-
have to literally die, and something 
new needs to be "bom." This is 
energizing and creative, but it's also 
profoundly challenging and 
painful. Remember: The deeper the 
change, the more profound and 
deeply embedded the resistance. 
Managing the renewal cycle 
requires a "full engagement", "full 
bandwidth" approach. Full engage­
ment means involving the entire 
organization, as well as senior lead­
ership, in every phase of the cycle. 
"Full bandwidth" means going 
beyond addressing only the ration­
al, practical, technological and 
political dimensions of change (the 
province of traditional "change 
management" methods). Of course 
they're critical, but you'll need to 
engage your people on deep emo­
tional, creative, intuitive—even 
"spiritual" (identity)—levels, too. 
Remember: You're rocking peo­
ple's worlds, here—possibly to the 
core! That's never going to be an 
exercise in pure rational analysis! 
Without widespread engage­
ment or without openly addressing 
the painful emotional issues, each 
move through the cycle creates 
negative political and emotional 
"baggage" that gets dumped in the 
organizational "cellar". As baggage 
accumulates underground, organi­
zational resistance grows, and the 
entrepreneurial flame dims. 
But when a full-bandwidth, 
full-engagement process is adopt­
ed, each pass through the cycle 
becomes easier. Also, each pass 
through the cycle builds incremen­
tal improvements in enterprise 
resilience, competence and creativ­
ity. Here's why: It is primarily 
through engaging deeply in trans­
formational change that we grow in 
competence, creativity, resilience, 
resourcefulness, wisdom and matu­
rity. 
A New Leadership Paradigm 
The foundation of execution is 
alignment—getting everyone "on 
the same page." The old leadership 
paradigm, founded on a parent-
child model, used the tools of con­
trol, compliance, and conformity to 
gain alignment. In today's market­
place, the costs of the old approach 
are staggering. Bluntly put, the old 
paradigm serves only to perpetuate 
an increasingly stagnant status quo, 
and it devastates commitment, cre­
ativity, and diversity—the founda­
tions of renewable entrepreneur-
ship. 
The new paradigm replaces 
the parent-child model with an 
adult-to-adult, commitment-driven 
model, based on mutual respect, 
accountability, negotiation and 
experience-based trust. This model 
fosters initiative, engaged commit­
ment, and creativity. 
To enact the new paradigm, 
leaders will need to grow toward 
intellectual, emotional, and spiritu-' 
al "wholeness," so they can balance 
and integrate the polarities between 
discipline and creativity: 
• Discipline • Creativity 
• Power Humility 
• Accountability • Freedom 
• Directing • Listening 
• Mastery • Learning 
• Strength • Vulnerability 
• Rationality 
• Intuition / Emotion 
Wholeness is also critical for 
successfully engaging in a "full— 
spectrum" strategy for managing 
the cognitive, emotional, social, 
practical and political challenges of 
the Cycle of Renewal. Finally, cre­
ating a highly diverse, inclusive 
culture requires facilitation, support 
and community-building skills, as 
well as the inner strength to foster 
the growth and empowerment of 
others without feeling threatened. 
About the author 
Dr. Dean Robb is president of The 
Resilience Group. 
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The Jubilee Connection 
continued from page 10 
untary debt liquidation known as 
the Kondratieff winter. Further 
investigation has shown that in 
addition to the Great Depression, 
we also have had two Kondratieff 
cycles in the 19th Century. Because 
his scholarly work did not fit with 
the Soviet view of the decadence of 
western societies, Stalin in a fit of 
rage, had the KGB 
send Kondratieff to the 
Gulag in Siberia, 
never to be seen again. 
The evidence of 
this liquidity cycle is 
well documented, but 
a mystery surrounded 
its origin until Bible 
research was conduct­
ed. In Leviticus 25:10-
16, Moses wrote the 
law describing a 50-
year economic cycle 
that is seven 7-year periods fol­
lowed by the year of the Jubilee. 
Now God didn't tell Moses that he, 
Moses could select such a year to 
occur after some number of years 
but rather God said that after 49 
years there would be the fiftieth 
year and it shall be the year of 
Jubilee. The year of Jubilee was to 
be a year of celebration as a result 
of voluntary debt liquidation.^ Debt 
liquidation has been a happy event 
in the United States. When a home 
mortgage was paid off, a celebra­
tion is held highlighted with burn­
ing of the mortgage. 
Leviticus states to prevent 
involuntary debt liquidation 
episodes, the term of any loan shall 
not extend into start of the next 
year of Jubilee. For example, if 
you buy a home, the duration of the 
mortgage must be less than the 
time to the next Jubilee. This also 
applies to government and com­
mercial debt instruments such as 
bonds and notes and also leases. 
This prevents a buildup of debt 
causing the next crash. The year of 
Jubilee was mandated to be entered 
with all debts paid off. If debt 
exists on any asset, the asset 
Total Credit Market Debt As % Of GDP| 
reverts, back to the original owner 
as a foreclosure. There will be no 
carryover of debt into either 
Jubilee or the following 49-year 
period. 
During the 90's the increase in 
the money supply by the Federal 
Reserve to counteract events such 
as the Mexican peso crisis, Asian 
contagion, LTCM failure and Y2K 
fear went into the financial markets 
to create bubbles just as it did in 
the 20's. While the economic ele­
phants from the FED stampede 
around the country proclaiming the 
virtues of going deeply into debt to 
play the housing bubble game, all 
we have to do is study Leviticus to 
understand the best economic plan. 
A mystery still surrounds 
Kondratieff himself. Could it be 
possible he also knew the Jubilee 
connection? 
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Choose the Appropriate 
Investment Vehicle 
continued from page 21 
transaction costs associated with 
buying or selling makes mutual 
funds a preferable investment in 
smaller accounts. 
In the middle, exchange traded 
funds may offer a way to diversify 
portfolios under a million dollars 
and still keep the expense ratios as 
low as possible. 
There is an art to selecting the 
right investment vehicles for indi­
vidual portfolios. A good invest­
ment advisor will tailor the invest­
ments to the specific characteris­
tics of the investor's situation. 
One of the best ways of finding 
such an investor is to visit the 
National Association of Personal 
Financial Advisors (http://www. 
napfa.org) to find a fee-only advi­
sor in your area. 
David John Marotta is president of 
Marotta Asset Management, Inc. of 
Charlottesville providing fee-only 
financial planning and asset man­
agement at www.emarotta.com. 
Questions to be answered in the 
column should be sent to ques­
tions© emarotta.com or Marotta 
Asset Management, Inc., One 
Village Green Circle, Suite 100, 
Charlottesville, VA 22903-4619. 
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Caregivers in the Workplace Have Special Needs 
continued from page 27 
handicapped child. Others are tak­
ing care of a terminally-ill spouse. 
Many more are tending an older 
adult, most often a parent or an in­
law, while raising their own chil­
dren. This group, the "sandwich 
generation" is a growing segment 
of our population. Over 40 percent 
of families who provide care for an 
elder have children at home under 
the age of 18. 
Long-distance caregiving can 
be equally challenging. Phone time 
and days off are regularly con­
sumed by efforts to obtain care for 
their loved one in another commu­
nity. Many workers take weekends 
and days off to travel, helping sib­
lings care for a parent in another 
state, then they return to work, 
exhausted. 
Employers can make a tremen­
dous difference in the professional 
and personal live's of their caregiv-
er-employees, as support from co­
workers and supervisors is their 
greatest need. Extending compas­
sion and empathy is your first step. 
Encouraging the caregiver to care 
for themselves is vital. Remind 
them to get regular checkups, to eat 
properly, exercise, and get adequate 
sleep. Suggest the use of relaxation 
or stress management techniques, 
such as meditation, visualization, 
biofeedback and yoga, and to take 
time out for themselves. Advise 
them to pay attention to their own 
feelings and emotions, and to seek 
counseling and support groups if 
needed. 
Caregiving depletes a person 
not only physically, but also emo­
tionally and spiritually. Subscribing 
the employee to supportive infor­
mational periodicals and maga­
zines, or gifting them with spiritual, 
inspirational encouraging books for 
caregivers goes a long way to show 
them you care not only about their 
productivity, but about them per­
sonally. 
One of their greatest workplace 
needs is flexible hours and time off. 
This benefit helps all workers, 
regardless of their age or family sit­
uation. Other program considera­
tions should include providing 
information about support services 
available, such as eldercare servic­
es, adult daycare, respite care, or 
home health assistance. These 
resources can be provided on-site 
in lending libraries with in-depth 
information about resources in a 
format that minimizes the time 
required to access them, such as 
web-based, printed, or video mate­
rials. 
The National Family Care­
giver's Association,www.nfcacares 
.org, is an excellent start in access­
ing this information. Another great 
resource is the Area Agency on 
Aging, www.loaa.org. With the 
passage of the National Family 
Caregiver Support Program in 
2000, all AAAs have a mandate to 
address the needs of family care­
givers. Working with employers is 
an excellent and efficient way to 
reach out to them. Whether it 
involves a contract to provide serv­
ices or merely provides information 
to area employers to pass on to their 
employees as an outreach effort, 
working in partnership with AAA is 
good practice. Trained volunteers 
are skilled in advising consumers 
about insurance matters, and pro­
fessional providers can give 
employees online forms and 
resource information as well as 
workshops to address specific 
needs of workers. 
Caregiving employees are the 
ones most worthy of retention, as 
their determination and commit­
ment apply to both their home and 
work lives. Supporting them is a 
win/win/win proposition. The fam­
ily member gets care from someone 
who loves them, the employee 
keeps their commitments to both 
priorities in their lives, and the 
employer retains a dedicated, 
cheerful, efficient employee. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
LeAnn Thieman is a nationally-
acclaimed speaker, nurse and co­
author of the New York Times best 
seller, "Chicken Soup for the 
Nurse's Soul" and "Chicken Soup 
for the Christian Woman's Soul." 
With baby boomers aging and care­
giving on the rise, LeAnn has com­
pleted "Chicken Soup for the 
Caregiver's Soul." A nurse 
involved with the 1975 Vietnam 
Orphan Lift, LeAnn has found ful­
fillment in caring for others and 
teaching people to do the same. She 
is an expert on creating life/work 
balance, living priorities and mak­
ing a difference in the world. For 
more information about her books, 
seminars or speaking, please visit: 
www.leannthieman.com or phone: 
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HMO Profits Boost in First Quarter of 2004 
continued from page 1 
for the first three months of 2004, representing a $742 million, or 33 per­
cent, increase over the $2.3 billion earned during the first quarter of 2003, 
according to Weiss Ratings, Inc., an independent provider of ratings and 
analyses of financial services companies, mutual funds, and stocks. 
Despite rising health revenues, the corresponding increase in health 
care spending has forced the industry to operate on a slim profit margin. Of 
the 544 insurers 
studied by Weiss 
for the year ending 
2003, 69 percent 
experienced either 
negative margins 
or profit margins of 




gate profit margin has improved, rising to 3.78 percent at year-end 2003 
compared to the negative 0.36 percent margin that HMOs struggled with in 
1997, performance lags when measured against profit margins of 8.2 per­
cent, 5.5 percent, and 8.3 percent for the life, accident and health, and prop­
erty and casualty insurance sectors, respectively. 
"Although the industry has enjoyed an increase in revenues by raising 
premiums, insurers have also had to deal with the rising cost of medical 
care as a result of more open networks, an aging population, expensive 
medical advances, and an inefficient healthcare system," said Melissa 
Gannon, vice president of Weiss Ratings, Inc. 
In reviewing HMOs' earnings, Weiss found that as a result of regulato­
ry changes, the $393.8 million increase posted by Kaiser Foundation Health 
Plan represents nearly 50 percent of the industry's quarterly earnings 
increase. Excluding Kaiser, HMOs' profits increased only 17.3 percent in 
the first quarter. 
The Weiss Safety Ratings are based on an analysis of a company's risk-
adjusted capital, five-year historical profitability, quality of investments. 
liquidity, and stability. The latter category combines a series of factors 
including asset growth, premium growth, strength of affiliate companies, 
and risk diversification. Weiss Ratings, Inc. reviews more than 8,000 
stocks daily, including all those traded on the New York Stock Exchange, 
the American Stock Exchange and Nasdaq. 
The analysis was based on insurers that filed a NAIC Health Statement 
or a California Health Care Service Plan statement. Some insurers offering 
health insurance were not included in the analysis. 
HMOs reporting the largest year-over-year increases in earnings were: 
Net Profit (Loss) 
Company: Headquarters: Weiss Safety Total Assets 1st Qtr 2004 1st Qtr 2003 $ 
Rating: ($811): ($MII) ($MII) Change 
California Physician Service San Francisco, Calif A- 2.7 168.8 76.0 92.8 
Highmark, Inc. Camp Hill, Pa B- 4.1 59.2 (13.0) 72.2 
Blue Cross of California Thousand Oaks, Calif. A 4.8 129.1 97.4 31.6 
Humana Medical Plan, Inc. Miramar, Fla B- 0.5 38.2 9.8 28.4 
United Healthcare of Florida, Inc. Maitland, Fla B 0.5 32.7 8.5 24.1 
Weiss Safety Rating; A=Excellent, B=Good, C=Falr, D=Weak, E=Very Weak, F = Failed, U=Unrated 
lEHP Receives $1.5 Million for Healthy Kids 
Inland Empire Health Plan was 
awarded $1,500,000 in grant 
money for the Riverside and San 
Bernardino Healthy Kids 
Programs. The funding is a combi­
nation of grants from The 
California Endowment and the 
California HealthCare Foundation. 
"These funds will allow us to 
help an additional 1,500 children 
over the next year," said lEHP CEO 
Richard Bruno. "There is such a 
need for this program that we great­
ly rely on continued funding to 
meet the demand." 
Local funding for Riverside 
County of $6 million will be sup­
plemented this year by a new 
California Endowment grant of 
$500,000 and a California 
Healthcare Foundation renewal 
grant of $500,000. San 
Bernardino's funds of $3.2 million 
will be augmented by $500,000 
from the California HealthCare 
Foundation. 
Launched in Riverside County 
in August 2002, and then less than a 
year later in San Bernardino 
County, Healthy Kids was initiated 
and funded by local community 
groups. Funders in Riverside 
include the Riverside County Board 
of Supervisors, Riverside First 5, 
Riverside Community Health 
Foundation, California HealthCare 
Foundation, and lEHP. San 
Bernardino Healthy Kids is funded 
by San Bernardino First 5, Blue 
Shield of California Foundation, 
and lEHP. 
Healthy Kids offers compre­
hensive health, dental and vision 
insurance to children who do not 
qualify for Medi-Cal or the Healthy 
Families program, and whose fami­
ly income is at or less than 300 per­
cent of the Federal Poverty Level 
(approximately $4,700 per month 
for a family of four). 
"As a community, we're taking 
every step we can to give, unin­
sured children health care cover­
age," said lEHP Chief Marketing 
Officer Carl Maier. "The support 
provided by The California 
Endowment and the California 
HealthCare Foundation will help us 
make a big difference in the lives of 
thousands of San Bernardino and 
Riverside children. Our total fund­
ing this year should cover about 
11,000 children." 
"To apply for Healthy Kids, all 
parents need do is call us. Our 
bilingual staff will help them apply 
on the phone," said Ed Moreno, 
lEHP compiunity outreach manag­
er. "The only residency require­
ment is to have lived in Riverside 
or San Bernardino County for 90 
days. A low annual fee of $5 or 
$20, depending on the doctor cho­
sen, covers all children in the fami­
ly. It just dosen't get easier than 
that." 
lEHP 
Inland Empire Health Plan 
A Knox-Keene licensed Health 
Plan located in San Bernardino, is 
organized as a not-for-profit public 
agency. The lEHP service area 
includes San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties and currently 
serves over 270,000 members in 
the following three distinct pro­
grams: Medicaid (called. Medi-Cal 
in California), the Healthy Families 
Program, and the Healthy Kids 
Program. 
The California HealthCare 
Foundation (CHCF) 
Is an independent philanthropy 
committed to improving the way 
health care is delivered and 
financed in California, and helping 
consumers make informed health 
care and coverage decisions. 
Formed in 1996, their goal is to 
ensure that all Califomians have 
access to affordable, quality health 
care. 
CHCF commissions research 
and analysis, publishes and dissem­
inates information, convenes stake­
holders, and funds development of 
programs and models aimed at 
improving the health care delivery 
and financing systems. 
The California Endowment 
A statewide health foundation, 
was established in 1996 to expand 
access to affordable, quality health­
care for underserved individuals 
and communities, and to promote 
fundamental improvements in the 
health status of all Califomians. 
The Endowment makes grants to 
organizations and institutions that 
directly benefit the health and well 
being of the people in Califomia. 
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Small Businesses With Big-Business Healthcare Plans -
PEOs' Benefits Meet or Beat Fortune 500 Firms 
Alexandria, Va. (Nov. 17,2004) 
—Workers in small businesses 
across America can have access to 
good healthcare coverage if their 
companies have professional 
employer organizations (PEOs) on 
their side. Many PEOs offer com­
prehensive health benefits to meet 
or beat those of well-known 
Fortune 500 companies, according 
to a Fall 2004 survey by the 
National Association of Profes­
sional Employer Organizations 
(NAPEO). 
NAPEO surveyed a random 
sampling of its PEO members of all 
sizes and compared their benefits to 
those of five typical Fortune 500 
companies. Nearly all the PEOs 
surveyed offer health plans; they 
also offer eye-care and dental cov­
erage, which several of the Fortune 
500 companies do not provide. 
"We heard PEOs could provide 
Fortune 500 benefits to small com­
panies, so we selected one," said 
Addie Cinquino, vice president of 
operations for Engineered 
Assemblies Corporation (EAC), a 
manufacturing company working 
with COMPSolutions PEO 
(Oakland, N.J.). "When employees 
and job applicants compare us with 
other companies our size that do not 
have a PEO, we have so much more 
to offer." 
U.S. workers value quality ben­
efits more than compensation, 
according to a recent research by 
the Society for Human Resource 
Management's foundation. "Ben­
efits" are second only to "job secu­
rity" on the list of job satisfaction 
factors. 
"Small businesses want to add 
or upgrade their benefits to compete 
effectively for the best talent and 
retain good workers," said Milan 
Yager, executive vice president of 
NAPEO. "They are learning that 
PEOs can provide great benefits 
efficiently and cost effectively. An 
estimated 40 percent of business 
clients entering a PEO arrangement 
significantly upgrade their total 
employee benefit packages." 
That was true for Lori Corey, 
administrative director for Oxygen 
One, who selected The Employer 
Group (Madison, Wis.) as her PEO. 
"Our PEO gives us the opportunity 
to offer our employees a package of 
benefits we couldn't come close to 
offering on our own," she said. She 
also appreciates their staff's acces­
sibility and helpfulness. "They're 
always there when I have questions 
about payroll or need to review a 
benefit or personnel issue." As a 
board member for the Wisconsin 
Association of Medical Equipment 
Services (WAMES), she has recom­
mended working with a PEO to 
other WAMES members. 
Workers appreciate the good 
benefits when their companies have 
a PEO relationship. "As an employ­
ee of a two-person service compa­
ny, the entirety of my benefit pack­
age would probably be, the pay­
check that arrives every Friday," 
said Ron Jenkins, who works for 
his brother's firm, the Dennis 
Jenkins Company, and enjoys the 
benefits offered by their PEO, 
Emplicity (Irvine, Calif.). "Through 
our PEO's purchasing power and 
economies of scale, I now get more 
choices on benefit and retirement 
plans than I would if I worked for a 
Fortune 500 company." 
For the small business owner, 
negotiating a benefits package is a 
headache that a PEO can relieve. 
"Health benefits are very important 
for our business. We used to have to 
find, compare and make our own 
decisions about health insurance for 
the company," said Gurbir Kohli, 
comptroller for Satnam Gifts (d/b/a/ 
aaahs!). "We knew what our 
employees wanted, and our PEO, 
Shaw & Shaw, provided that." The 
PEO relationship has allowed him 
to concentrate on the business 
rather than spend time shopping for 
insurance. "Our PEO saves us time 
and complications," he said. Shaw 
& Shaw is located in Orange, Calif. 
Small businesses need superior 
benefit packages to compete with 
large companies for highly-skilled 
workers. There is a strong demand 
for pharmacy technicians, accord­
ing to Chuck Wall, founder of 
Advanced Cardiac Solutions Inc. 
His firm specializes in long-term 
intravenous treatments and uses 
Better Business Solutions 
(Birmingham, Ala.). "We have been 
able to compete against large hospi­
tals when recruiting pharmacy 
techs," he said. "Our PEO provides 
a competitive benefit package and 
tells me how to gauge the rest of the 
industry so I can compare my bene­
fits with the larger companies." 
Given their value to their 
clients, it's no wonder the PEO 
industry maintains a nearly 90 per­
cent retention ratio. "PEOs are one 
of the best competitive strategies, " 
said John Hovey, president of the 
PEO Merit Resources (Des Moines, 
Iowa) and a member of the NAPEO 
Board. "With a PEO, a small com­
pany gains competitive strength and 
time to focus on the core purpose of 
the business, and the workers are 
happier and more productive. 
That's a powerhouse combination." 
To learn more about PEOs, visit 
the NAPEO Web site: www.napeo. 
org 
NAPEO, the National Association 
of Professional Employer 
Organizations, is the recognized 
"Voice of the PEO Industry.®" 
NAPEO has 359 members found in 
all 50 states, representing more 
than 70 percent of the industry's 
revenues. Professional employer 
organizations enable clients to 
cost-effectively outsource the man­
agement of human resources, 
employee benefits, payroll and 
workers' compensation. PEO 
clients focus on their core compe­
tencies to maintain and grow their 
bottom line. 
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N E G O X I A T I N G  S  A  L  E  S  
Overcome the Myths of Negotiation for a Positive 
Selling Experience 
by John Patrick Dolan 
Wouldn't it be great if every client agreed to all the terms of a sale, no 
questions asked and no negotiation required? Although most people answer 
"yes" to this question, any salesperson knows that negotiating a sale is 
never that easy. And while negotiation is one of the most commonly prac­
ticed functions of communication, it is often the least understood. 
Because most people don't understand the dynamics of negotiation, 
they may get nervous or apprehensive about the process. Even professional 
salespeople get sweaty palms and anxious stomachs before sitting down at 
the bargaining table. The trouble resides in all the myths associated with 
negotiation. But, regardless of what you're selling, you can make the 
inevitable sales process more productive when you understand and over­
come the following seven myths of negotiation: 
earnings to be more affected by their individual negotiating abilities tf 
their experience or talents. 
Myth #1- In order to be a successful negotiator, you must be an SOB. 
Mytbbuster- This statement is completely false. In fact, most people 
become SOBs in sales situations because they are poor negotiators and must 
resort to ruthlessness to get what they want. In reality, effective negotiation 
has a great deal to do with the attitude you bring to the table. If you 
approach negotiation as a win-or-lose battle, then that's exactly what you'll 
get: a battle. You'll struggle against the other party, waste time and energy 
defending positions, and resort to sneaking things past your counterparts. 
Then when it's all said and done, you'll probably come away with less than 
if you'd have treated the negotiation as an opportunity for everyone 
involved to profit. 
Myth #2- Negotiating is synonymous with ffgbting. 
Mytbbuster- Fights generally break out when people can't negotiate 
effectively. When you understand effective negotiation, you can actually 
head off misunderstandings and conflicts that may arise in the process. 
You'll know how to settle issues with customers without fighting. And in 
many cases, you'll be able to mediate conflicts, misunderstandings, and 
stalemates between other people and groups. 
Mytb #3- Negotiating is a talent reserved for sbrewd businesspeople, 
experienced diplomats, and precocious children. 
Mytbbuster- Anyone can learn to negotiate effectively, without being 
a genius or manipulative. Most salespeople don't consider themselves nego­
tiators, and certainly not professional negotiators. Many equate profession­
al negotiators with hard-charging corporate raiders launching takeovers on 
other businesses, diplomats meeting to discuss the fates of nations, or 
lawyers settling million-dollar lawsuits. 
But each and every person on the planet is a negotiator, and many times 
without realizing it. When you take time to leam the art of effective nego­
tiation, you actually can get more of what you want. You can forge better 
and more productive relationships with your clients and all the people 
around you in other areas of life. 
Mytb #4- When you sit down at the bargaining table, you must aban­
don all ethics to get what you want 
Mytbbuster- Getting what you want doesn't mean stealing it from oth­
ers. By understanding negotiation, you can prevent being conned into things 
you don't want to do or getting less than you deserve. Consider negotiating 
for a new sales position. The terms you agree on with the new employer will 
obviously affect your time with that particular company, and also your time 
with future employers. The compensation package from one company will 
set the pattern for the level of income you can command when negotiating 
with other companies. It's not unusual for the difference in two people's 
Mytb #5- You must have the upper band to negotiate effectively. 
Mytbbuster- If you think that negotiation involves one group trying 
beat the other out of a good deal, then you have an inaccurate perception 
the process. Actually, the weaker your position, the better your negotiati 
skills must be, because you can save a huge amount of money. For exa 
pie, suppose you're negotiating the price of a new computer system for y< 
company. The person selling the system knows your current system is o 
dated and that you must make a purchase immediately to stay competiti 
If you can bring the price down $15,000 from what the seller asks, yoi 
save much more than the upfront cost. By the time you add interest oi 
five-year financing plan, you'll have quite a savings that's well worth 
negotiating effort. 
Mytb #6- Negotiating is a time-wasting activity tbat only clogs t 
wheels of progress. 
Mytbbuster- When done right, negotiating is an enormous timesa 
because it makes everyone work together to find solutions. Rather tl 
struggling through a one-sided sale, it is much easier when both part 
understand how to negotiate and actively participate in the process to p 
duce the best results possible for everyone. Plus, enlisting others can h 
fulfill your plans and dreams. 
Mytb #7- Negotiating is always a formal process witb clearly defir 
parameters and procedures. 
Mytbbuster- Negotiating is the sum and substance of all human g 
and take. That's right; negotiation actually takes many different forms t 
you may not normally consider. For example, if you and your spouse 
deciding who's going to prepare dinner and who's going to clean up 
dirty dishes, then you're negotiating. Or maybe you're haggling the prict 
an item at a garage sale with the seller; this is also a negotiating procc 
Chances are you negotiate much more frequently than you think. In fi 
any time you're making a deal or working out any kind of agreement w 
anyone, then you're negotiating. And if you're conducting these daily ne: 
tiations effectively, you'll reach an agreement that satisfies both part 
You can actually improve your professionalism in dealing with all ty] 
of people by applying some of the negotiation skills you pract 
without realizing it. 
Busting the Myths of Negotiation 
Human beings negotiate constantly, so it's vital to get beyond 
negative thoughts that cause us to ask for less than we deserve. A 
the art of negotiation requires more than just trading off with oth 
to get the things you want. Negotiating is a process of understand: 
people and discovering ways you can work together to produce p 
itive results for everyone involved. 
When you understand the myths surrounding the negotiat 
process, then overcome these fallacies, you will reap greater bene 
from your sales profession. Most important, you'll come away fr 
every sale completely satisfied for yourself and confident that 
other party feels a similar satisfaction. 
About the Author John Patrick Dolan is a highly-praised convent 
presenter, member of the National Speakers Association Speak 
Hall of Fame, and author of the best-selling book "Negotiate Like 
Pros." His offices can be reached at 1-888-830-2620, or by e-mal 
negotiatelikethepros.jpd@gte.net. Visit his Web site www.negotic 
likethepros.com for preview video and complete booking informati 
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S A L E S  
Three Essential Time Management Steps for Salespeople 
by Stephen Schijfmon 
Effective time management 
skills make all the difference in 
sales. If you develop them, you can 
keep your life in balance. If you 
don't, you will constantly feel 
stressed, behind schedule, and 
(probably) sleep-deprived. That 
last problem is particularly serious, 
since no salesperson who is a vic­
tim of constant insomnia is likely to 
perform well at work. 
My experience is that the failure 
to closely and carefully track one's 
own time as it is actually spent is a 
major obstacle to diagnosing spe­
cific time management problems. 
One of the steps I recommend to 
any salesperson who is feeling cyn­
ical about his or her profession, or 
about sales work in general, is to 
evaluate a working day very close­
ly and then make a radical, and 
conscious, series of changes in the 
next daily schedule. I recommend 
this step because of my belief in a 
principle that I consider a "golden 
rule": "Obsession without evalua­
tion of habits results in chaos." 
When we feel that we have no 
sense of control over our day, 
when we have no clear indication 
of cause and effect, of how one 
thing we do positively affects an 
outcome in another area, then we 
are the victims of chaos. When we 
seem to be driven by circumstances 
rather than driving them, we are the 
victims of chaos. When our daily 
schedule never allows us any time 
to evaluate exactly what the daily 
activities actually led to, then we 
are the victims of chaos. 
So: What do you do to avoid 
chaos? Evaluate your habits. Find 
out those habits are actually deliv­
ering for you. Are they taking you 
closer to your goal, or moving you 
further away from it? 
Step One. Know Your Outcome. 
To start with, identify a particular 
sales-related goal, one that's impor­
tant to you and that you're willing 
to work hard to attain. (For 
instance, you might choose the goal 
of closing six new sales this month 
so that you can take your spouse on 
a vacation to the tropics.) 
Step Two: Track Your Time. 
Now take a brand-new notebook 
and keep track, for one full day, of 
everything you do on the job. Write 
it all down. Use 15-minute incre­
ments and list the most important 
thing you did during each time 
period. 
Step Three: Analyze. At the end 
of the day—take a look at your 
time log. Put a plus sign by activi­
ties that ended up moving you clos­
er to your goal. Put a circle by 
activities that had no effect on 
whether you moved closer to your 
goal—put a minus sign by activi­
ties that actually ended up moving 
you away from your goal. 
How does what you learn about 
your day—about what's working 
and what's not—affect your priori­
ties for tomorrow? 
How many different things did 
you do during the day? 
When did you do them? 
How much time did you allocate 
to each task? 
Were there ever times when you 
were "busying" yourself with activ­
ities that had no effect whatsoever 
on whether you moved forward 
toward your goal? How else could 
you handle these activities? Could 
they be delegated? Eliminated 
entirely from your day? 
Were there ever times when you 
spent time on activities that actual­
ly moved you away from your stat­
ed goal? What were you doing dur­
ing those times? 
There is, we must always 
remember, a big difference 
between being very busy and being 
very productive. Lots of mediocre 
salespeople are extremely busy. 
High achievers are extremely pro­
ductive. Use this simple three-step 
exercise for a full day at least once 
every month to help you set priori­
ties and build schedules that put 
you in the "productive" category! 
Global CTI Group, your 
business communkattons 
specialists, is offering five 
FREE* General Needs A»essm«nts 
for your company. 
Visit www.gctr.com/assess2 to register for 
this valuabie resource Opportunity cioses 
November 30. 
Global CTI Group General Needs Assessment includes; 
Onsite physical and logical inspection and review of your 
network 
• A detailed report c^ needs and requirements specific to your 
company, including: 
• Identification of security and network vulnerabilities 
• Review of performaiKe enhancement opportunities 
• Recommend productivity enhancements 
www.gcti.com 
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We're a leading national 
security company with a 
strong local commitment to 
protect you through use of: 
• Cost-effective security 
technology 




• Skilled installation and 
service 
• Our own UL-listed central 
stations 
Call us today for a FREE 
professional appraisal of 
your security needs. 
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Hiring on Enthusiasm: How to Pick the Perfect Candidate for the Job 
continued from page 27 
a final decision about whether to 
extend an employment offer. Sure, 
three interviews are more time-con­
suming than just one, but the 
rewards are worth it. When you 
invest this amount of time in the 
interview process, your prospective 
hires get a sense of the company 
culture from the beginning. They 
will know that the company cares 
about who works for them, and you 
will feel confident that you made 
the best possible decision. 
5. Use a temp service when 
needed. 
HR directors feel tremendous 
pressure to make the right selec­
tion—not just fill a slot. And some­
times conducting a lengthy inter­
view process simply isn't feasible. 
During these times, some compa­
nies decide to give potential 
employees a "trial run" by bringing 
someone on staff temporarily 
through a temp service. Employers 
benefit by witnessing the candi­
date's attitude and skills first-hand. 
The team can also determine if the 
temporary employee works well 
within their group. While the com­
pany has to pay a recruiting fee, 
many don't mind doing so because 
they've avoided a long and tedious 
hiring process—and possibly mak­
ing the wrong decision. While 
occasionally using a temp service 
to try out an employee can be a 
good idea, don't make it a regular 
practice. When you have an effec­
tive interviewing process in place, 
you can be confident you selected 
the right person for the job. 
After the Hire 
After you've made the final 
decision, go the extra mile. Once 
your preferred candidate accepts 
your offer, send them a plant or 
flowers with a handwritten note 
saying, "Welcome to the team." But 
don't stop there. Show recognition 
and appreciation to your employees 
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throughout their employment. Staff 
members like to know that their 
jobs make a difference. Motivate 
employees by telling them how 
their jobs fit into the company as a 
whole. 
Employees don't just want a 
paycheck—they want to be in a 
positive environment doing mean­
ingful work. You can create a posi­
tive work environment by employ­
ing positive, enthusiastic people. 
Therefore, make sure your inter­
view process is designed to really 
get to know your job candidate so 
you can learn how the person 
would fit in with your existing 
team. When your interview process 
encompasses these five points, you 
will be rewarded with positive 
employees who will help your 
organization thrive. 
About the Author: 
Ray Pelletier, CSP, founder and 
president of The Pelletier Group, is 
an internationally-known author, 
business speaker, motivator and 
team builder and also the author oj 
the best-selling book, "Permission 
to Win." He may be reached at 1-
800-662-4625 or e-mail 
info@raypelletier.com. 
Subscribe Now! 
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Wine Selection 
& Best Rated 
by Bill Anthony 
Blackstone 
1998 Chardonnay $10.00 
Mpnterey County, California 
Oxford Landing 
1998 Grenache $9.99 
Oxford Landing Estate 
Vineyard, South Australia, 
Australia, Limited Release 
1998 Shiraz $9.99 
Oxford Landing Estate 
Vineyard, South Australia, 
Australia, Limited Release 
Lake Sonoma 
1997 Zinfandel $15.00 
Dry Creek Valley, California 
1997 Zinfandel $20.00 
Alexander Valley, California, 
Old Vine 
Llano Estacado 
1999 Chenin Blanc $6.99 
Texas, Cellar Select 
1998 Passionelle $9.99 
Texas, Rhone Style Red 
Guenoc 
1997 Cabemet Sauvignc«i $30.00 
Napa Valley, California, Bella 
Vista Reserve 
1998 Chardonnay $12.00 
Califomia 
1997 Petite Sirah $18.50 
North Coast, Califomia 
1998 Sauvignon Blanc $14.00 
North Coast, Califomia 
Lake Sonoma 
1996 Cabemet Sauvignon $24.00 
Alexander Valley, Califomia 
1997 Zinfandel $24.00 
Saini Earms, Dry Creek 
Valley, Califomia 
Eherle Winery 
1997 Zinfandel $20.00 
Sauret Vineyard, Paso 
Robles, Califomia 
1997 Zinfandel $16.00 
Paso Robles Steinbeck 
Vineyard, California 
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Establishing a Coaching Relationship With Subordinates 
continued from page 13 
elationship issues in the background and concentrate on the subordinate's 
levelopment. During this process, you may find it useful to ask yourself: 
'If my coaching leads to my employee leaving the company, will I have 
served the organization?" If the answer is "no," you may find it difficult to 
•eally serve the employee's learning needs. If "yes," you probably recog-
lize that keeping dissatisfied people in the company doesn't serve either 
:he company or the employee. 
Either way, asking yourself the question will help discern your real 
objectives in coaching. 
Getting the Best From Developmental Coaching 
Paying attention to a few practical guidelines can greatly increase the 
probabilities that real developmental coaching will work. These guidelines 
are: 
• Invite your employee into a coaching relationship. Discuss with him 
that you'd like to make some time available to him to support his learning 
in areas that are of interest to him. Offer to be a support and a resource to 
him, and make the distinction that you are focusing on his learning and 
objectives. Don't be put off if the employee appears skeptical or doesn't 
immediately jump on the opportunity. It may take a while to build trust; be 
willing to start small. 
• Ask the employee how you can be most helpful, and encourage her 
to define what she needs from you. When the employee begins to define the 
territory that the conversation will cover, she develops ownership in the 
process and begins to experience you as a support and resource, rather than 
as a boss. 
• Be clear in your own mind, and explicit with the employee, that these 
coaching conversations are for the development of the employee. Reinforce 
that there will be no organizational consequences for what is shared in these 
conversations. The employee may be hesitant to trust this at first. 
Maintaining the integrity and trust that the employee places in you is 
critical to building a robust coaching relationship. 
• Of course, you must be candid and willing to say if you don't 
believe you can be helpful in a specific area. Sometimes you may not feel 
knowledgeable in a particular area, and you may need to connect your 
employee to others inside or outside the organization who can be helpful 
resources. On rare occasions, a coaching discussion may stray into person­
al areas that you are not trained to handle. In these situations, you may need 
to discuss with your employee whether a referral to an employee assistance 
program or an outside resource is appropriate. 
• As openness to this new kind of relationship develops, work out the 
details of structure (frequency, duration of conversations, location, etc.) in 
ways that are agreeable to both. Again, start small and go for early, small 
successes. Be clear with each other what's on the table for discussion, and 
what's not. 
• Give your employee evidence of your support for her. When situa­
tions occur that challenge your agreement or require you to distinguish 
between serving organizational and employee goals, it can be reassuring for 
the employee to hear how you handled them. 
• Seek opportunities to present your employee with choice points— 
opportunities to discuss either of a couple of different topics or lines of dis­
cussion. Making choices puts the employee in charge of the conversation 
and demonstrates that you are in service to her needs. 
• Provide feedback and encouragement when you see that the employ­
ee is taking responsibility for shaping the coaching process. The employ­
ee's awareness of this sub-text of the coaching relationship is key. Helping 
him become aware of ways in which he is defining his development needs, 
and asking for support, is empowering. 
While developmental coaching isn't possible within every superviso­
ry relationship, the loyalty and learning that can result make it well worth 
exploring. To do it successfully, you and the employee will need to under­
go a mind shift. Realize that this mind shift is not automatic and will devel­
op over time. Once the shift occurs, however, you will become a support 
and resource for the employee, and you will learn how to put your role as 
representative of organizational authority on hold. While this type of coach­
ing does require work, the rewards of this redefined relationship are enor­
mous. Try it today. 
Doug Silsbee—He can be reached at silsbee@septetcoaching.com. 
Community Colleges in the Inland Empire 
Ranked by Enrollment continued on page 47 
Institution 
Address 




Mt San Antonio Comm. College 42,000 
1. 1100 W.Grand Ave. 1:30 
Walnut, CA 91789 
Riverside Community College 30,000 
2. 4800 Magnolia Ave. 1:24 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Chaffey College 16,868 
3. 5885 Haven Ave. 1:24.5 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91737 
Mt. San Jacinto College 12,287 
4. 1499 North State St. 1:27 
San Jacinto, CA 93583-2399 
San Bernardino Valley College 11,300 
5. 701 S. Mt. Vernon Ave. na 























Tliition & Fees: 
Calif. Resident* 
Non Resident 
$11 per Unit, Plus Fees 
$125 per Unit, Plus Fees 
$11 per Unit, Plus Fees 
$134 per Unit, Plus Fees 
$11 per Unit 








$11 per Unit 
$117 per Unit + $11 per Unit Fee 
$11 per Unit, Plus Fees 
$133 per Unit, Plus Fees 




Christopher O'Hcarn , 
President 
(909) 594-5611 /598-2303 1' 
Dr. Salvatore G. Rotella 
President 
(951) 222-8800/222-8035 
Dr. Marie Kane 
Superintendent/President 
(909)941-2110/941-2461 
mpepicello@chaffey.tc ca us 







* CaUfornia Residf.m Fees are, set hv the. State, t^eyiilmre and are suhkct to chanee deoendine on the State Budeet adopted for each year. WA = Not Applicable WND = Would Not Disclose na = not available. V/4 - Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na 
= not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thor­
oughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-
The Book of  Lis ts  avai lable  on  Disk ,  Cal l  909-989-4733 or  Download Now from www.TopList .com 
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Workers' Safety Net Is Full of Loopholes 
by Steve Lopez 
Yes, I did ask readers to send 
me their horror stories involving 
the workers' compensation mess 
Gov. Schwarzenegger claims to 
have fixed. 
But you can stop now. 
I've got enough material to 
keep me busy until I'm eligible for 
Social Security, if it hasn't gone 
belly up by then. 
The responses ran the gamut, 
as was to be expected. 
I got employers saying their 
premiums have fallen, but far more 
saying their premiums have 
jumped. 
Some readers crucified me for 
taking a few pokes at Sch­
warzenegger, who was only trying 
to straighten things out, as they see 
it, even if he did go easy on insur­
ance companies that stuffed his 
pockets with campaign money. 
Some employers, including 
Jeff Kavin of Greenblatt's Deli, 
wondered why I don't write about 
fraud and abuse by attorneys, doc­
tors and employees who "skim so 
much money out of the system" 
that premiums soar for business 
owners while "the worker with a 
real devastating injury is left with 
very little." 
Well, of course that's part of 
the problem, and it always has 
been. Lest you doubt it, consider 
this week's series on the creative 
energy at King/Drew Medical 
Center. Employees there filed 122 
claims in 10 years for falling off 
chairs, collecting a cool $3.2 mil­
lion for their tragic falls from a 
frightening height of about 18 inch­
es. 
But by far, most of the respons­
es I fielded on the workers' comp 
morass were from doctors, lawyers 
and injured employees telling me 
about treatment being delayed, 
denied or discontinued. 
I've heard from a retired 
teacher, 80 years old, who is sud­
denly being grilled (by mail) by a 
doctor she never met, part of a 
worker comp conspiracy to cut off 
her medication for a longtime dis­
ability. 
I've spent a day and a half 
playing amateur arbitrator in the 
case of a jockey who was thrown 
from a horse, had hip surgery, and 
claims the home healthcare agency 
frequently failed to show up at her 
house, where she was alone and 
immobile. 
"Insurance companies have 
stopped cutting checks ... period," 
says physician Lauren Papa. "I 
have patients who should rightfully 
receive benefits and aren't.... 
They're going on welfare, being 
evicted, using food stamps, etc. 
Worse, it's Christmas. Do these 
idiots think my patients don't want 
to work?" 
Bruce Traney, a workers' comp 
attorney, warns that it will get 
worse in January, when more of the 
impact of the governor's "reform" 
package kicks in. 
"If you're a worker in 
California and get hurt in the next 
year," Traney says, "you're not 
going to be a happy person. You'll 
be human flotsam thrown to the 
curb." 
One of the readers who got 
hold of me was a gent who claimed 
he had no ax to grind, which always 
continued on page 44 
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Getting Started in Global Trade 
Commerce Operates Numerous Inland Empire-Based Services to Get Your World Trade Goals Off the Ground 
The U.S. Commercial Service is dedicated to helping small- to-
medium sized companies with their exporting strategies. As a division 
of the U.S. Department of Commerce it maintains a locally-based, 
experienced staff of International Trade Specialists in the Inland 
Empire. The U.S. Export Assistance Center's stated mission is to serve 
this highly diverse and multi-cultural business community. 
The Inland Empire U.S. Export Assistance Center is part of an interna­
tional network consisting of 105 U.S. Export Assistance Centers across the 
country and 165 offices in 82 countries. Its domestic and international 
offices are directly linked through a worldwide communications and infor­
mation network which offers a unique and valuable service to U.S. 
exporters. 
Here is the contact information for your Inland Empire business to use, 
to reach people who can help you access this valuable vehicle in your pur­
suit of global commerce: the Export Assistance Center is located at 2940 
Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite 121, Ontario CA 91764. The main phone 
Wmber is (909) 466-4134, fax (909) 466-4140. E-mail to: ontariocal.office 
.box@mail.doc.gov. 
Below are individual contacts within the center: . 
Ontario Staff 




Industries: Agricultural Services, Airport/Ground Support Eq., 
Transportation Serv. (other than Aviation), Travel/Tourism Services 




Industries: Agricultural Chemicals, Agricultural Machinery & Eq., 
Aircraft/Aircraft Parts, Airport/Ground Support Eq., Apparel, 
Architectural/Constr./Engineering SVC, Automobile/Light Truck/Vans, 
lAutomotive Parts/Services Eq., Biotechnology, Books/Periodicals, 
Building Products, Cosmetics/Toiletries, Dental Eq., 
Drugs/Pharmaceuticals, Food Processing/Packaging Eq., Foods -
Processed, General Consumer Goods, General Industrial Eq./Supplies, 
Health Care Services, Hotel/Restaurant Eq., Household Consumer Goods, 
Industrial Chemicals, Laboratory Scientific Instruments, Marine Fisheries 
Products (Seafood), Medical Eq., Musical Instruments, Oil/Gas Field 
Machinery, Oil/Gas/Mineral Prod/Explor Serv., Packaging Eq., 
Paper/Paperboard, Pet Foods/Supp., Plastics Materials/Resins, Pleasure 
Boats/Accessories, Pollution Control Eq., Printing/Graphic Arts Eq., 
Pumps/Valves/Compressors, Robotics, Security/Safety Eq., Sporting 
Goods/Recreational Eq., Telecommunications Eq., Telecommunications 
Services, Travel/Tourism Services, Trucks/Trailers/Buses, Veterinary 
Medicine Eq./Supplies 




Industries: Agricultural Chemicals, Aircraft/Aircraft Parts, 
Architectural/Constr./Engineering SVC, Automotive Parts/Services Eq., 
Aviation Services, Biotechnology, Building Products, Business Eq. (Non-
Computer), Chemical Production Machinery, Computer Services, 
Computer Software, Computers/Peripherals, Construction Eq., Consumer 
Electronics, Cosmetics/Toiletries, Defense Industry Eq., Dental Eq., 
Drugs/Pharmaceuticals, Economy, Education/Training Services, Electronic 
Commerce, Financial Services, Foods - Processed, General Consumer 
Goods, General Industrial Eq./Supplies, Hotel/Restaurant Eq., Investment 
Services, Laboratory Scientific Instruments, Medical Eq., Photographic 
Eq., Pleasure Boats/Accessories, Toys/Games, Travel/Tourism Services, 
Trucks/Trailers/Buses 
The Inland Empire U.S. Export Assistance Center offers help in uti­
lizing the following programs in your companyis effort to globalize: 
BuyUSA.com 
Promote your company Online and find new international business 
partners. BuyUSA.com is the U.S. Commercial Service business match­
making Web site, where U.S. exporters and international buyers and dis­
tributors can post trade leads, search for buyers and sellers, and be auto­
matically matched with prospective business partners. 
Commercial News USA 
Looking for an affordable way to reach international buyers? 
The magazine-Commercial News USA- will promote your products 
and services to buyers, distributors, and representatives in more than 145 
countries. This widely-read publication is distributed outside of the United 
States, free of charge to buyers, through U.S. Embassies/Consulates and 
trading partners worldwide. 
Gold Key Service 
Interested in Meeting Prequalified International Buyers and Partners? 
Get the most out of your next international business trip and schedule 
meetings before you arrive. The Gold Key Service is your customized serv­
ice for finding potential agents, distributors, sales representatives, and other 
business partners. 
You Will Receive: 
• Appointments with prequalified sales representatives and partners. 
• Customized market and industry briefings with U.S. Commercial 
Service staff in advance of business meetings. 
• Market research on your industry sector. 
• Assistance with travel, accommodations, interpreter service, and cler­
ical support. 
• A video conference option if your schedule doesn't permit interna­
tional travel. 
• Post-meeting debriefing with U.S. Commercial Service staff to dis­
cuss results of meetings and assistance in developing appropriate fol­
low-up strategies. 
International Company Profile 
Need Faster Credit Checks on International Partners? 
International Company Profiles will provide will you with background 
reports on companies in a large array of countries. This worldwide network 
of trade specialists can analyze the overall strength of a company and pro­
vide useful information collected from industry contacts, local press, and 
other sources. These reports are required by many export financing organi­
zations. 
It Provides: 
• A detailed background report on a prospective sales representative or 
partner in 10 days or less. 
continued on page 40 
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Getting Started in Global Trade 
Commerce Operates Numerous Inland Empire-Based Services to Get Your World Trade Goals Off the Ground 
additional high-potential markets these markets. continued from page 39 
• A listing of the company's sen­
ior management. 
• Banking and other financial 
information about the company. 
• Insight on whether the 
prospective partner can meet 
your needs. 
• Analysis of the strength of the 
company versus its competitors. 
• Insight into the strength of the 
industry in your target market. 
International Partner Search 
Want to increase your sales 
through distributors and other 
strategic partners? 
International Partner Searches 
puts experts in over 80 countries to 
work finding you the most suitable 
licensees, distributors, agents, and 
strategic partners. You provide your 
marketing materials and back­
ground on your company. Using a 
worldwide network and extensive 
contacts in the target market, your 
potential partners are identified and 
you are provided with a detailed 
description of up to five prequali-
fied prospects. 
You Will: 
• Save valuable time and 
money by working only with pre-
qualified international partners that 
best meet your needs. 
• Obtain valuable information 
on the marketability and sales 
potential for your products and 
services. 
• Receive detailed information 
about prospective partners, plus 
key information from them about 
the marketability of your products 
and services in the host country. 
Get all this information 
in just 15 working days. 
International Video 
Conferencing 
On a fee-for-service basis we 
can arrange for video conferencing 
at a number of cities worldwide. 
Leads, intelligence, and assis­
tance in the development of specif­
ic major projects. 
Show Time 
Showtime is a service designed 
to help U.S. companies identify 
for their products while attending 
major trade shows. Showtime 
allows their clients to leverage their 
participation at a major trade event 
by meeting with Commercial 
Service Trade Advisor's from vari­
ous countries to receive one-on-one 
counseling sessions on exporting to 
Video Gold Key Service 
The Video Gold Key Service is 
a custom-tailored "individual part­
ner search" for representatives of 
U.S. firms using video-conferenc­
ing in lieu of a visit to a particular 
country. 
Source: United States Commerce Department 
Subscribe Now! 
C a l l  T o d a y  




Every Saturday @ 5:30 p.m. 
And now you can listen live on-line at www.590KTIE.com 
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Major Carriers Increase 
Rates 
Rate increases for United Parcel Service Inc. and FedEx Corp. 
will take effect in January. Rates for UPS Ground, UPS Next Day 
Air, UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS 3 Day Select and International services 
will rise 2.9%. UPS Hundredweight Service, an alternative to serv­
ices offered by less-than truckload carriers, will rise 5.9 percent. 
FedEx less-than truckload carriers, will rise 5.9 percent, FedEx will 
also increase its shipping rates. The cost of its FedEx Express serv­
ice will rise 2.6 percent. This includes a 4.6 percent increase in 
package and freight costs and a 2 percent decrease in its fuel sur­
charge. An indexed fuel surcharge was expect to be implemented 
Jan. 2 for DHL's DHL Ground and DHL@home shipments. The fuel 
surcharge will be initially set at 2 percent. 
UPU Expects New 
Terminal Dues System to 
Improve Service 
A new Universal Postal Union terminal dues system that will 
impact industrialized nations took effect Jan. 1. Terminal dues are 
the payments made to a destination country for the cost of delivering 
international mail. In 2003, the UPU Terminal Dues Action Group 
finalized a pay-for performance program that links terminal dues to 
the quality of service provided by industrialized countries. By intro­
ducing incentives for quality performance and penalties for poor per­
formance, the PU Terminal Dues Action Group said the program 
should lead to improved service quality in industrialized countries 
that generate an estimated 80 percent of the world's international 
mail volume. 
Peter Drucker Publishes 35th Book, 
Celebrates 95th Birthday 
Peter F. Drucker, a Claremont, resident who is universally acknowl­
edged as the founding father of management study, turned 95 on Nov. 19. 
Aligned with this remarkable milestone is another—the release of 
Drucker's 35th book, "THE DAILY DRUCKER: 366 Days of Insight and 
Motivation for Getting the Right Things Done" (HarperBusiness/$ 19.95, 
hardcover, by Peter F. Drucker with Joseph Maciariello). 
Drucker joined the faculty of Claremont Graduate University in 1971, 
where the management school is now named the Peter F. Drucker and 
Masatoshi Ito Graduate School of Management. Drucker's influence on 
corporate America can hardly be overstated. He literally wrote the book on 
management more than half a century ago (with "The Practice of 
Management"), and his ideas have had an enormous impact on the shape 
and function of the modem corporation. He invented such concepts as "the 
knowledge worker," "privatization" or "re-privatization," and "outsourc­
ing" decades before they entered the popular lexicon. 
Generations of executives, including Jack Welch, former CEO of 
General Electric, and A.G. Lafley, CEO of Proctor & Gamble, have imple­
mented and profited from his ideas. Other leaders who benefited from 
Dmcker's wisdom include John Bachman, senior partner, Edward Jones 
and chairman of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce; Bill Pollard, former 
GEO of ServiceMaster; Max Depree, former CEO of Herman Miller; and 
Walter Wriston, former CEO of Citibank (now Citigroup), to name just a 
few. Dmcker's successors in the field of management study acknowledge 
(heir debt to him, among them Ken Blanchard, Stephen R. Covey, and Jim 
Collins, who has written a foreword to THE DAILY DRUCKER. In a poll 
pnducted by the "Harvard Business Review" for the December 2003 
issue, more than 200 management experts named Dmcker the #1 "Gum's 
Gum." 
In THE DAILY DRUCKER, the huge sweep of Dmcker's thinking has 
been distilled into one accessible volume that is designed to be used on a 
daily basis. It offers 366 readings, one for every day of the year (including 
Feb. 29). Each entry features a key statement, drawn from Dmcker's own 
writings, on topics as diverse as management, business and the world 
economy; a changing society; innovation and entrepreneurship; decision 
making; the changing workforce; the nonprofit and its management; and so 
on. Each statement is followed by a few lines of comment and explanation 
from Dmcker. "But the most important part of this book are the blank 
spaces at the bottom of its pages," Dmcker notes. "They are what the read­






sions. For this is an action book." 
In addition to a year's worth of inspiration, THE DAILY DRUCKER is 
supplemented with an annotated bibliography of Dmcker's extensive writ­
ings, and indexes of the concepts featured in the book listed by source, by 
day, and by topic. 
THE DAILY DRUCKER offers the next generation of leaders the per­
fect entry point into Dmcker's wide-ranging thought and invaluable wis­
dom. Those who take that step will be well rewarded. In an age of corpo­
rate scandal and cormpt or incompetent CEOs, Dmcker's ideas have never 
been more relevant. 
ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Peter F. Drucker is considered the top management thinker alive today. 
He is the author of 35 books, and his ideas have had an enormous impact 
on shaping the modern corporation. In 2002, he was awarded the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom. He is a writer, teacher, philosopher, 
reporter, and consultant, as well as a professor at the Peter F. Drucker and 
Masatoshi Ito Graduate School of Management, Claremont Graduate 
University. He lives in Claremont, with his wife, Doris. 
Joseph A. Maciariello is a long-time friend and colleague of Peter F. 
Drucker. He holds a Ph.D. in economics from New York University. 
Currently he is the Horton Professor of Management at the Peter F. 
Drucker and Masatoshi Ito Graduate School of Management. He lives in 
Claremont, with his wife, Judy. 
NOTE: Dr. Joseph Maciariello is available for media interviews. Call 
Marilyn Thomsen at Claremont Graduate University for assistance - 909-
607-9233, or e-mail her at marilyn. thomsen@cau. edu. 
L 
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"The Way to the Top: The Best 
Business Advice I Ever 
Received," hy Donald J. IVump 
Donald Trump is a savvy hard-
nosed businessman. Like other men 
and women in business he some­
times makes mistakes and now and 
then misunderstands where a mar­
ket is headed. He is not a self-
absorbed martinet who believes his 
own press. 
There's one more thing he's not: 
the author of this book. 
Except for little more than a 
two-page introduction, the book 
was written by 154 CEOs, chair­
persons, and very senior executives 
of mid-sized and larger organiza­
tions. Each offers his or her busi­
ness advice based on what they've 
learned. Some of it is imbedded in 
rambling stories, while others are 
unusually concise. Each suggestion 
is distilled into an adjoining bold­
faced summary. 
The longest piece of advice is 
embedded within a story told by 
Barbara Corcoran. It's 10 pages 
long and the summary is the 
longest in the book: "When there 
are 10 buyers and three puppies, 
every dog is the pick of the litter." 
The chairman and CEO of Time 
Warner, Inc., Richard D. Parsons, 
offers the shortest business sugges­
tion: "Do what's right." The advice 
is so concise that the summary is 
actually one word longer: "Take the 
high road." Recent business history 
has shown that even the easiest 
concepts stated briefly may not 
make much of an impression when 
greed gets in the way. 
Some of the advice are not only 
brief and convey a great message, 
but are pretty funny. Here's the 
comment about the role of hard 
work in achieving success offered 
by Vincent F. Orza, Jr., chairman 
and CEO of Eateries, Inc: "The guy 
on top of the mountain didn't fall 
there!" 
Some of the most interesting 
business suggestions are encom­
passed in seven principles for 
building a successful business out­
lined by Thomas F. Darren, chair­
man of Quicksilver Re-sources: 
1. Go where the traffic isn't. 
2. You will never achieve more 
than you are willing to settle for. 
3. The only currency that has finite 
limits is time—so spend it wisely. 
4. You make your money when you 
buy, not when you sell. 
5. Get in too late and get out too 
early (that's how I made all my 
money). 
6. Do business with good people. 
7. Be one of those good people and 
people will do business with you. 
Not unexpectedly there are some 
pieces of advice that are retreads of 
that were not only stated better 
elsewhere, but can leave you feel­
ing somewhat disturbed. An exam­
ple of this is the advice offered by 
William F. Tyree, president of The 
Tyree Organization. He offers this 
business idea: "Never forget that it 
is always easier to say 'no' to a ven­
dor than it is to say 'no' to your 
bank." The better-known version of 
that concept is sometimes stated as 
the "Golden Rule of Business—He 
who has the gold makes the rules." 
Another way of interpreting 
Tyree's philosophy is that you can 
treat small suppliers and smaller 
creditors in a shabby way, but 
you've got to defer to those suppli­
ers and creditors who can eat like a 
between-meal snack. 
That's not only morally bank­
rupt, but a guaranteed way to find 
yourself under the thumb of large 
creditors and suppliers. 
In all candor there seems to be 
only one reason why "The Way to 
the Top" is a bestseller. Trump has 
succeeded in branding his name to 
an audience who will buy anything 
that's branded. Don't join them. 
~ Henry Holtztnan 
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is compiled based 







"The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness," by Stehen R. Covey i 
(Free Press...$26.00) (9)* Covey examines the evolving models of leader- i 
ship. I 
"The Way to The Top: The Best Business Advice I Ever Received," by I 
Donald Trump (Crown Publishing...$18.95) (1) Trump asks CEOs about | 
the best business advice they received. | 
I 
"The Automatic Millionaire: A Powerful One-Step Plan to Live and Finish | 
Rich," by David Bach (Broadway Books...$19.95) (2) Financial advisor 
offers a system that makes others wealthy. 
"Pay It Down Today: From Debt to Wealth on $ 10 a Day," by Jean Chatzky 
(Portfolio...$19.95) (3) TV money guru offers advice on saving money. 
"Smart Women Finish Rich: 9 Steps to Achieving Financial Security and 
Funding Your Dreams," by David Bach (Broadway...$14.95) (6) In the real 
world dreams and financial security cost money. 
"The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter Than the Few and 
How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, Economics, Societies and 
Nations," by James Surowiecki (Doubleday...$24.25) (4) Why a broad seg­
ment of humanity out-thinks a narrower slice. 
"The Five Patterns of Extraordinary Careers: The Guide to Success and 
Satisfaction," by James M. Citrin (Crown Publishing...$22.95) (5) What 
you can learn by studying how leaders got that way. 
"Rich Dad's Cashflow Quadrant: Rich Dad's Guide to Financial Freedom," 
by Robert T. Kiyosaki (Warner Books...$17.95) (10) Another in the series 
targeting fathers who want to be rich. 
"Good to Great," by Jim Collins (HarperCollins...$27.50) (8) Climbing the 
steps from being good to being great. 
"Confessions of an Economic Hit Man" by John Perkins (Barrett-Koehler 
PublisherS;..$24.95)*'''Former covert NSA operative tells all about targeted 
economies. 
*(2) — Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
""" — Indicates a book's first appearance on the list 
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AEW Leases 77 Percent 
of South Chino 
Industrial Center 
Boston-based AEW Capital Management, a real estate investment 
advisory firm, has leased 77 percent of South Chino Industrial Center 
to Katy Industries Inc. and Motivational Fulfillment and Packaging 
Services. The total consideration for the two leases was $8 million. 
South Chino Industrial Center is comprised of two industrial build­
ings totaling 500,617 square feet. 
Katy Industries, Inc., a diversified manufacturing company for 
consumer and commercial products, has leased 114,591 square feet of 
industrial building space at South Chino Industrial Center for $2.35 
million. Katy Industries will use the facility for its distribution activ­
ity in the Inland Empire market. 
Motivational Fulfillment and Packaging Services, a full-service 
sales, packaging and distribution company, leased the 271,435-
square-foot industrial building for $5.66 million. The company plans 
to use the facility as its nationwide call center and customer support 
service center. 
Global ePoint Mobile Video 
continued from page 18 
fulfill their missions. 
The video recording and archiv­
ing features of the Sequent(tm) sys­
tems are among several critical 
functions of the products for police 
and law enforcement organizations. 
The backend server technology 
enables greatly improved ease of 
digital data management, compared 
with previous generations requiring 
physical storage of bulky VMS 
videotapes, crude search and 
archive functionality and very poor 
applicability as an evidence tool. 
The Global ePoint solutions gener­
ate video and audio data files that 
can be easily and powerfully 
archived by computer. Equally 
important, the data can be used reli­
ably as evidence, because the chain 
of custody can be securely estab­
lished for legal use, both for the 
prosecution of crime as well as for 
the resolution of complaints 
regarding actions of police officers. 
Many such complaints result in 
multi-million-dollar lawsuit settle­
ments against police departments, 
and have become one of the largest 
costs in local law enforcement 
budgets. "The task of providing 
law enforcement and public safety 
services for our communities has 
continued to grow more complex 
for our police departments. They 
require the support of the best tech­
nological innovation that we can 
provide," said Ms. Lou. 
For Insight on Inland Empire Business ... 
Subscribe Now, (909) 989-4733 
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The national commercial real 
estate services firm, Studley, has 
represented Misys Healthcare 
Systems in a consolidation and 
lease renewal at 268 W. 
Hospitality Lane in San 
Bernardino, office space that 
was part of Misys' acquisition 
of the Patient 1 clinical product 
line from Per-Se Technologies, 
Inc. The five-year, 23,000-
square-foot lease is valued at 
approximately $2.5 mill­
ion...Sperry Van Ness, has 
completed the sale of El Patio 
Court, for $1.75 million to a 
San Jose- based private investor. 
El Patio Court, a 7,950-square-
foot multi-tenant specialty 
retail/restaurant center is located 
at 382 to 398 N. Palm Canyon 
Dr. in Palm Springs. Char 
Sharp-Pfeifer and Raven 
Sharp of Sperry Van Ness in 
Palm Springs represented the 
seller, a San Diego-based pri­
vate investor. Ron Robinson of 
Robinson Commercial repre­
sented the buyer...The commer­
cial development division of 
Sare*Regis Group, a leading 
west coast real estate developer, 
acquired 62 acres of land in 
Fontana in a venture with 
Newcastle Partners. Upon 
completion, the development, 
called Sierra Gateway Center, 
will total approximately 1.4 mil­
lion square feet of industrial 
space. The project consists of 
nine parcels of land ranging in 
size from approximately two to 
13 acres that will accommodate 
nine industrial buildings from 
40,000 to 300,000 square feet. 
These buildings are available for 
sale or lease. Randy Kuttler 
and Joe McKay of the Ontario 
office of Lee & Associates are 
responsible for marketing the 
project...Larry J. Coats, dba 
Bear Creek Pharmacy has 
completed a 2,132 square foot, 
five-year lease renewal. Bear 
Creek Pharmacy is located in 
the Inland Valley Medical Office 
Building at 36243 Inland Valley 
Drive, Suite 130/150 Temecula. 
Patti Nicholls, of CDM Group, 
Inc. represented the lessor and 
lessee in this transaction..Lisa 
Gennawey completed a 2,000 
square foot, five year lease in 
the Margarita Square Shopping 
Center, which will be located at 
39400 Murrieta Hot Springs 
Road in Murrieta. Lisa will be 
operating The Coffee Mill 
Emporium. Jake Irion of 
CDM Group, Inc., represented 
the lessee and Kelli Jones of 
Dendy Real Estate represented 
the lessor in this 
transaction...San Bernardino 
Baptist Church, Inc., repre­
sented by Bill Lowder and 
Dawn Lowder of NAI Capital 
Commercial, has purchased a 
4,500 building on 1.25 acres at 
651 West 48th Street in San 
Bernardino from Dong K. Lee 
and Myong Lee. The terms of 
the transaction were not dis­
closed. The seller was represent­
ed by Reynaldo Bernal of 
Century 21 Golden 
Rule...Sperry Van Ness has 
completed the sale of an indus­
trial park to Heller 
Development for $1.5 million. 
The four building, 31,700-
square-foot complex is located 
at 144 W. Malbert Road in 
Ferris. Bill Duff and Jamie 
Simon of Sperry Van Ness in 
Ontario represented the seller, 
Walt Sanfeld and Erika 
Sanfeld. The buyer represented 
itself...CB Richard Ellis 
announced the sale of two 
industrial buildings at Corona 
Crossroads, an 8-building 
development located at 
Magnolia Ave. and Sherborn 
Street in Corona. Newport 
Trading Company of Irvine, a 
furniture importer, purchased a 
65,066 square foot building in 
Phase 1 of the development, 
while Steel-Tech Industrial 
Corporation, a manufacture 
and distributor of steel products, 
purchased the adjacent building 
totaling 71,924 square feet. 
CBRE executive vice presidents 
Jim Koenig and David 
Consani, along with Dick Roby 
and Janet Valentin, represented 
the seller Birtcher Commercial 
Development, in the transac­
tions. Financial terms were not 
disclosed. 
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8Wil Wheaton the criti­cally acclaimed per­formance in Rob 
Reiner's "Stand By 
Me" and series regular on "Star 
Trek: The Next Generation" joins 
the cast of the newly renovated 
ACME Comedy Theatre the ACME 
COMPANY'S "ACME LOVE 
MACHINE" every Saturday, 
through March 26th. Tickets, $15, 
8 p.m., ACME Comedy Theatre, 
135 N. La Brea, Los Angeles. For 
more information or to order tickets 
call (323) 525-0202. 
I #1 The Mt. San Antonio 
I College Small 
B u s i n e s s  
Development Center is offering a 
two-hour workshop on taxes and 
recordkeeping. It will help you 
answer the following questions: 
What records do you need? What 
expenses can I deduct? Accurate 
records are imperative if you are 
going to succeed in business. The 
class will help you understand how 
all the pieces fit together to develop 
a simple, but accurate set of books. 
To register, and for location address 
please contact the Small Business 
Development Center at (800) 450-
7232. $15 fee for each workshop. 
Please register in advance. 6 p.m— 
8 p.m.. Walnut. 
The Mt. San Antonio 
College Small Busi­
ness Development 
Center is offering a three-hour 
workshop on Developing Your 
Business Plan. Developing your 
business plan allows you to deter­
mine feasibility, identify start-up 
requirements, loan or investment 
needs and manage your business to 
ensure success. To register, and for 
location address please contact the 
Small Business Development 
Center at (800) 450-7232. $35 fee 
for workshop, includes workbook. 
Please register in advance. 5:30 
p.m. —8:30 p.m., Pomona. 
The Mt. San Antonio 
College Small Busi­
ness development cen­
ter is offering a two-hour workshop 
on Small Business Loans and Other 
Options. Learn if an SBA loan is 
right for your? What is the proper 
way to finance your business? Do 
you need a loan or line of credit? 
The various types of loans that are 
available to businesses will be dis­
cussed. To register, and for location 
address please contact the Small 
Business Development Center at 
(800) 450-7232. $15 fee for each 
workshop. Please register in 
advance. 10 a.m.—12 p.m.. 
• 
Pomona. 
The Mt. San Antonio 
I College Small Busi­
ness Development 
Center is offering a three-hour 
workshop entitled: How to Start 
and Manage a Business. The ses­
sion will address the various ques­
tions and concerns related to start­
ing a new business enterprise. The 
workshop will cover a checklist for 
going into business, small business 
insurance, marketing research, and 
controlling cash flow. To register, 
and for location address please con­
tact the Small Business 
Development Center at (800) 450-
7232. $15 fee for each workshop. 
Please register in advance. 5:30 
p.m.—8:30 p.m., Pomona. 
Workers' Safety Net Is Full of Loopholes 
continued from page 38 
makes me suspicious. But I called 
him anyway. 
"I am the president and editor 
in chief of WorkCompCentral.com 
— a news and information service 
for the work comp industry," he 
said. "We don't take sides. We just 
publish the facts." 
And what are they? I asked 
David DePaolo, the boss man and a 
lawyer who used to represent insur­
ance carriers. 
As DePaolo sees it, 
Schwarzenegger wanted to make 
good on his campaign promise to 
deliver a workers' compensation 
reform measure, especially since so 
many of his supporters in the busi­
ness world were complaining about 
rising premiums. He delivered the 
package, DePaolo says of SB 899. 
But not the fix. 
"There are too many inconsis­
tencies and loopholes. That's the 
bottom line," DePaolo says. 
"The govemor said relief was 
on the way. That's the way they 
played it—that you were going to 
see some immediate relief. But 
nobody in the industry believed 
that. Everybody thought it was pie-
in-the-sky statements made for 
political reasons." 
The simplistic legislative "rem­
edy" was no match for the forces 
that drove up workers' comp rates, 
says DePaolo. It gets pretty compli­
cated, but he blames the stock mar­
ket crash and a multibillion-dollar 
fraud in the international insurance 
market. In lay terms, we're talking 
about a Ponzi scheme and bad stock 
gambles. 
And in California, we ended up 
with a "reform" package that seems 
to have been designed to help 
recoup those losses for the insur­
ance industry. 
Sure, there were obvious abus­
es by injured workers. Some of 
them received medical services that 
exceed anything they would get 
from standard health insurance 
companies. 
But do the state reforms swing 
the pendulum too far in the other 
direction? "I would say that based 
on what I've seen, there is a great 
increase in the denial of medical 
treatment," DePaolo says. 
Great news, of course, if you're 
an insurance company. 
"Financially, insurance compa­
nies are doing fantastic right now 
because they're bringing in more 
money and paying out less." 
And the sweetest part of the 
deal, as I noted in the last column, 
is that SB 899 doesn't require them 
to pass on the savings to employers. 
Large companies might see a 
decrease in workers' comp costs 
because they're self-insured and 
don't get gouged by a middle-man, 
DePaolo says. Smaller companies 
might see a temporary decrease, but 
he expects the real impact of SB 
899 to be slower price increases 
rather than big discounts. 
"And," DePaolo predicts 
"we'll be in a crisis again in seven 
to 10 years." 
Don't everyone fall out of your 
For Insight on Inland Empire Business ... 
Subscribe Now, (909) 989-4733 
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Pat & Oscar's - Home of the Bread Stick 
by Joe Lyons 
There is a new level of dining 
that has come to the Inland Empire. 
It is called convenience food. 
Somewhere between fast food and 
Denny's style coffee shops, it lets 
you order and sit down, but there is 
a wait staff to attend to your needs. 
Several different chains that we 
have visited lately use this new for­
mat. The best, so far, has been Pat 
& Oscar's. 
P&O's is not a pizza parlor, 
although they make great pizzas. 
They are not a bar-b-que, but their 
chicken and ribs and wings are as 
good as any real slow-cooked pit in 
the area. 
The San Bernardino manager 
is actually prouder of the lemon 
chicken, which I have to admit is 
surprisingly juicy and, yes, lemony. 
The BBQ ribs and wings are equal­
ly as good. 
They serve a great Caesar's 
salad and a good Greek salad and 
really good pasta with meat or 
marinara sauces. And they are 
extremely proud of their bread 
sticks. But they do not fit any pro­
file you may have of any other such 
restaurant. The gourmet salads 
include spinach, cobb, antipasto, 
lemon chicken and chicken Caesar. 
What they are is a chain of 
very good places to eat. The one at 
the Ontario Mills Mall established 
itself on opening night by staging a 
fund-raiser under the umbrella of 
the Chamber of Commerce. In fact, 
the company has a policy of sup­
porting community needs. 
The menu is simplicity. You 
might, for example, want the pasta 
dishes. Each member of your party 
gets their own sauce, and the price 
includes the salad and the bread 
sticks. Again, each person gets the 
salad of their choice. Bread sticks 
are all-you-can-eat. In fact the 
menu is designed for one, two or 
four persons. 
There is some question as to 
the secret of the chicken and the 
New'ytirk GrilU 
909 / 987'I928 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur 11:30 a.in. - 9:30 p.m. 
Fri 11:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It's New York without the attitude! This award-winning 
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu 
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted 
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood 
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where 
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most 
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with 
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts, 
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to comple­
ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi­
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
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Pat & Oscar's convenience food 
ribs. Some members of the crew 
believe that the meats are slow 
cooked on site and just come out 
that good. Others tell us that the 
meat is half cooked before it arrives 
at the store and gets warmed up and 
slathered with sauce when it's time 
to be served. Whatever it is, the 
results are amazing. Most BBQ 
joints compete, even fight, over 
whose is best. Pat & Oscar's pro­
vides serious competition with 
almost no effort. 
On top of which the chicken is 
also available on a remarkable 
BBQ chicken pizza. So are most of 
the other foods I have mentioned as 
either gourmet pizzas or pizzas cre­
ated by you, or me. 
Just added to the menu, and not 
yet reviewed by your humble and 
ravenous reporter, are a new line of 
soups. Several familiar styles in 
both cup and bowl servings are on 
the menu. They should go great 
with the pocket sandwiches. 
And a new site has opened in 
San Bernardino. Although the 
Ontario store is bright and white, 
San Bernardino's has a yellow 
paint scheme that provides some 
sense of intimacy to the atmos­
phere. 
One other point to note is that 
the same ease of production pro­
vides dinners with brownies and 
cookies for dessert. 
With tongue firmly implanted 
in cheek, Pat & Oscar's has even 
declared a bread stick war on the 
Olive Garden. There is no word yet 
as to whether or not they intend to 
challenge anyone in the area of 
oven-baked potato wedges. 
Pat & Oscar's restaurants are 
located in the Inland Empire at: 
4423 E. Mills Circle in Ontario 
(909-581-0041) 29375 Rancho 
California Rd. in Temecula (951-
695-2422) and 690 E. Hospitality 
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Community Colleges in the Inland Empire 
continued from page 37 Ranked by hnroHment 
Institution 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Victor Valley College 
6. 18422 Bear Valley Rd. 






College of the Desert 8,318 
7. 43-500 Monterey Ave. na 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Crafton Hills College ' 5,150 
8. 11711 Sand Canyon Road na 
Yucaipa, CA 29399 
Barstow College 2,914 
2700 Barstow Rd. na 
Barstow, CA 92311 
Palo Verde CoUege 2,800 
10. One College Dr. 1:16 
Blythe.CA 92225 
Community Christian College 30 
11. 75 Tenessee St. 1:1 






























Tuition & Fees: 
Calif. Resident* 
Non Resident 
$12 per Unit 
$115 per Unit 
$11.25 per Unit, $10 Health Fee 
$139.25 per Unit, $10 Health Fee 
$11 per Unit, plus fees 
$130 per Unit, plus fees 
$264.50 or $11 per Unit. 
$125 per Unit -I- $11 per Unit 
$11 per Unit. 
$130 per Unit 
(Ariz. Students, $29 per Unit) 
$3,000/Yr. 
$3,000A'r. 







Dr. Maria C. Sheehan 
Superintendent/President 
(760) 773-2500/341-9732 







cbardowe @ barstow.cc.ca. us 
James W. Hottois 
Superintendent/President 
(760) 921-5499/921-5590 
Dr. Harris E. Lidstrand 
President 
(909) 335-8863/335-9101 
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Full Service Commercial Printing 
FREE Pickup & Delivery 
Proudly Serving The Business Community 
in Southern California Since 1988 
(909) 353-8470 • (800) 576-8570 
7101 Jurupa Ave., Suite 3 • Riverside, CA 92504 
KCAA 1050AM 
i9ls 
NBC hKWS RADIO 
Inland Empire 
Balanced Talk Radio! 
Don Imus 
Start your morning with IMUS in the Morning 
G. Gordon Uddy "The G-Man" 
Rev. Barry Lynn 
"A Tireless Campaigner" 
Al Franklin 
'The O Franken Factor" Chuck Harder 
"For the People" 
Uacey Kendall - Ray Peyton 
Local News Up-Dates 
Weekdays 8 AM - Noon - 5 PM 
KCAA 1050 AM Talk Radio 
...the station that leaves no listener behind! 
909-885-8502 - info@KCAARADIO.COM 





best wishes in your 
continuous rood to success, 
a bright d prosperous 
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